


ABSTRACT

Realizing Ultra Energy-efficient Hardware Systems through Inexact Computing

by

Avinash Lingamneni

In this dissertation, novel methodologies for designing energy-efficient hardware

systems that deliver just “good-enough” results are proposed by leveraging the princi-

ples of inexact computing, wherein perceptually- or statistically-acceptable accuracy

degradation is permitted in exchange for substantial resource savings. These inexact

computing systems are of particular relevance today owing to the widely acknowl-

edged limit to the exponentially improving resource-savings sustained by Moore’s law

driven technology scaling, as well as the emergence of a large classes of workloads

(in particular, embedded, multimedia and Recognition, Mining and Synthesis (RMS)

applications) that could still process information usefully with unreliable or error-prone

elements.

This thesis proposes several inexact design methodologies to efficiently realize

energy-efficient hardware systems by intentionally rendering reliable components unre-

liable. These inexact systems are shown to produce “good-enough” results, judged

through domain-specific quality evaluation metrics, in a wide variety of error-resilient

applications, while consuming significantly less hardware resources—quantified through

energy consumed, critical path delay and/or area occupied. The inexact design tech-

niques investigated here span several layers of design abstraction: voltage overscaling

(overclocking) and gate sizing at the physical layer; inexact logic minimization at the



logic-layer; probabilistic pruning and compensation buddies at the architectural-layer

and waveform shaping at the algorithm-layer. Furthermore, a cross-layer co-design

framework is developed that creates a symbiotic interaction between the techniques

from different layers of abstraction to maximize the resulting energy gains for a

targeted accuracy loss. This framework uses machine-learning approaches to further

enhance the cost-accuracy tradeoff gains in DSP hardware systems.

The effectiveness of the proposed techniques has been validated through extensive

experimental simulations and backed up by two ASIC chip fabrications—64-bit inexact

arithmetic adders in 180nm and 256-point quality-tunable Fast Fourier Transform

(FFT) accelerators in 65nm process technology. The utility of the proposed techniques

is also shown in applications from other domains including image/multimedia codecs

as well as neural network accelerators—all of which can tolerate inaccuracies to varying

extents and can synthesize sufficient information even from inaccurate computations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the last decade, increasing power density has emerged as the major barrier to

sustaining the benefits of transistor scaling for designing computer systems; we can no

longer shrink chip voltages and currents as we reduce transistor sizes without affecting

the reliability of the hardware. This power (or energy consumption) barrier affects all

forms of the computing systems—from portable and embedded devices at one end to

large-scale data-centric high-performance systems on the other, albeit in different ways.

While it limits the continuos usage time in the former (eg. cell phones, wireless sensor

nodes), it imposes limits on the concurrent usage, size and concomitant costs in the

latter (eg. supercomputers, data centers). For instance, the notion of dark silicon [12]

is gaining prominence in the modern multi-core chip architectures where power density

limits the number of cores that can be powered on concurrently. Some projections

show that as we scale down to the 8 nm complementary metal oxide semiconductor

(CMOS) process technology regime, half of the chip needs to be powered off at all

times [13], thereby offering little (economic) justification of the continuance of Moore’s

law driven scaling. These concerns are increasingly becoming important with the

the proliferation of portable devices as well as the increasing large-data applications

(popularly termed as “big data”) that are driving the growth of ever-larger data centers

in the cloud [14, 15]. To see the impact of this, one need only consider the discussion

about data centers [14] and their alarming energy footprint [16].

In the recent years, substantial research efforts to sustain the benefits offered by this
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Moore’s law driven scaling have been launched to overcome the energy consumption

barrier—dynamic voltage/frequency scaling (DVFS) on multi-core architectures, error

correction and compensation mechanisms through spatial and temporal redundancies,

research into post-CMOS electronics including molecular electronics, optoelectronics

and graphene, rigorous built-in self-test and verification schemes, and near-threshold

computing, to name a few. However, the overarching philosophy behind all of these

works is that of realizing reliable computations from unreliable components—the conun-

drum that the early electronic engineers faced more than 60 years ago before Moore’s

law began its inexorable march; the same conundrum that von Neumann addressed in

his seminal lectures at Caltech in 1952 [17].

The main objective of this dissertation is to strive to provide a comprehensive

solution by developing an innovative and fundamentally new class of inexact computing

systems that trade accuracy of the hardware for significant energy savings building on

the foundational principles from [18, 19], while preserving if not improving performance

and/or area occupied at the same time. Designing computing systems which allow

accuracy or inexactness as an explicit tunable parameter is a radical departure from

traditional principles of computer system design. Since the days of John von Neumann,

who in 1953 did pioneering work on designing “Reliable Computing from Unreliable

Organisms [17]”, computing system designers have used extra resources to make

systems reliable; processors, memories and physical interconnect have always been

designed assuming applications always require worst-case accuracy. This dissertation

departs from this practice by relaxing the accuracy requirement in a principled way

to garner significant resource efficiencies. Quite often, our hardware components, even

when they could be designed to be reliably entirely accurate, will by design be pushed

into a less-than-accurate regimes in return for significant energy savings and usually
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with concomitant speed and/or area gains!

Our approach bridges the growing mismatch between ability of emerging appli-

cations to tolerate error and the accuracy of the underlying hardware that is used

to realize it. This mismatch is shown to be predominant in a large class of current

and emerging applications, in particular, those involving human perception or statis-

tical evaluation metrics—multimedia, mobile and embedded systems, digital signal

processing, and the emerging high-performance recognition, mining and synthesis

(RMS) workloads, to name a few. In this dissertation, we present detailed descriptions,

analysis, and extensive experimental validations of several inexact design approaches

to balance this mismatch. As a result of our approaches, we not only dodge the

hurdles of Moore’s law but also help reap the energy efficiencies of the sustained

device scaling as prophesied by Moore, enabling a class of parsimoniously-engineered

or “good-enough” systems that are order(s) of magnitude more resource-efficient.

1.1 Thesis Statement
“By intentionally rendering reliable (electronic) components unreliable or inex-

act, we can build highly energy-efficient computing systems for a wide-range

of error resilient applications.”

The proposed methodologies in this dissertation for designing computing systems are

guided by the two overarching principles: (i) trading accuracy can lead to significant

resource(energy, delay and/or area) savings and (ii) the designs guided by value of

information can maximize the resulting resource efficiency. Extensive experimental

results, including fabrication of two prototype chips, have been performed to demon-

strate and validate the effectiveness and gains that could be achieved by using the

proposed techniques.
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Figure 1.1 : A design framework summarizing the inexact design techniques pre-

sented in this dissertation at various layers of abstraction to realize energy- and

performance-efficient inexact systems

1.2 Contributions of my dissertation

In this PhD dissertation, several novel inexact design approaches and frameworks are

proposed spanning different layers of abstraction—architecture, logic and physical—

that intentionally and systematically transform components into their erroneous man-

ifestations, which result in significantly lower resource cost. As outlined in Figure 1.1,

this dissertation presents inexact design techniques at each layer of abstraction—biased

voltage overscaling (overclocking) [20] and confined voltage scaling [8] at the physical

layer; probabilistic logic minimization [21] and compensation buddies scheme [22]

at the logic-layer; probabilistic pruning [23] at the architecture-layer and waveform
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shaping [22] at the algorithm-layer. Furthermore, a cross-layer co-design framework is

developed that creates a symbiotic interaction between the different layers of abstrac-

tion [8, 7] to maximize the resulting energy gains for a given accuracy loss. As an

extension to this work, more recently, a reciprocative error compensation framework

has been proposed that uses machine-learning approaches combined with a novel logic

synthesis flow to further enhance the cost-accuracy tradeoff gains in the context of

DSP hardware systems [22].

The effectiveness of the proposed techniques have been validated through extensive

experimental simulations and backed up by two prototype chip fabrications. For

instance, in one of my recent works on realizing energy-efficient DSP systems, it is

demonstrated that the proposed techniques deliver up to 75% energy savings in DSP

datapaths compared to the existing exact implementations attained at a minimal

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) loss of less than 1 dB. Additionally, this dissertation

also showcases the benefits of these techniques in several other applications including

hearing aids components, multimedia codecs, weather and climate simulators as well

as neural network accelerators.

1.2.1 A summary of unique contributions

In this subsection, some of the unique contributions of this dissertation are summarized.

1) This dissertation was among the first to highlight the drawbacks of using voltage

scaling solely as the control knob to achieve inexactness and pushed for a shift towards

systematic and automated functional-equivalence relaxation techniques with a focus

on realizing inexact circuits with zero hardware overheads and savings across all

the (hardware) resources(for example, probabilistic pruning [23] and inexact logic

minimization [24, 22]) .
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2) In a quest for highly energy-efficient systems—a dominant portion of the current

mobile, embedded and DSP systems (potential targets for inexact computing)—where

energy minimization is the primary concern with area and delay reduction playing sec-

ond fiddle, this dissertation introduced cross-layer co-design frameworks (CCF) [8, 22]

that still realizes zero-overhead inexact circuits by trading some portion of the delay

and area savings for substantially higher energy savings.

3) Along with the design of inexact (arithmetic) building blocks, this dissertation

presents algorithmically well-founded approaches for efficient interconnections of these

building blocks to maximize their gains for an accuracy tradeoff in complex systems

(e.g. DSP datapaths). These approaches are shown to efficiently navigate the combi-

natorially explosive design space of the inexact logic functions and take advantage

of the knowledge of the underlying inexactness to further optimize the (application)

algorithm being realized [22].

4) Contrary to the largely simulation-driven verification of the utility of inexact

circuits in literature,this dissertation provides two fully functional chip fabrications—a

chip with inexact arithmetic building blocks (TSMC 180nm in 2011) [8] and a chip

with inexact FFT accelerators (TSMC 65nm in 2013)—using the proposed inexact

design methodologies leveraging an industry-standard design flow for implementing

and validating the inexact circuits. This was the first time (as far as we could deter-

mine) that the principles of inexact design were validated through prototype ASIC

fabrications.

5) Additionally, this dissertation also proposes novel CAD algorithms as well

as automated statistical-model driven optimization strategies that leverage applica-

tion behavior to deliver just “good-enough” hardware systems targeted for specific

error-resilient applications.
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6) Finally, the utility and effectiveness of the proposed techniques is also demon-

strated in numerous applications including DSP hardware, multimedia codecs, weather

and climate simulators as well as neural network accelerators—all of which can tolerate

inaccuracies to varying extents or can synthesize accurate (or sufficient) information

even from inaccurate computing elements.

1.3 Roadmap of this document

This thesis is organized into six chapters. A brief summary of the each chapter is

presented below:

CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION: This chapter provided a brief overview of this

document along with the thesis statement, the philosophy of inexact computing and

highlights the several unique contributions of this dissertation.

CHAPTER II. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE AND BACKGROUND: In

this chapter, we trace the origins of the notion of computing with unreliable elements

starting with the von Neumann’s seminal lectures in 1952 which professed the dogma

of reliable computing with unreliable elements up until the departure from this dogma

in 2003 [19, 25] leading to the domain of inexact computing. We define the notion of

inexact computing along with a detailed classification and taxonomy that distinguishes

it from other closely associated computing system design paradigms. We also catalog

the contributions of this dissertation in the context of this taxonomy along with

highlighting the 5 key challenges that were crucial to the sustenance and proliferation

of the domain of inexact computing at the hardware level. This chapter was shaped by

the conceptual frameworks and arguments presented in [1] and [5] and some selected

excerpts was summarily used from these prior publications.

CHAPTER III. IDENTIFYING PARAMETERS OR DESIGNS “KNOBS”
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TO INDUCE INEXACTNESS: In this chapter, we present several inexact design

techniques or “knobs” that could realize the energy-accuracy tradeoffs along with

corresponding algorithms and experimental results. We categorize these inexact tech-

niques into two broad classes: physical-parameter manipulation (PPM) based and

functional-equivalence relaxation (FER) based techniques. The methodologies and

corresponding results presented in this chapter were published in [20, 23, 24, 21, 8, 26]

and the content was summarily used as appropriate from these prior publications.

CHAPTER IV. CROSS-LAYER CO-DESIGN APPROACHES TO MAX-

IMIZE SAVINGS: In this chapter, we develop cross-layer co-design frameworks

that combine inexact design approaches from different hardware layers of abstraction

in pursuit of maximizing energy-efficiency. Two manifestations of this co-design frame-

work are described in detail along with their experimental results. The frameworks

and results presented in this chapter were published in [8, 22] and the content was

summarily used as appropriate from these prior publications.

CHAPTER V. VALIDATION THROUGH CHIP FABRICATION AND

APPLICATION DEMONSTRATIONS: In this chapter, the validation of

the proposed inexact design techniques is done through two prototype ASIC chip

fabrications—a chip with inexact arithmetic building blocks (TSMC 180nm in 2011)

and a chip with inexact FFT accelerators (TSMC 65nm in 2013). We also provide

application demonstrations that use inexact components from other domains including

multimedia codecs, weather and climate simulators as well as neural network accelera-

tors along with the impact on application-level quality. The techniques, experimental

validation results and application demonstrations presented in this chapter were based

on published material in [8, 7, 10, 27, 9] and the content was summarily used as

appropriate from these prior publications.
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CHAPTER VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS:

In this chapter, we provide concluding remarks and a vision for the future of the

domain of inexact computing. Also, some of the possible future research directions

that could be undertaken building on this dissertation work are highlighted. This

chapter was shaped by the material presented in [1, 5, 28, 8] and some selected excerpts

was summarily used from these prior publications.
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Chapter 2

Historical Perspective and Background∗

“ It is the mark of an educated man to look for precision in each

class of things just so far as the nature of the subject admits.

Aristotle

While there has been an abundance of recent research in the domain of inexact

computing, what seemed to be missing, and therefore of some value as a contribution

to the scholarship of this emerging field, was to connect this emerging domain of

inexact computing to its rich legacy spanning the last six decades or so. This seemed

a worthwhile endeavor, especially given the powerful historical ideas that served as a

basis. In this chapter, we strive to present the context and the events that lead to

the emergence of the domain of inexact computing against the backdrop of the fast

and furious pace at which the electronic revolution has been progressing. We felt that

pausing and reflecting on the history behind topics in VLSI design and its automation

wherein “probability” and inexactness at the hardware are playing a central role,

would be a worthwhile endeavor.

∗The material presented in this chapter have extensively been covered in [1] and [5]. In this
chapter, we will paraphrase, quote or use selected excerpts from these papers for completeness. For
more details, the readers are requested to refer to these publications.
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2.1 Reliable computing in the beginning

In the early days of electronic computers, this was done by electromechanical re-

lays [29] which were soon replaced by vacuum tubes [30]. From the very beginning,

these devices and the computers they were used to build were affected by concerns of

reliability. Thus, at the dawn of the modern computing era, the issue of failures and

reliability reared its ugly head. Computers process bits of information; a bit can take

a value of 0 or 1, and computers process these bits through some physical mechanism.

For example, in a published interview with Presper Eckert [31] who co-designed

eniac, widely believed to be the first electronic computer built, he notes: “we had

a tube fail about every two days, and we could locate the problem within 15 minutes.”

Thus, working with a system with elements that have failed was not acceptable even

in the beginning. Everything had to function, and function correctly! Correctness

manifested in many forms ranging from arithmetic units to those that controlled the

flow of a program’s execution, and last but not least, storage or memory.

The pioneer John von Neumann who had worked with Eckert and his colleague

John Mauchly clearly understood the importance of reliability [17]. These device

failures motivated von Neumann and his collaborators to use probability to model error

or failures, through abstract models of “hardware” [17]. In his lectures delivered at

the California institute of technology in 1952 entitled “Probabilistic logics and the syn-

thesis of reliable organisms from unreliable components” [17], he envisioned the need

for reliability, while focusing on ways of ensuring that unreliable systems–hardware

in this instance–could be corrected to realize systems that computed accurately. He

notes, “The subject matter, as the title suggests, is error in logics, or in the physical

implementation of logics–in automata synthesis. Error is viewed, therefore, not as

an extraneous and misdirected or a misdirecting accident, but as an essential part of
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the process under consideration . . . ” [17]. von Neumann is, therefore, concerned with

errors that occur intrinsically in the physical implementations of logics, and today,

this would entail vlsi and ulsi circuits built out of cmos transistors. In keeping

with this legacy, testing to make sure that the system is performing its required task

consistent with its specification is a not an insignificant portion of the computing

industry today!

Four years later, Moore and Shannon [32], [33] in a sense reworked and extended

the work presented in von Neumann’s lectures by introducing a model that is based

on switches, which are the ubiquitous building blocks of computing systems even

today. The particular model they used is based on Shannon’s celebrated masters

thesis from 1937–A Symbolic Analysis of Relay and Switching Circuits [34]. In this

thesis, Shannon used the switch to abstractly represent an electro-mechanical relay

and used it as a basis for building digital circuits. Probabilities were used to model

the correct or incorrect functioning of a switch. Once again, focus was on the impor-

tant question of correcting errors introduced by potentially faulty switches, and on

determining the cost of such correction in realizing digital circuits. After these works,

close to fifty years passed without much of an incident, spurred by the spectacular

success of the CMOS transistor, its integration at a very large scale leading to vlsi,

the revolutionary invention of one of the earliest microprocessors [35], fueled by the

historically unprecedented march of ever-decreasing transistor feature sizes prophesied

by Gordon Moore [36]. As physicist Gell-Mann notes in a recent interview [37] where

he also describes his role with K. A. Bruckner in the work leading to von Neumann’s

celebrated lectures, concerns of reliability became insignificant with the remarkable

reliability achieved with transistors replacing vacuum tubes as switches.
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2.1.1 The driving force behind the electronic revolution

The remarkable success of computing system design has been largely attributed to

the continuous and reliable scaling of the CMOS-based transistors. Termed popularly

as Moore’s law based on Gordon Moore’s paper in 1965 [36], it was predicted that

the number of transistors on a (single monolithic) chip would double approximately

every two years (or 18 months) owing to the advances in the transistor fabrication

technology—a prophecy that held its own for many decades and was instrumental in

driving the electronic revolution.

However, the availability of increased (doubled) number of transistors in every

technology generation doesn’t provide any benefit by itself if these additional transis-

tors are not leveraged to do useful work, thereby, providing efficiency with respect to

some cost metric (for example, performance per chip when running an application,

economic cost per transistor, energy consumption per computation, speed). Hence,

hand in hand with the innovations in the semiconductor process technology that

lead to smaller and more efficient transistors, it was equally important for computer

architects† to provide innovative solutions leveraging the transistors and maximizing

the efficiencies with respect to the desired cost metrics while fulfilling the intended

goals. This self-sustaining approach of providing innovative solutions—both on the

transistor fabrication and usage fronts—have delivered a highly lucrative economic

value to designing computing systems. Infact, it could well be the reason that the

significant interest in sustaining Moore’s law is due to this economic viability—it

was shown that for the microprocessor cost(in $) normalized to the performance and

number of transistors went from 1.1E-8 in 1976 down to 1.1E-16 in 2002 [38]; an

†Broadly used to refer to all people involved in defining the hardware and software architecture

of a computing system targeted towards a specific set of goals.
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unparalleled improvement indeed!

2.1.2 The roadblocks to the sustenance of Moore’s law

As with any phenomena providing exponentially improving benefits, Moore’s law

driven scaling which breezed through for a couple of decades started encountering

roadblocks and by the late 1990s, the call for approaches to help sustain Moore’s

law as cmos transistor feature sizes approached nanoscale dimensions were becoming

increasingly strident.

Most of these challenges at the nanoscale dimensions were attributed to device

physics which limit the scalability of certain key parameters of the transistors, thereby

impeding the “true exponential benefits” of Moore’s law. For example, one of the main

challenges to the unrestrained continuance of Moore’s law is that of power dissipation

of the chips; cramming exponentially many transistors in unit area rapidly increases

the power density on the chip. In order to comprehend the reason for this physical

limitation, one has to look at the physical foundations of the (MOSFET) process

technology scaling provided by Robert Dennard. In 1974, Dennard [39] provided

MOSFET scaling equations that described the change of voltage, capacitance, power

and other quantities as the lithographies shrink from one technology generation to

the next, i.e., as the transistors became smaller. These Dennard Scaling equations

provided the physical foundation that enabled the realization of Moore’s law. Using

these Dennard scaling equations, we could calculate the changes that needed to be

made to the dimensions and the parameters that affect the electrical characteristics

of the transistors between successive technology generations so as to improve the

integration density, speed (performance) as well as energy efficiency and keeping the

physical challenges such as untenable power density in check. To elucidate, using a
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scaling factor k, Dennard scaling equations for MOSFET showed that if we could

reduce the device dimensions (oxide thickness, transistor length or width) by 1/k,

increase the doping concentration by k, supply voltage by 1/k, then the delay of the

circuit changes by a factor of 1/k and the power dissipation by factor of 1/k2 while

the power density remains constant. Using these scaling equations, one could show

that each successive technology generation needs to decrease the minimum feature

size by roughly a factor of 0.7 (k ≈ 1.4) to be able to sustain the doubling of the

transistors each technology generation.

However, while Moore’s law thrived on Dennard scaling for close to three decades,

the turn of the 21st century brought several potential hurdles into limelight. Scholarly

articles started appearing with daunting titles such as “End of Moore’s law: thermal

(noise) death of integration in micro and nano electronics” [40]. One of the key

underlying reason for this can be traced back to the Dennard scaling which highlighted

the fact that voltage scaling is an extremely important aspect as it helps maintain

a constant electric field (important for reliability) as well as lower the transistor

power (important for maintaining constant power density). However, Dennard scaling

assumed that the lower limits of supply voltage that are imposed by the transistor

threshold voltage (Vth) would scale proportionally as well, thereby making the supply

voltage scaling feasible. But the lowering of the threshold voltage in the technology

generations starting in the first decade of the 21st century was no longer feasible,

owing to the increased sub-threshold leakage which was fast emerging as a not insignif-

icant portion of the total circuit power consumption. Hence, the plateauing of the

supply voltage and its inability to scale along with the transistor feature size soon

started increase power density and became a limiting factor on the number of (active)

transistors that can be put on a chip without impeding its reliable performance.
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While this limiting factor (informally) signaled the end of the Dennard Scaling

around the 2002-2003 timeframe, various attempts to avert the end of Moore’s law

through alternate approaches were already in place. Among the main technology

trends that appeared promising was that of designing multicore systems which were

built on the notion that it would be possible to keep the power consumption in check

by lowering the clock frequency but not losing out on performance by having multiple

cores (or processors) on a chip operating in a parallel fashion. This is in contrast

with the computing architecture industry during the Dennard scaling era where the

focus was to glean better performance from additional transistors by building higher

frequency single core microprocessors to harness instruction-level parallelism (ILP)

and equipping them with additional architectural features such as larger caches, wider

pipelines, more execution units and better branch predictors. On the other hand, in

the multi-core era, the trend was geared towards using the additional transistors to

build less complex (lower frequency) cores and use them to exploit application-level

parallelism to achieve improvements in performance while keeping the power consump-

tion constraints in check. With the dawn of this multi-core era, extensive research and

engineering efforts to “pack” increasing number of cores onto a single chip became

increasingly prominent [41]. Also, beyond traditional accelerator solutions such as

GPUs, FPGAs and ASICs, researchers began increasingly investigating accelerators

or co-processors with an intermediate scope in terms of generality, covering more

applications than ASICs but less than general-purpose processors, in order to reap

significantly higher energy benefits than GPUs or FPGAs [42, 43]. Some of the other

prominent methods include designing for average case operation and using temporal

and/or spatial redundancy to correct worst-case errors [44, 45, 46]. Exciting new re-

search into novel materials for realizing circuits such as optoelectronics, memristors [47]
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and molecular electronics [48, 49] also started emerging. One common principle of

these design approaches has been to ensure that the device always functions correctly,

either by design, or through an error-correction mechanism using temporal and/or

spatial redundancy to correct worst-case errors [45, 46].

2.2 Crossing over to the “grey” side: The beginnings of un-

reliable‡ computing

Around 2002, when exploring ways to overcome the challenges to Moore’s law driven

scaling, a potentially paradigm altering question was posed [19]: What if one considers

building unreliable, yet useful, circuits and computing blocks from unreliable hard-

ware elements, rather than striving to build reliable switches, circuits, and computing

hardware, from potentially unreliable components? The argument in part was based

on the principle that we could potentially have a richer domain of switches to draw

upon and therefore, be much less constrained than having to strive for reliability all

the time. Thus, half a century after von Neumann’s lectures, by not pursuing the goal

of reliable computing advocated there, realizing useful and yet unreliable computing

devices by design was shown to be viable using a variety of models [19] including

a random access machine [18], and models representing circuits built from switches

where probabilities quantify the error [25].

However, the obvious question that comes up is: Why would anyone want to build

unreliable computing elements from them, knowing that they do not compute correctly?

And how would this actually help sustain Moore’s law driven benefits? While this

‡In our usage, the word “unreliable” has the connotation of imprecision or inexactness, in the

same spirit as von Neumann [17]. Therefore, unreliability in our sense is not tied to its utility; an

unreliable computation in this sense can still be useful.
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intention is counterintuitive, it turns out that there is an useful different relationship

between the resource cost associated with the physical implementations of switches,

and their probabilistic or erroneous behaviors. Specifically, there is a relationship

between the correctness or erroneous behavior and the energy consumed by the physical

implementation of a switch. The work from [18] and [25] characterized this relationship

between the amount of energy savings in the physical implementation of switches as we

increase the associated correctness or error. Thus, erroneous hardware switches, and

circuits built from them that are not reliable, were shown to be potentially beneficial

since their accuracy or error can be traded for energy savings [50]. Exploiting this

trade-off became interesting since by the late 1990s there was a rapidly increasing

concern if not alarm about the amount of energy consumed by computing systems [51].

In Figure 2.1, we revisit the chronology (originally shown in [1]) of work related

to the use of unreliable hardware reliably going back to 1952, and have highlighted

the departure in 2003 that resulted in the branch of inexact (or unreliable, yet useful)

computing. Traditionally, as shown in the Figure 2.1, realizing or synthesizing reliable

systems from unreliable switches entailed boosting the probability of correctness by

compensatory error correction mechanisms. In contrast, following the work from

2003 [19, 25], there is a distinct split from the legacy of von Neumann’s lectures,

resulting in a branch of design and engineering which explicitly seeks to build unreli-

able yet useful computing hardware and systems from unreliable components, without

compensating through error correction. This departure from traditional approaches

to systems had led to the emergence of the area of inexact design and the resulting

inexact circuits and hardware, to be distinguished from exact design that was done

before.

One of the primary motivations that resulted in the domain of inexact computing
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Figure 2.1 : Timeline of the papers and innovations that enabled the domain of inexact

circuit design (adapted from [1]).

was that of advancing the energy consumption benefits from Moore’s law driven

scaling. However, in order to include considerations of energy, abstract algorithmic

models such as Turing machines or their equivalent random access machines [52] had

to be necessarily linked to elements of physics. By exposing the physics, it was shown

inexactness can result in energy efficiencies [18]; this was done through a model that

has the power of a Turing machine. It turned out that having both of the elements–the

(probabilistic) error and the associated energy consumption–in a single framework

was the key to unearthing the notion of trading error for energy (and subsequently

hardware resource) savings. In 2003, this was done through a probabilistic switch that

captures these two attributes simultaneously [25]. In spirit and philosophy, it went

against the direction of abstracting away the physical attributes through clean models

as von Neumann, and Moore-Shannon set out to do, and connected probabilistic error
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during switching back to the physics.

2.2.1 From abstract switches to CMOS transistors, logic and applications

To establish the merit of this idea in cmos technology, these probabilistic switches

were implemented and shown to be probabilistically correct (see [3], [53]). Since then,

they have been referred to as PCMOS (switches). In fact, the trade-off between p and

the associated energy was modeled mathematically and also measured physically. As

the probability of a PCMOS switch being correct approached 1, the energy consumed

increased dramatically in the region where cmos switches are operated correctly (very

close to p = 1). In other words, a small decrease in the probability of correctness

(below a value of p = 1) can be traded for a significant drop in the energy consumed.

These PCMOS switches (Figure 2.2) embodied probabilistic behavior induced by

noise, whose statistics are akin to those of “thermal” noise sources [3],[53] and whose

magnitude is succinctly represented by the root-mean-square (RMS) value σ of the

associated statistical distribution.

At the same time as building abstract computational models and thermodynamic

foundations, work was also started characterizing on inexact boolean gates based

on CMOS technology [3], ubiquitous to building computer hardware. An example

is shown in Figure 2.3 where the E-p relationship for a CMOS inverter was charac-

terized [3, 4] in 2004. Further building on PCMOS switches and gates, in 2006,

the complexity of the hardware blocks that were rendered inexact was increased,

hardware implementations of algorithms used for integer arithmetic in the form of

adders and multipliers were developed and characterized. These inexact adders and

multipliers were designed and through simulations [54], the relationship between the

quality of their outputs namely the error, and the associated energy relationship was
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Figure 2.2 : (From [2]) (a) An inverter as an example of a PCMOS switch characterized

by coupling a noise source V ∗n , (b) The digital value 0 (and 1) corresponding to the

noisy output (input) voltage of the probabilistic inverter is represented by a Gaussian

distribution with a mean value of 0 (or Vdd) and a standard deviation σ which is the

rms value of the noise.

characterized there.

Since we are increasingly consuming information through our human sensory path-

ways as we see and hear the results of the information processed by computers, the use

of accuracy tradeoffs in the context of signal processing applications was an obvious

and fruitful direction to investigate. This investigation was done by [54] and revealed

that PCMOS gates used in adders and multipliers to build signal processing primitives,

if designed suitably, can yield significant–up to a factor of 5.6–energy savings when

used to process video and image data [54]. So, while the results of computing can be

erroneous, they can be perceptually acceptable, if not indistinguishable, from those

produced using correct hardware with a greater associated energy cost.

At the same time, there were also efforts to conceive of a architecture model based
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Figure 2: The E-p relationship of pcmos invert-
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the environment might be the dominant factor which de-
termines the quality of the output. These two categories
of applications will be of interest in our work. In the lat-
ter class of dsp-based applications, we will use the signal to
noise ratio (snr) as well as the perceived quality as a metric
to determine the performance of such applications.

3. PROBABILISTIC DESIGN
In the context of applications which can tolerate errors

introduced by the computational elements, let us term this
relaxed requirement of correctness as the “slack” in the ap-
plication (we shall formalize this in Section 3.2.1). If this
“slack” in the requirement of correctness were be exploited to
yield energy and performance benefits, a quality-cost trade-
off can be achieved. To achieve this quality-cost trade-off,
some property of the technology in which these computa-
tional elements are implemented (in our context, it is cmos-
based vlsi circuits) which facilitates such a trade-off needs to
be identified and utilized. We consider two such properties,
the Energy-probability of correctness relationship, which we
term as the E-p relationship and the relationship between
the speed of switching and the supply voltage (and hence
the energy consumption) in conventional cmos devices.

3.1 The E-p Relationship
The relationship between energy and probability of cor-

rect switching, which we call the E-p relationship, extends
to the domain of cmos as well. Analytical modeling and
simulation by Cheemalavagu et al. [11] demonstrated that
to increase the probability of correct switching, cmos de-
vices should be operated at higher voltages, thereby incur-
ring higher energy consumption for each switching step. The
devices considered in that work were rendered probabilistic
due to perturbations from thermal noise (it has been pro-
jected that the level of thermal noise would be compara-
ble to signal levels in deeply scaled silicon devices [18, 22]).
We refer to such probabilistic devices as probabilistic cmos
technology, or pcmos technology for short. Our technique

for implementing such devices is described in [29]. Kork-
maz et al. studied this relationship and developed a model
to relate the energy consumption to the probability of cor-
rectness [12, 20] of cmos inverters. Figure 2 illustrates this
relationship. This relationship between energy consumption
and probability of correct switching were then consolidated
into two laws, the former relates the energy consumption to
the probability of correct switching and the latter relates the
energy consumption to the noise magnitude.

Law 1: Energy-probability Law:(from [1]) For any
fixed technology generation (which determines the capaci-
tance C of a switch) and constant noise magnitude σ, the
switching energy EC,σ consumed by a probabilistic switch
grows with the probability of correctness p. Furthermore,
the order of growth of EC,σ in p is asymptotically bounded
below by an exponential in p.

Law 2: Energy-noise Law:(from [1]) For any fixed
probability p of correctness and a fixed technology genera-
tion (which determines the capacitance C of the switch), the

switching energy ẼC,p grows quadratically with σ.

These relationships, initially developed in the context of in-
verters, have been extended to gates such as exclusive-OR
and NAND. Further details about the analytical models,
simulation and measurement results may be found in [19].

3.2 The Design Principle - Using The E-p
Relationship

We recall that in our context, we consider two classes
of applications—those which benefit from the probabilistic
behavior of computational primitives, and those which can
tolerate probabilistic behavior of computational primitives.
With the E-p relationship outlined in Section 3.1 and the
RaBRAM model in Section 1.1 as background, it is appar-
ent that applications based on probabilistic algorithms may
benefit from cmos devices susceptible to noise [7]. We re-
call that probabilistic algorithms are implemented on con-
ventional (deterministic) cmos-based vlsi circuits, by gen-
erating random bits from either software or hardware-based
pseudo random number generators. To demonstrate this, we
have achieved orders of magnitude improvements in energy
and performance in the context of probabilistic applications
pcmos technology. Our implementation platform consists of
a deterministic host processor—typically a low-energy em-
bedded processor like the StrongArm sa-1100 processor—
and a probabilistic application specific co-processor com-
posed of pcmos devices operated at low voltages. We refer
to this platform as a probabilistic system-on-a-chip archi-
tecture [8]. We note the energy and performance benefits in
the context of applications which can harness probabilistic
behavior, arise from two sources (i) the energy efficiency of
pcmos devices when compared to their deterministic coun-
terparts and (ii) the efficiency obtained by implementing
probabilistic steps of probabilistic algorithms in inherently
probabilistic computational devices. In this context, an im-
portant design challenge is to map the probabilistic steps of
probabilistic algorithms and the components of algorithms
which tolerate perturbations on to inherently probabilistic
computational devices. We describe two approaches, rooted
in logic and arithmetic to achieve this mapping.

4

Figure 2.3 : The relationship between the degree of exactness characterized as p

the probability of correctness and the associated energy cost from [3, 4] of a CMOS

inverter.

on a system-on-a-chip or SOC style; this was intended to support applications that

needed certain portions to be exact, while other portions could be inexact [55]. This

in turn makes them attractive platforms to deploy applications which can inherently

tolerate error, ranging over analytics, search, image and pattern recognition, machine

learning (neural and Bayesian networks), and signal processing, among others. For

such classes of algorithms and associated applications, the product of the energy

consumed and the time the computation takes (akin to the standard energy-delay

product used to quantify the quality of a hardware circuit) can be substantially better

using inexact hardware architectures, when compared to traditional deterministically

correct realizations. For example, an inexact randomized neural network architecture

can be up to three hundred times more efficient when compared to its traditional exact

counterpart as shown in [55]. By partitioning the application, the inexact co-processor

is used to compute all of the heavy data-intensive loop kernels, whereas control follow
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(branches) are managed by a simulated deterministic processors (eg. RISC StrongArm

processor). Also, in 2008, probabilistic boolean logic (pbl) [56] was proposed, in which

the operators have the probability parameter p tied to them. In pbl, each probabilistic

Boolean operator, say ∧p denoting a probabilistic and, has an explicitly associated

probability of correctness parameter p, which relates it simultaneously to its energy

cost through the relationship illustrated in Figure 2.3.

While the body of work following [19, 25] focussed in gleaning energy efficiencies

by leveraging inexactness in the underlying hardware blocks, there was another dis-

tinct body of work that followed the split from von Neumann’s legacy as shown in

Figure 2.1 [57, 58] which focussed on improving the yield of VLSI chips by allowing

inexactness. Specifically, they advocated the adoption of chips having low levels of

defects for implementing error-tolerant applications, thereby reducing the cost of chips.

2.3 Understanding the Notion and Taxonomy of Inexact Com-

puting

Having presented the historical legacy of ideas leading to the genesis of the domain

of inexact computing, in this section, we delve deeper to understand the notion of

inexact computing, present a taxonomy to classify inexact circuits and highlight the

fundamental distinction from other domains that appear closely related. The phrase

inexact computing warrants additional clarification beyond the obvious inference of

having something to do with computations with errors. However, this provides only a

very preliminary and often insufficient insight as to what would be done with such

computational errors—would we provide approaches (either in hardware/software)

to enable mechanisms to correct these errors and run applications inspite of these
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Figure 2.4 : The design abstractions in the computing system stack (adapted from [5]).

errors, or do we somehow learn to take advantage of or live with these errors knowing

that we could possibly gain in other desired cost metrics. This fundamental question

differentiates the domains of error-resilient or fault-tolerant computing (the former

approach) and that of inexact computing (the latter approach).

To understand the full import of inexact computing and distinguish it from other

related approaches, we should first understand the prototypical system for implemen-

tation shown in Figure 2.4, that consists of multiple layers of abstraction and is quite

complex. In the modern world, Turing machines§ and similar models of computing are

implemented in practice using a mix of hardware and software components. Hardware

provided the fabric or the substrate on which to compute, whereas software provided

the flexibility through mechanisms for executing programs that realized a range of

applications. As computing system design blossomed, the legacy of exactness as pro-

fessed by von Neumann [17] implied an overwhelming emphasis on exact computing as

§originating from Alan Turing’s seminal work [59] which provided the universal model for

computing
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the vehicle for delivering applications. An exact computing system is one that honors

the contract specified by a specification of the problem being solved through some mix

of hardware and software artifacts, between any input and its set of outputs as shown

in Figure 2.5. Continuing, the coarse-grained relationship between the inputs and

outputs is really a composition or aggregation of finer-grained contracts drawn from

its physical hardware and software building blocks as shown in Figure 2.6. Starting

at the base of the hierarchy of artifacts from which an exact computing system is

built, hardware logic gates which are the elementary or atomic building blocks of

modern day computing systems are therefore, expected to be exact. Viewed from this

elevation, exactness (or reliability) was implicit in Turing’s model and permeated the

needs of all layers of the physical system, from the algorithm, through the software

used to realize it, to the hardware that ultimately executes and computes!
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2.3.1 Defining the notion of inexactness

The domain of inexact design is a major departure from decades of research, innova-

tion, and practice in computing in which computer systems are to a certain extent

over-engineered to allow them to guarantee reliable results at full accuracy all the

time. At the algorithmic level, randomized algorithms and approximation algorithms

have always provided a coherent foundation for implementing applications by trading

precision for savings along traditional running-time and space dimensions. However,

these algorithms are implemented using fully accurate or exact computing systems

which are not designed to support translation of this algorithmic informational effi-

ciency to practice. As shown in Figure 2.6, a single hardware architecture and system

layer supported the entire family of applications to run on the system, implying a

single fixed contract. From this perspective, an inexact system with the hardware or

software layers will have multiple contracts, some exact and others inexact, from a
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single system module that is being designed, negotiated with different applications

or even classes of applications. Viewed from the perspective of the enforcer of the

contract, the notion of inexact computing implies that the output values are outside

of the ε sphere, or some previously “contracted” or agreed to region around the exact

output which is usually determined by the needs of the application.

2.3.2 The two driving principles of inexact computing

Over the decade since the inception of the domain of inexact computing, most of the

work was guided by two foundational principles of inexact computing that enabled the

steady growth of this field.The first principle was established through implementing

probabilistic switches [3] designed to be erroneous as the means for realizing energy

savings and building computing systems from them for doing useful work. This first

principle as shown in Figure 2.7 states that: accuracy of a hardware circuit and

computing architecture can be traded for (energy) resource savings, and the savings

can be significant.

While the accuracy tradeoff in exchange for energy savings seemed natural, the

method to maximizing the energy savings that could be realized by such a tradeoff

was not captured in the first principle. Hence, this was achieved through the second

principle as summarized in Figure 2.8: the (energy) resource investment in various

elemental components of an inexact circuit and the computing architecture built from

it must be proportional to the value of the information they are meant to process and

produce as outputs. [54, 60, 61]. Thus, in hardware designed to implement arithmetic

units for example, lower order bits received lower energy investments, and were, thus,

more vulnerable to errors. In contrast, bits of higher significance received larger energy

investments and were thus, much less vulnerable to errors.
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2.3.3 The distinction from other approaches

At this point, we will digress briefly from unreliable hardware to dwell on other

innovative ideas (Figure 2.1)—sometimes, we have found references in literature that

indicate a close affinity between these ideas and our work— some of which were

focussed on realizing reliable or error-free low-cost DSP systems.

The contrast from information-processing efficiency¶

The information-processing entities that realize the intended tasks with varying levels

of accuracy come with associated cost functions. Examples of the cost functions

include energy, delay, area or some combination thereof. The central goal of the tradi-

tional system design is to minimize the cost of the system while staying within some

acceptable bound of the exact output values specified by the contract. To reiterate, in

current practice, computing systems are to a certain extent over-engineered to ensure

that they can guarantee reliable results with complete accuracy for all applications,

even when such strict accuracy is not needed. Such systems are poor in terms of

their information-processing efficiency (IPE), a metric matching the quality needs

of the application to that being realized by the computing system. Therefore, a

specification might in fact be locally perturbed in this sense of altering the precision

since presumably the application had slack in its needs and the computing system

was being needlessly over-engineered to compute at a higher precision than that was

strictly needed. For instance, in numerous emerging contexts that involve big data,

analytics and search supported by data-centric architectures, application specifications

¶We thank Don Fussell for ideas and stimulating discussions that lead to this concept of

information-processing efficiency, as distinct from inexactness which we are using here, and to

Krishna Palem for help in characterizing the concept as presented in this Section.
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Figure 2.9 : The distinction between information-processing efficiency and inexact

computing.

seldom embody a precise expectation of what the computational accuracy ought to

be.

The traditional approach for achieving IPE involves selecting exact information-

processing entities as the building blocks and using them to optimize the cost by

replacing them with alternate entities with certified contracts that come with a lower

cost while staying within the acceptable bound of outputs for the intended application

that is being realized as shown in Figure 2.9. This is in a stark contrast with the

inexact design domain where the intention is to relinquish the contract so as to be

able to achieve lower resource cost than what the IPE has to offer.

While our boundary from Figure 2.4 might in fact seem to provide a clear divide

between an exact and inexact computing paradigm, the domain of digital signal

processing (DSP) has instances that, at first glance, seem to make this boundary
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somewhat fuzzy. A concrete example of IPE were the tradeoffs that have been widely

pursued by system designers since the times of specialized DSP hardware from early

1970s to trade high precision (the number of bits required or the type of data repre-

sentation used) for higher performance [62, 63]. The other particularly interesting

instance that illustrates the fuzzy boundary in the DSP domain is the concept of

approximate DSP [64] which can be thought of as a particularly useful variant of

iterative refinement [65, 66] which realizes inexactness purely at the algorithmic level

by not crossing the boundary shown in Figure 2.4.

The distinction from fault-tolerant or error-resilient computing

From the perspective of the taxonomy of inexact computing described in this chapter,

a significant point to understand is that inexact computing is not about fault-tolerance

or resilient computing, in which, if the contracts specified by an exact system are

broken, the goal is to quickly reverse this and realize exact solutions in the end. We

would like to highlight two important ideas in particular and distinguish them from

inexact computing as pursued in [19]. The first idea of algorithmic noise tolerance [67]

allows circuits to be unreliable in the first instance, but uses algorithmic error-control

schemes based on the statistics of the system and the input-output behavior, to correct

the resulting errors. A second approach is the RAZOR effort from University of Michi-

gan [46] in which a “roll-back—recover” scheme is used to achieve exact computing

by correcting errors. Specifically, a circuit is operated below the safe voltage for a

given frequency of operation and delay latches are utilized to detect circuit errors for

subsequent correction. We note that these approaches are fundamentally different from

the philosophy driving our work as since they eventually try to realize reliable or exact

computations. The distinction ought to be very clear since we do not aspire or propose
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to develop exact systems with the associated encumbrance and costs that go with it.

Therefore, as shown previously in Figure 2.1, these prior efforts do not follow our split

from von Neumann’s legacy, but significantly in contrast, follow that legacy. and hence,

were categorized as fault-tolerant computing which aimed to realize exact computing

from inexact building blocks. This is done through “lightweight” error-correction

blocks in the case of algorithmic noise tolerance (ANT) [67] for DSP and through

the use of shadow latches which flush the pipeline and redo the computation if there

is an error in the RAZOR [46] approach. Specifically, a system that is found to be

erroneous is corrected to the best of our ability to restore, as much as possible to

something that would be close to being considered exact. von Neumann’s classical

constructions set the tone for this style of fault-tolerant thinking. In this approach,

the end result might in fact not be exact because it is not possible to be fully exact,

but the intention is to try and achieve an exact system.

In contrast, those of us that pursued inexact computing deliberately work towards

designing (elements of) computing systems at design points that are not exact, resulting

in an inexact design space, in return for significant efficiencies. The energy-probability

relationship from Figure 2.3 for a CMOS inverter is an early example of such a design

space in digital CMOS design. Using inverters at points with the probability of

correctness p < 1 captures the essence of inexactness. In traditional fault-tolerant

computing, given an inverter with p < 1, the goal will be the exact opposite; to try

and achieve a value of p as close to 1 as possible by paying additional cost. While this

might seem to be closely related, the intentions are quite different and have led to

insights, hardware structures, and solutions that are very different.
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2.4 The genesis of this dissertation’s theme

Thanks to the tremendous success of Moore’s law, transistors and vlsi circuits built

from them are reliable even today and allow us to build computing structures that

are exact for all practical purposes. Hence, the assumptions (e.g. thermal noise RMS

values) upon which the efficiencies and the theory of PCMOS based hardware design

were hinged on, was not amenable to practical implementation in current technologies.

However, we were curious to think of ways of exploiting the foundations of inexact

computing in the context of reliable VLSI technology that is readily available today.

If we can do this, we can potentially achieve gains in energy, and possibly in other

physical attributes such as area and speed by inducing error into otherwise reliable or

error-free hardware.

To elaborate, since cmos switches as they exist today and the circuit and logic

architectures that they are used to build are reliable, my dissertation starts out to

investigate ways to intentionally and efficiently make the components unreliable or

“erroneous” through deterministic means if in exchange it could lead to significant

savings in energy, and also, in speed and in area in some cases. However, before

embarking on this ambitious journey, one has to justify the usefulness of such inexact

systems in the context of current and future technological needs and challenges, more

so when some of the previous challenges to Moore’s law that motivated PCMOS ar-

chitectures were already tackled or did not pan out as some thought they would. In

the following subsections, we highlight two of the central trends which we believe

would embrace the domain of inexact computing and play a significant role in the

adoption and promotion of inexact systems in a wide variety of application domains.
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2.4.1 Energy consumption as a first order concern

Energy consumption (or power density) is fast emerging as the primary barrier for

achieving the desired goals across a wide spectrum of systems—from longer lasting

cell phones and other portable electronics (without needing continuous charging) at

one end to inhibiting economic cost and core utilization in the high performance com-

puting systems at the other end. While the former concern and the correlation with

energy consumption is direct and well-established, an increasing number of present day

scenarios like the latter, where energy would have been thought of as a second order

concern, are beginning to realize that energy consumption can no longer be relegated

to the back seat. For example, take the instance of the supercomputing industry

that has primarily focused on performance in terms of more and more speed. Despite

steady increases in the performance of state-of-the-art supercomputers, the available

computing resources still cannot satisfy the demand for computational power. Over

the last decade, increases in the speed of supercomputers have been due to increases

in the number of processors and cores rather than performance of individual processor

cores with the largest supercomputers today having close to 106 processor cores [68].

We believe that this single-minded focus on performance via massive parallelism,

however, will be insufficient to create exascale systems capable of performing 1018

operations per second; the reason being the growing prominence of power and energy

consumption as first-order concerns for exascale systems [69]. Exascale systems built

using today’s technologies would require impractical amounts of power and can not

cope with the targeted power limit of 20MW; a staggering amount in its own right.

Power has become such a central concern that the performance metric for modern

supercomputers is not gigaflops, but gigaflops per watt. Hence, there is a need for

dramatic improvements in power and energy efficiency to enable development of viable
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exascale systems.

Also, it is well known that the performance efficiencies that can be gleaned from

multicore systems is limited by the fraction of the software (application) that can

simultaneously be executed on these cores in a parallel fashion; a limitation popularly

termed as the Amdahl’s law. While this limitation to parallelizing software code is a

significant ongoing topic of research, and while multicore systems indeed dominated for

the better part of a decade, the power density began to become a major concern once

again with the forecasts that the era of dark silicon [13] has begun. This phenomenon

of dark silicon captures the growing gap between the number of transistors that can be

crammed into a chip with each advancement in process technology versus the number

of transistors that can actually be powered simultaneously. With a combination of lack

of high degree of parallelism and the limits on power density (energy consumption),

it is projected that adding more exact cores will not help improve performance and

some quantitative projections on performance show a gap that is almost a factor of

24 lower than what could be expected by performance extrapolations from historical

data based on Moore’s law. Furthermore, in what could be considered unacceptable

to the economic viability of developing new process technologies, it is projected that

within the next decade more than 50% of the chip would need to be “dark” to be able

to cope with the physical limitations of energy consumption. This would significantly

slow down (and even stop) Moore’s law driven scaling.

2.4.2 The growing prominence of error-tolerant workloads

Another notable trend is the emergence of a large class of current and future application

workloads that have been shown to exhibit varying levels of inherent error-tolerance.

This has been driven by the explosion of digital data over the last decade with some
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estimates showing that the digital universe will grow by a factor of 300 between the

years 2005 to 2020, from 130 exabytes to 40,000 exabytes [70]. A vast majority of

this digital universe, about 68% in 2012, has been primarily attributed to images and

videos from a wide variety of sources—digital TV, social media interactions,YouTube

to name a few—each of which have error-tolerance to varying extents depending on

the form factor of the device being used as well as the perceptual limitation of the

(human) sensory system consuming the output.

While the explosion of the multimedia data with varying amounts of error-tolerance

presents an attractive opportunity, another equally significant challenge is that of

sifting through this humongous amounts of data and making some “sense” out of it.

It is believed that by 2020, as much as 33% of the digital universe would contain data

that would be of value if analyzed in an efficient manner [70]. With the explosion of

this digital data universe, making “sense out of big data” has been receiving increasing

attention of late and is a topic of several ongoing research initiatives. It is believed

that this challenge could be addressed by the design of efficient computing platforms

to target workloads from three distinct classes: recognition, mining and synthesis [71].

Together, they are often dubbed as the RMS workloads where the recognition class

involves examining data (eg. images, video) and determining “what they see” through

some mathematical/computational models, the mining class involves discovering if

the data model constructed from the recognition class exists in a database repository

(eg. the world wide web), and the synthesis class involves creating an instance of the

model if one doesn’t exist in the repository. It is presumed that the emerging classes of

applications which deal with this big data paradigm will be using a significant subset

of the algorithms/models from these RMS classes [71]. For example, this motivated

the development of the PARSEC benchmark suite [72] by Princeton University to help
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enable the comparison and evaluation of the platforms targeted for these emerging

classes of application workloads. Some of the prominent examples of those RMS

applications include recognition of handwriting and audio, detection and tracking of

objects from images and video, semantic text analysis, web search, data analytics,

gathering business intelligence as well as the increasingly popular recommendation

engines.

Now that we have understood the growing prominence of various error-tolerant

workloads in current and emerging applications that could benefit from the use of

inexact computing methodologies, we should also understand the underlying prop-

erties and sources which render these applications error-tolerant. First, most of the

multimedia (both audio and visual) outputs are consumed by the (human) sensory

systems which are known to have certain perceptual limitations and hence, they may

not be able to discern or detect minor imperfections in output quality. Hence, under-

standing, quantifying and taking advantage of these limitations would be of significant

interest for inexact system design. Second, the inputs to these applications could

have been generated from noisy data sources or contain lot of undesirable noise (eg.

handwritten documents, wireless sensors in remote locations), however, the algorithms

processing these noisy inputs are designed to tolerate and “overlook” the noise in

the inputs. Third, the algorithms being employed have inherently probabilistic and

statistical computations with the understanding that these computations would not

significantly impact the quality of the outputs (eg. principal component analysis). In

these applications, a notion of a unique “golden” output value is not always there and

often, outputs which are within some specified statistical margins are deemed equally

acceptable.

In summary, we believe that the entire gamut of inherently error-tolerant appli-
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cations both in current as well as emerging applications would present a significant

opportunity for the widespread adoption of inexact computing platforms.

2.4.3 The mapping and scope of this dissertation

Given this methodologically sound basis for characterizing the energy-quality trade-off,

an overarching goal and the core intellectual merit of this dissertation is to identify

and apply the foundational principles of inexact computing to existing hardware

technologies in order to realize efficient systems while still providing “good enough”

results. A second and equally crucial goal is to use such principled knowledge of

inexact design to demonstratively validate our results through inexact computing

based ASIC prototypes. In order to achieve these goals, the multifaceted efforts in

this dissertation had to span several aspects of computing system design including

architecture, EDA algorithms, and ASIC chip design, for applications with varying

error-tolerance limits—from signal processing in audio and video, to accelerators for

high-performance workloads.

One of the critical challenge in the domain of inexact design is to provide for

approaches that help maximize the resource savings for a given accuracy loss. For

achieving this, we identify as well as propose hardware design “knobs” or parameters

which would induce inexactness in the underlying hardware components and then

provide frameworks that could identify the ideal combination of these inexact design

knobs for a targeted application/algorithm. This can be viewed through as an opti-

mization problem where these inexact design knobs are the decision variables—can be

from various layers of design abstraction, and the constraints are the feasible solutions

(in terms of quality) as imposed by the targeted application, whereas the objective

function encompasses the desired metrics that need to be minimized/maximized
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Figure 2.10 : The five key challenges addressed in this dissertation.

(power, energy, delay, area, yield or combinations thereof).

To achieve this, we identify 5 key challenges that would form the central focus

of this dissertation in realizing highly energy-efficient inexact hardware systems as

outlined in Figure 2.10.

First, to leverage the two principles of inexact computing as outlined in Section 2.3.2

to design efficient inexact hardware. We believe that while the previously proposed in-

exact design “knobs” such as probabilistic CMOS used to demonstrate resource-quality

tradeoffs have been rendered moot by the advances in process technologies, finding

alternate vehicles to deliver efficient inexact systems leveraging the foundational

principles would be of paramount importance.

Second, to identify “design knobs” to better harness inexactness as the previously

proposed techniques hinged on inherent device noise were rendered irrelevant in current

process technologies. These knobs should be able to seamlessly incorporate and take
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advantage of the parameters from the current CMOS technologies as well as provide

some avenues to remain relevant in future non-CMOS technology alternatives as well.

Third, to heuristically maximize the energy savings in inexact hardware systems.

As evident from the Figure 2.9, the underlying allure of inexact circuit design is

the ability to achieve much higher cost savings compared to the exact systems that

honor the contract. We believe that the key to maximizing this cost efficiency would

need cross-layer co-design frameworks that could combine multiple inexact design

techniques or “knobs” and attune them to the error-tolerance limits of the application.

Fourth, to validate the inexact designs through prototype chip implementations.

Much of the previous research since the inception of the domain of inexact computing

in 2003 was heavily biased towards theoretical foundations and simulation-based

experimental validations. While the results from these simulations were definitely

encouraging, the lack of any significant ASIC prototypes that could validate these

benefits in silicon was clearly missing.

Finally, to present application demonstrations and co-design. The ability to show

proof-of-concept demonstrations from a wide variety of error-tolerant application do-

mains, as well as providing frameworks or platforms that could be used systematically

to alter the parameters of the algorithm implemented based on the feedback from the

application interactions with inexact design to improve the overall gains, would be an

important contribution.
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Chapter 3

Identifying Parameters or Design “Knobs” to
Induce Inexactness

“ Perfection is achieved, not when there is nothing more to add,

but when there is nothing left to take away.

Antoine de Saint-Exupery

In this chapter, we provide the core set of inexact design techniques or “knobs”

proposed in this dissertation to achieve the energy-accuracy tradeoffs along with their

algorithms and implementation results. We start off by classifying these knobs broadly

into two classes—those that achieve inexactness through physical-parameter manip-

ulation (PPM) and those that achieve it through (Boolean) functional equivalence

relaxation (FER), followed by a detailed exposition of these inexact design “knobs” or

quality-tunable parameters.

But before we proceed to the exposition of these PPM-based inexact design knobs,

we would like to present some useful error metrics needed to analyze and compare the

gains obtained by the inexact designs. In particular, we use the following two types of

error evaluation metrics in the paper: ones which have a bound on the total number of

erroneous computations (such as number of incorrect memory address computations in

a microprocessor) and others (such as computation of the value of a pixel by a graphics

processor) which have bounds on the magnitude of error. While in the former type
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applications, each of the output receives equal importance or “significance” and errors

are quantified through the error rate metric, the outputs in the latter applications

have a certain importance or weights depending on the magnitude of error and are

quantified through the mean error and the relative error magnitude or the normalized

(to the range [0,1]) form of it as shown in the equations below [21]:

Error Rate = Number of Erroneous Computations
Total Number of Computations = V′

V

Mean Error = 1
V

V∑
k=1
|Ok − O′k|

Relative Error Magnitude = 1
V

V∑
k=1

|Ok − O′k|
Ok

Normalized Relative Error Magnitude = 1
V

V∑
k=1

|Ok − O′k|
max(Ok,O′k)

where V is the total number of simulation cycles or test vectors given to the circuit,

Ok is the expected correct output vector and O′k is the obtained erroneous output

vector for the kth input vector.

3.1 Inducing inexactness through physical parameter manip-

ulation (PPM)

The first class of inexact design techniques operate at the physical-layer of design ab-

straction by manipulating the (physical) device parameters to induce inexactness. In a

stark contrast to the PCMOS based techniques described in Chapter 2 that proposed

to leverage the inherent variations or perturbations (such as thermal noise) that some

believed, albeit inaccurately in retrospect, would be dominant in CMOS transistors

due to sustained technology scaling, the inexact design techniques presented in this

dissertation involve intentionally varying the physical parameters associated with
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the (CMOS) transistors from their prescribed nominal values leading to inexactness.

For example, supply voltage, operating frequency, transistor width (or the ratio of

width and lengths of the transistor) and threshold voltage are some of the physical

parameters that could be manipulated to induce varying amounts of accuracy trade-off

in exchange for resource savings.

It is widely acknowledged that several types of errors could manifest at the physical-

layer in more advanced process technologies including device variation errors resulting

from the (manufacturing technology) process, voltage and temperature (PVT) vari-

ations, technology errors resulting from the inherently unreliable nature of some

of the post-CMOS technologies and errors from operating the devices in deep- or

near-subthreshold voltages leading to insufficient noise margins. In this dissertation,

however, we primarily focus on the techniques to intentionally induce timing errors

by actively manipulating various physical parameters associated with a circuit, along

with analysis and corresponding experimental results.

Inducing timing errors resulting from the violation of the critical path delay (also

termed as overclocking based errors) is one of the most popular and widely used

inexact design technique at this layer of abstraction. The occurrence of these timing

errors can be attributed to the inherent relation between the manipulated physical

parameters and the (critical path) delay of the circuit. We exploit this relationship by

assigning physical parameters to the circuit that violate the required (critical path)

delay or equivalently, using a frequency of operation that is higher than the maximum

possible frequency of operation with the assigned physical parameters; at the same

time we would glean energy/area savings on the account of allowing the circuit to be

erroneous.

To illustrate, let us consider the example of timing based errors from [20] of 8-bit
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(binary) addition of two numbers∗ A = 01001010 and B = 01000110 using a “ripple

carry” addition scheme as shown in Figure 3.1. This ripple carry scheme “ripples” or

propagates the carry bit from the LSB to the MSB in a serial fashion. For instance,

in Figure 3.1(i), we can notice that adding the inputs in the second bit position

generates a carry, which is then propagated to the third bit position, which in turn

generates another carry and this continues until the carry bit is killed at the fifth

bit position. We shall call this a carry chain of length 3 originating at the second

bit position and terminating at the fifth bit position. It should be noted that in

this example, there is also a carry chain of length 1, originating at the seventh bit

position. With the assumption that the the delay for one-bit addition† is d, the exact

circuit implementations of this adder budget a total delay of D = 8d (consequently,

the circuit is operated at a frequency of 1/D). This is done to handle the worst case

inputs (for example, 10101011 and 01010101) where there is a carry chain of length 8

originating at the first bit position leading to a total delay of 8d in the worst case.

Hence, the physical parameters of the circuit (eg. the supply voltage, gate sizing,

threshold voltage, operating frequency) are set such that it satisfies this worst case

delay constraint and produces an exact result. It should be noted that those physical

parameters of the circuit also have an impact on the energy consumption of the circuit

and it is usually an inverse relationship than that of delay. For instance, the total

worst case delay of 8d determines the operating frequency f of the circuit that in turn

is used to set the supply voltage (Vdd), since in cmos circuits, V ∝ 1/d. At the same

∗Here, little-endian notation is used wherein the least significant bit (LSB) or the first bit is

written to the far right and the most significant bit (MSB) or the eight bit on the far left
†Here, delay is a combination of the gate delay for computing and the wire delay for the carry

propagation to the subsequent higher significant bit position.
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1

(iii)

Figure 3.1 : Carry chains and positions for addition of different Binary numbers

time, this supply voltage determines the energy consumed E, where E ∝ V 2.

Now, to understand the impact of physical parameters and their role in inducing

timing errors, let us consider the same ripple carry adder example, but set the supply

voltage to be V ′ = 1
2Vdd and hence, we get the delay for 1-bit addition as d′ = 2d.

However, we retain the original frequency of operation f . As the individual carry

chain computation delay is now doubled due to reduction of supply voltage, a carry

can only propagate to a maximum of n/2 bit positions in this circuit. But in the

original example from Figure 3.1(i), as the length of the carry chain is 3 < 8/2, the

addition would be performed correctly inspite of this voltage lowering. Moreover, at

the same time given the quadratic relationship between supply voltage and energy

consumption in cmos circuits, the energy consumed for this addition is E ′ = E/4.

Hence, for this input case, we show that the operating voltage can be halved, and

the energy consumed can be improved by a factor of 4, without compromising the

correctness of output.

However, if we were to consider Figure 3.1 (ii) which has a carry chain length of 5

instead, and the adder is operated at the same V ′ as before, then the addition would

yield an incorrect output of 01000000 instead of the correct output 10000000 leading
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to an error magnitude of 64 with a factor of 4 energy efficiency as before. Hence,

this shows that if the delay of the (maximum) length of the carry chain present in

the inputs exceeds the delay we budget through the manipulation of the operational

parameters (supply voltage in this example), the adder would produce erroneous

outputs. As another example, consider the input case in Figure 3.1 (iii) which has

a carry chain length of 5—the same length (and hence, delay) as the case shown in

Figure 3.1(ii)—and the adder is operated at the same V ′ as before, then the addition

would yield an incorrect output with an error magnitude of 16 that is lower than the

previous case with the same length of carry chain. This can be attributed to the fact

that the carry chain in this instance originates in a lesser significant position and

hence, its impact on output error is lower in comparison. Hence, using the principle 2

of inexact computing, we could potentially bias the physical parameter manipulation

so as to take advantage of circuit sub-components (or nodes as we later term them)

having varying impact on error to help maximize the corresponding resource savings.

In the following subsections, we identify the specific physical parameters of the

circuit that could be manipulated to induce the energy-accuracy trade-offs and present

the corresponding experimental results and analysis.

3.1.1 Supply voltage scaling

Most of the initial approaches to induce timing-errors in return for resource savings

from correctly functioning hardware used supply voltage (Vdd) as the inexact design

knob of choice. This involved computing elements being operated at a voltage that

is lower than the required value to achieve a given frequency of operation, leading

leading to errors whenever the critical path(s)‡ are exercised. However, this technique

‡referred to a path with the highest delay between any two consecutive sequential elements
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takes advantage of the aspect that the critical path(s) of a circuit might be exercised

for particular input cases which may rarely occur in some applications. This enables

a trade-off between error that is deliberately introduced by voltage over scaling (VOS)

or overclocking the circuit, and the energy it consumed as a result of the quadratic

relationship between the supply voltage and energy consumption.

We wish to remark that the term ‘voltage overscaling’ is used to refer to the fact

that we scale the supply voltage beyond the critical voltage point after which timing

errors ensue, whereas the term ‘voltage scaling’ refers to the scaling of supply voltage

until the lowest possible value (critical voltage point) where there are no timing-related

errors. Hence, while the former is an example of an inexact design technique that

allows accuracy as a design dimension (breaking the contract as shown in Figure 2.9),

the latter is an example of a conventional exact technique that enables the possibility

of trading excess timing slack (possibly due to a change in the application’s operating

frequency requirement) for energy savings and hence, can be viewed as an instance of

information-processing efficiency from Figure 2.9.

Uniform Voltage Overscaling (UVOS)

The most straightforward approach to designing voltage overscaled circuits is to uni-

formly scale down the supply voltage of all components in a circuit while maintaining

the original frequency of operation—often referred to as Uniform Voltage Overscaling

(UVOS). The advantage of this technique lies in its simplicity, limited hardware

overheads (only needs an additional voltage regulator and one set of level shifters

at the boundary interface that could be amortized across the circuit) and ability to

achieve quadratic savings in energy consumption.

The idea of UVOS and its underlying characteristics are described in Figure 3.3.
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In Figure 3.3(a), the conventional exact operation of the adder is described wherein

the supply voltage (Vdd) and the sampling delay are set to their nominal values leading

to exact outputs. In Figure 3.3(b), the UVOS technique is applied across all the 8-bits

of an adder such that each input bit position receives the same supply voltage that is

lower than the adder in the normal operation. As a result, the critical path delay of

carry chains ending in each of these bit positions would uniformly increase as well.

Now, if we use the same sampling delay as the exact circuit, it would lead to bit error

rates that are similar across all the bit positions whenever the delay of a carry chain

exceeds the sampling delay. As the voltage is uniformly scaled across all the input bit

positions equally in the UVOS technique, the only factor that affects the output is the

violation of the delay of the carry chains but not the origin/destination of this carry

chain.

The energy-accuracy tradeoffs enabled by UVOS technique for various 16-bit data-

path blocks—ripple carry adder, Kogge-Stone adder and array multiplier§—are shown

in Figure 3.2. The inputs are sampled from a uniformed distribution and normalized

to 16-bit fixed point numbers between [-1,1) and hence, the outputs are in the range

[-2, 2). In this figure, we have highlighted three different error metrics—error rate,

normalized relative error and mean error value—to demonstrate the vastly different

trade-offs curves that would ensue. For instance, for a mean error value (absolute)

of less than 0.1, in the case of the ripple carry adder, we could slash the energy

consumption by a factor of 2 (a reduction of 50%) and for the Kogge-Stone adder,

we could reduce the energy consumption by a factor of 1.4 when compared to their

respective baseline exact implementations.

The important question that arises when using the UVOS technique is: how do we

§the specific structures of these datapath elements have been described in Appendix A.
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Figure 3.2 : The energy-error relationships for a 16-bit ripple carry adder, Kogge-

Stone adder and an array multiplier for 3 different error metrics using uniform voltage

overscaling scheme

determine the voltage overscaled point?. The two important aspects which determine

this are the application traces and the error tolerance limits of the application. Let

us first understand the influence inputs to the circuit component (derived from the

application traces) through an illustrative example of an adder we have been using so

far. For an n-bit adder, assuming uniform distribution of inputs, the probability that

a carry chain exists between a bit position i and a bit position j (assuming i < j)

is 1/2i−j+1 [73]. To elucidate, for notational convenience, we will use the symbols S,
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A and B to denote the Sum (output) and the two binary inputs to the adder. As

all the paths between output Si and an input Aj or Bj, (∀j 6= i and 0 ≤ j < N)

existing in an N bit adder are due to the propagation of carry bits, we compute

the probability that a carry chain of a particular length exists. A bit position ‘j’ is

said to generate a carry if both Aj and Bj are equal to 1 and propagate a carry if

exactly one of Aj or Bj is equal to 1. Hence, a sum output Si is affected by an input

Aj or Bj (where j < i) only if there is a carry generated at j and the rest of the

i − j bits propagate the carry. For example, if the summands A and B are chosen

uniformly at random, the probability that a bit position j generates a carry is 1/4 and

the probability that the rest of the i− j − 1 propagate the carry is 1/2i−j−1. Hence,

the probability of any particular path from an input Aj or Bj to an output Sum

Si being active is 1/2i−j+1. Using this information, we can calculate the probability

that a carry chain of a particular length exists in the inputs—for example, assuming

uniform distribution, the probability of carry chain of length 4 and 12 is 1/25 and

1/213 respectively. For non-uniform distributions, we can empirically determine the

probabilities or average (expected) carry chain length using the inputs derived from

the application traces. Using this carry chain length information, we could potentially

bias the voltage overscaled point so as to meet the error-tolerance constraints.

Biased Voltage Overscaling (BiVOS)

While the UVOS technique was able to realize inexact circuits using principle 1 of

inexact computing, it did not offer any scope for using principle 2 to ensure that

the energy savings could be maximized for a given accuracy loss. Hence, in [20], it

was shown analytically and experimentally that by biasing the energy investments

as determined by principle 2, we could be more efficient by an exponential factor in
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the energy consumption, over conventional uniform voltage scaling, wherein all the

bits are given the same level of importance independent of their significance—the

computational speed or performance is the same in both cases.

The primary differences between the UVOS and the BiVOS techniques can be

observed in Figure 3.3(b) and (c). In this figure, we show the principle of biased

voltage investment depending on the output-bit significance of the adders wherein the

least significant bits (LSBs) get a lower voltage (and hence, have higher timing errors)

than the most significant bits (MSBs). This can be understood as follows: given a

constant energy budget (proportional to the area under the curve in the bit position

vs Vdd graph in Figure 3.3), the BiVOS techniques invests higher energy (voltage) in

the MSBs than the LSBs. In [20], a mathematically rigorous foundation as well as the

experimental results for this technique were provided by characterizing this tradeoff

between the energy consumed, the error, and hence, the quality of the solution for

adders. Based on this model, it was shown in [20] that for a n-bit addition with an

operating frequency f and with the same energy consumption, the ratio of the expected

magnitude of error between the uniform voltage overscaling scheme and the biased

voltage overscaling scheme is Ω
(
2n/(c)

)
for a constant number of bins (voltage planes)

m. In other words, as the number of bits n → ∞ the gap (ratio) between expected

error introduced by biased voltage scaling and conventional voltage scaling for an

equal amount of energy consumed grows exponentially as Ω(2n/c). The expectation is

determined by averaging over the inputs to the adder drawn uniformly from the set of

all possible inputs.

This analytical analysis was backed up by experimental results some of which are

shown in Figure 3.4(a) [20]. On a 16-bit ripple carry adder, assuming 4 supply voltage

planes (each having equal number of full adders assigned to them), the BiVOS tech-
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Figure 3.3 : Illustrating the differences between UVOS and BIVOS schemes

nique outperforms the UVOS technique in terms of having a lower energy consumption

for a given (expected) error value; the trend holds with varying sampling frequencies

as well. In Figure 3.4(b), we can observe the superiority of BiVOS technique in terms

of energy savings across varying sampling frequencies (eager reading interval) with

different error bounds that were imposed.

It should be noted that while the BiVOS technique provides a fine-grained way

(theoretically) to enable energy-accuracy tradeoffs by partitioning the circuit into

multiple voltage planes, it would come with associated hardware implementation

overheads that need to be factored in to make sure that they don’t offset the resource

efficiencies we could glean from applying BiVOS; even when the practical realizations

only implement a subset of well characterized voltage levels (typically 2-4). Some of

these overheads are described below:

1. Accurate fine-tuning of supply voltage at run-time based on the application

requirements might not be feasible due to inherent variations present in the
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Figure 3.4 : Graphs for a 16-bit ripple carry adder using biased and uniform voltage

scaling schemes depicting (a) energy-error relationship using two different sampling

time periods; (b) energy-eager reading interval relationship at two different error

budgets [6].

power supply routing [74] and by the large overhead generally required to ensure

that such an accurate fine-tuning is realized necessitated by the possibility of

massive failures that can occur in circuits beyond a critical voltage scaling

point for some architectures (as evident from the error rate metric plot in the

Kogge-Stone adder in Figure 3.2.

2. The BiVOS technique requires significant additional overheads of routing multi-

ple voltage planes, and by necessity for level shifters to facilitate reliable transfer

of signals between these voltage planes.

3. The generation of multiple supply voltages simultaneously requires the use of

several voltage regulators which would lead to additional hardware overheads

on the chip.
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4. Varying supply voltage during circuit operation coupled with the inherent power

supply variations might also increase the possibility of timing failures due to

metastable conditions and might require metastable tolerant flip-flops or latches

adding to the already increasing overhead.

3.1.2 Gate/transistor sizing

Apart from the supply voltage, another important parameter at the physical-layer

that can leveraged to induce inexactness is that of gate sizing, wherein, the gates in

a circuit can be sized so as to create a trade-off between the area/energy and the

delay of the circuit. This trade-off can be exploited for creating inexact circuits, for

instance, we could downsize the gates in a circuit which reduces the area/energy but

would increase the (critical path) delay providing scope for inducing timing based

errors when the violated critical paths are exercised by the (application) inputs. While

this provides an approach for realizing inexact circuits through principle 1, we could

take advantage of principle 2 as well with some significance-driven heuristics to glean

additional efficiencies. In this dissertation, we use two approaches to gate sizing

depending on the type of error metric that will be used to quantify the accuracy

loss. First, to reduce the frequency of error quantified through error rate metric,

we will selectively downsize the gates when they are not on the critical paths which

would delay the onset of the errors. Second, to reduce the error magnitudes, we will

selectively downsize gates contributing to the least significant outputs so that impact

of the error is minimized.

The algorithm to the gate sizing technique for inexact circuit design is given in

Algorithm 1. For a given frequency target, we allow the traditional logic synthesis tools

to transform a circuit description (from a high-level or HDL language) in to a gate
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level netlist using a standard cell library. This standard cell library typically comes

with logic gates with varying drive strengths—here, we use drive strengths as a proxy

for the “size” of a gate and abstract away the specific ways through which these varied

drive strengths are realized such as transistors sizing (varying the W/L aspect ratio

of the transistors) or transistor fingering [75]. Using the synthesized circuit netlist

optimized for a frequency target, we iteratively downsize the gates (replacing the

gates having higher drive strengths with their lower drive strength counterparts from

the standard cell library) that are not present along the critical path(s) of the circuit

through a randomized iterative process. As inputs to the algorithm, we provide the

circuit netlist G, the error-tolerance limits on the component Errth and a standard cell

library with pre-characterized gates with varying drive strengths (or sizes) organized as

a dictionary¶ StdCellLib. This gate sizing algorithm terminates once we reach a point

where all gates are downsized to the lowest possible size (drive strength) provided in

the standard cell library or when the error-tolerance limits imposed by the application

are transgressed.

The energy-accuracy tradeoffs enabled by using gate sizing on various 16-bit data-

path blocks—Kogge-Stone adder and array multiplier—are shown in Figure 3.5. The

inputs are sampled from a uniformed distribution and normalized to 16-bit fixed

point numbers between the range [-1,1). In this figure, we have highlighted three

different error metrics—error rate, normalized relative error and mean error value—to

demonstrate the vastly different trade-offs curves that would ensue. One important

observation from Figure 3.5 is the energy savings and the amount of error that can

be induced through the gate sizing. This is dependent on two critical aspects: (a)

¶The keys to the dictionary are the cell type (for example, 2-input and gate) and the output is a

list of available gate sizes in the increasing order of size.
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for the Gate Sizing algorithm on a Circuit netlist or Graph
G

//Main Function in the Algorithm
function Gatesizing(G, Errth, StdCellLib)

GD ← G; ErrorCurr = 0; //Initialize
while ErrorCurr ≤ Errth do

G← GD;
//Compute the cells on the critical path
LISTcritpathcells ← ComputeCriticalPath(G)
LISTnon−critpathcells ← ListAllCells(G) - LISTcritpathcells

//Downsize a random fraction of gates on the critical path
GD ← DownsizeCell(G, RandomCellSelect(LISTnon−critpathcells))
ErrorCurr ← ComputeError(GD)

end while
end function

function ComputeCriticalPath(G)
RunStaticTimingAnalysis();
LISTcritpathcells ← Add Cells from Critical Path
return LISTcritpathcells

end function

function DownsizeCell(G, LISTcellstosize))
N ← size(LISTcellstosize)
for all i← 1 to N do

cell ← LISTcellstosize(i)
//Pick the next lower size from StdCellLib for the cell
G.cell.newsize = StdCellLib(cell.currentsize - 1);

end for
return G

end function

the number of possible drive strengths (or gate sizes) for each logic gate provided

as a part of the standard cell library, and (b) the imposed frequency target on the

initially synthesized circuit. The former enables a larger design space exploration and

hence, provides more fine-grain scope inducing inexactness in the circuit, while the

latter determines the extent of the additional gate downsizing that would be possible
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Figure 3.5 : Graphs for energy-accuracy relationships using Gate Sizing with three
different error evaluation metrics—mean error magnitude, normalized relative error
and error rate for (a) 16-bit Kogge-Stone adder, (b) 16-bit array multiplier.

which could be translated to energy gains—tight frequency constraints (closer to the

maximum possible frequency of operation) on the circuit leads to a larger fraction of

bigger sized gates than imposing relaxed frequency constraints during the synthesis of

the circuit. Hence, as evident from Figure 3.5, the amount of inexactness (either the

mean error or error rate) than can be induced can no longer be increased once the

gates have been sized to their minimum size available in the standard cell library.

Having seen two inexact design knobs at the physical-layer—supply voltage and

gate sizing—which achieve energy-accuracy tradeoffs in circuits taking advantage of

an indirect relationship they have with delay by inducing timing errors, we observe

that the parameter with a more direct relationship with delay of a circuit—operating

frequency—can also be manipulated to achieve inexactness. However, solely by manipu-

lating the operating frequency of the circuits, it is unlikely that we will benefit in terms

of energy consumption of the circuit without creating a tradeoff space with the other

physical parameters. But we do envision that for circuits requiring high performance

and not constrained by energy consumption limitations, operating frequency would
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serve as a valuable inexact design knob to achieve performance-accuracy trade-offs.

3.2 Inducing inexactness through functional-equivalence re-
laxation (FER)

Canonically, physical-layer techniques (in particular voltage overscaling) provide a fine-

grained approach to enable energy-accuracy trade-offs, but they have some non-trivial

hardware implementation overheads. As highlighted in the previous subsection, this

arises from the fact that in many of its variants, level-shifters, metastability resolution

circuits, and the routing of multiple voltage lines, are all essential features. As a

result, the practical utility of voltage overscaling is typically limited to few of well

characterized voltage levels. Consequently, even though voltages can be scaled at

a very fine granularities in principle, this opportunity is limited by the associated

overheads.

To circumvent these overheads, inexact design approaches have to be consid-

ered at different layers of abstraction. To address this concern, we proposed two

novel approaches called probabilistic pruning [23, 8] and inexact logic minimization

(ILM) [24, 22] in this dissertation. These techniques advocated reduction of logic

density by either pruning/deletion of non-significant components or by transformations

to lesser power consuming yet “similar” logic. As these design level techniques system-

atically minimize circuit components (or nodes) while relaxing the notion of boolean

equivalence guided by the significance and/or the input combination probabilities of

those nodes while staying within the error boundaries dictated by the application, they

are collectively termed as functional-equivalence relaxation (FER) techniques. The

pruning (of which bit-width truncation is a special case) enabled a more coarse-grained

energy-accuracy tradeoffs from the perspective of a node as it can only provide the

extremum cases (either a node/sub-circuit is deleted or it is not). On the other hand,
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ILM approaches offer a much more fine-grained control over the energy-accuracy

tradeoffs at the design time enabling a much larger design space. One of the central

goals of this dissertation is to show that introducing an error tradeoff through FER

techniques would throw open a much wider design space that could explored to glean

more significant savings in the energy, delay and area dimensions than solely relying

on PPM-based inexact design techniques in isolation.

3.2.1 Probabilistic Pruning

The first FER-based inexact design technique we will focus on is that of probabilistic

pruning wherein computational blocks and their connecting wires are deleted from a

fully functional or exact circuit design. The main idea behind pruning is to reduce the

size of an hardware architecture by removing parts that are hardly used or do not have

a significant influence on the calculations. One of the criterion for deciding that a block

can be removed is based on the significance that the node has in contributing to the

output value, and also its activity level when the circuit is exercised using a canonical

set of inputs. For example, a node whose output has a lot of significance but is pretty

dormant across most inputs of interest could be a candidate for pruning. Similarly,

a very active node can be a candidate for pruning if the values it computes do not

have significant contribution to the outputs. Traces from running the application

workloads usually determine the input vectors for the pruning algorithm or we can

use generic use MATLAB-based pseudorandom number generators to draw inputs

from a representative distribution following the foundations of average case algorithm

analysis [76]. The pruning technique we use here is versatile and can be applied at

varying node granularities– nodes can be a micro-block such as a basic gate in an adder

or a macro-block such as an adder or multiplier itself in more DSP blocks. As this
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approach is carried out during the design phase, it can be realized with zero overhead

on the circuit hardware.

A mathematical formulation of probabilistic pruning

In this section, we introduce a mathematical formulation of the proposed pruning

technique along with an algorithm that implements it. A circuit can be represented

as a directed acyclic graph whose nodes are components such as gates, inputs, or

outputs and whose edges are wires. Given a circuit G with NC components, NI inputs,

NO outputs and NW wires, our goal is to prune components in the paths such that

the energy, area and speed are reduced while maintaining a bound on error, say σ.

Let I = {I1, I2, . . . , INI} be the set of all input nodes, O = {O1, O2, . . . , ONO} be

the set of output nodes, C = {C1, C2, . . . , CNC} be the set of all components and

W = {C1, C2, . . . , CNW} be the set of all wires. For each component Cj, we denote

the average energy consumption by Ej. Let us denote a single input and output of C

by vectors I and O where Ii is the ith input bit and Oj is the jth output bit. We now

formulate an optimization problem of computing a circuit G’, which is a subgraph of

G such that it has the same set of inputs {I} and outputs{O} but with components

{C’} where NC’ ≤ NC and wires {W’} where NW’ ≤ NW such that given V randomly

chosen inputs, the average error

Er(G′) =
V∑
k=1

pk × |O′k − Ok| ≤ σ (3.1)

where Ok and O′k correspond to value of final output vectors < Ok,1,Ok,2, . . .Ok,n >

and < O′k,1,O
′
k,2, . . .O

′
k,n > of circuits G and G’ respectively for a given n-bit input

vector Ik which occurs with a probability pk for 1 ≤ k ≤ V. In the unweighted case,

|Oi − Oj| is the value of the difference between Oi and Oj treated as unary numbers.

In the case where the output bits are weighted, without loss of generality, we could
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assign a weight ηj to the jth output bit Oj. In this case, Oi and Oj will be the

difference between the corresponding binary numbers. In fact, starting with Section

IV, we will be demonstrating the value of probabilistic pruning through circuits for

integer addition and therefore, will be considering the case of weights ηj = 2j almost

exclusively.

Output: A pruned G′ that is optimal in that there is no other G′′ satisfying the

conditions above such that N ′′C < N ′C.

The average error computation metric used above is not limiting in any sense

that it can conveniently replaced by any other error metric based on the application

requirements in using the probabilistic pruning approach. In circuit design, it is

considered to be meaningful to evaluate a design using a range of inputs drawn from

a distribution and analyze error following approaches to average case analysis [76],

and we will adopt this approach. Not surprisingly, it is easy to show that variants

of this problem are NP-hard in general [77, 78] and hence, we will limit ourselves to

using greedy heuristics that still provide us with significant cost savings.

An Algorithm for Probabilistic Pruning

The general probabilistic pruning algorithm operates by building a directed acyclic

graph (DAG) of the circuit with nodes denoting a gate or a collection of gates and

edges denoting the interconnections. Conceptually, the pruning algorithm is made up

of the following steps. (i). Ranking each of the nodes in the circuit with analytically

or empirically derived significance and activity values that determine their relative

importance as inputs to the next step. (ii) A healing function which catalogs the

values the outputs of node should be given when it is pruned so as to reconnect the

blocks that would become isolated due to the pruning. (iii). Pruning the nodes in
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the decreasing order of ranks where higher ranked nodes (nodes with the highest

significance-activity product) are preserved at the expense of those that have lower

ranks. We will now describe each of these steps in detail.

Ranking Function — Computing the “value of information”

The notion of ranking the nodes in a circuit graph guided by principle 2 of inexact

computing forms the first and the most important step of the pruning algorithm.

It involves determining the relative importance or significance‖ of the underlying

building blocks of the circuit. Intuitively, we can rank the circuit nodes based on (i)

the structural connectivity of the circuit; (ii) (application) input vectors. The former,

denoted here by the term significance, determines how an error in the node propagates

to the primary outputs while the latter, denoted here by activity, determines how much

influence the application traces have on the value of the node’s propagated error. As

a basis for ranking of the nodes, we could then potentially use some function of these

significance and activity values. In this dissertation, we have used a simplistic function

that is a product of these values, termed significance-activity product (SAP). Using

these SAP values, we assign inexactness to the nodes/components, wherein nodes

with least SAP values will be assigned the most erroneous or inexact configuration.

For the ranking function, we use a heuristic to determine the (structural) signifi-

cance of each node (inspired by [79]) and the application input vectors to determine

the amount of error that would ensue for having inexactness (here, through pruning)

in each of the nodes. It should be noted that the significance calculation described

in this section doesn’t require application traces as it can be precomputed once and

stored; it can be then combined with activity values using traces from application

‖The notion of assigning a significance value to a node in an inexact circuit graph was inspired
by [79].
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at a later stage to create a “rank order” of the nodes. One of the variation of this

ranking scheme which combines both the intuition behind significance and activity

metrics is later used in the context of an FFT design in Section 5.3, where it is able to

capture the significance from both the application traces and structural connectivity

in a single step (as opposed to two independent sub-steps here) to determine the “rank

order” of the nodes.

Computing Significance: For statically assigning the significance to a node based

on the structural interconnections in the circuit graph, we present a heuristic algorithm

shown in Algorithm 2 to automatically processes the DAG of the circuit netlist and

assign (relative) significance values to each of the nodes in the graph. For this, the

algorithm requires a (primary) output significance array either provided by the user

or derived through sensitivity analysis at the application/system level. In the context

of the datapath circuits, we could use the bit-significance of the output bits as the

basis; the LSB output gets a significance of 20 and the MSB output gets a significance

of 2n−1 for an n-length vector. Using this information, the algorithm proceeds to

extract a sparse adjacency matrix from the circuit graph. For a graph with N nodes,

we will have a sparse N × N matrix AdjMatrix, where AdjMatrix[i][j] = 1 if and

only if there’s an edge from node i to node j. The other operation performed on the

circuit graph is a topological sort on the nodes, where a topological sort on a DAG

is a linear ordering of its nodes such that for every directed edge ij from node i to

node j, i comes before j in the ordering. Using the sparse adjacency matrix and the

topological order, the algorithm proceeds to propagate the significance values across

the graph in a reverse topological fashion, i.e. from the primary outputs back to the

primary inputs. In other words, every node is assigned a significance value which is

some function of the significance of all of its fan-out nodes. In our heuristic, we choose
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a simple additive function (sum of the significance of the fan-out nodes), but other

functions can be employed as well.

Algorithm 2 Pseudo-code for determining the structural significance of a node in a
Circuit or DAG G

//Inputs to the algorithm include DAG graph with nodes and a (primary) output
significance array
function StructuralNodeSignificance(G, PO)

//Prepare a sparse adjacency matrix for the DAG G

AdjMatrix ← SparseAdjacenyMatrix(G);
//Topological sort of nodes in the DAG G

TopoList ← TopologicalSort(G);
//Traverse the graph in a reverse-topological order
for all i← N to 1 do

TopoList[i].significance = ∑Fanout(i)
j=1 node.significance(j)

end for
end function

Computing Activity: Once we have determined the (structural) significance of a

node through Algorithm 2, we proceed to compute the activity factor of each node

in the circuit graph. This activity value encapsulates the switching activity of the

node as determined by the application traces. We can compute the activity of the

nodes empirically by running the circuit simulation with the application traces as

the inputs. On the other hand, for symmetric circuit graphs with inputs following a

known distribution, we could derive the activity values through analytical means. For

instance, for nodes in the carry network of adders, we compute the probability of a

node being active, or the activity of a node using a model presented in [73]. From this

model, the probability of any particular carry chain from a pair of input bits Aj or

Bj contributing to an output Sum Si being active is 1/2i−j+1 and hence, we can use
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these carry chain probability values to compute the significance of nodes that process

this carry information.

Once we determine the significance and activity values of all the nodes in the

circuit graph, we compute the SAP values of each node and rank of the nodes based

on their SAP values. This rank-ordered list of nodes is passed to the next phase of

the pruning algorithm—the pruning function.

Healing Function

The second step in the pruning algorithm is termed the healing function wherein

we will catalog for each node if either of the binary values are more likely or if one of

the input values is more likely to be observed at the output of the node. To elucidate,

once a node has been pruned, the inputs of the node(s) connected to the outputs of

the pruned node are undefined. The obvious choices are to either “hardwire” them

to a ‘0’ or a ‘1’, or to bind them to one of the inputs of the pruned node—all of

which come with varying error probabilities. Let us consider the prefix adders as an

example. One of the important blocks in such adders is used to compute the boolean

function f = a+ b · c. It is easy to see that if the block implementing this function is

pruned and we bind f to a fixed logic ‘0’ (or equivalently implement it as a constant

function), the result will be wrong for 5/8 of the input combinations. However, if

we connect f to a, its output will be incorrect in only 1/8th of the possible cases!

Thus, in this example, connecting dangling connections after pruning to the inputs

of the appropriate pruned nodes can result in lower probabilities of error and hence

lower expected error at the output of the adders. To show the possible impact of

this healing step, we have empirically characterized the error as well as the gains

quantified through the energy-delay product using these two approaches to healing,

and summarized them for an example Kogge-Stone adder in Table 3.1. Using this
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Table 3.1 : Comparison of Healing functions in Kogge-Stone Carry Network based on
Average error and Energy-Delay Product (EDP) Gains over a conventional correct
adder

Connect to Zero Connect to Input
Nodes
Pruned

Avg.
Err

EDP Gain Avg.
Err

EDP Gain

6 38.34 1.62X 17.3 1.07X
8 42.5 1.73X 35.35 1.11X
10 83.52 1.85X 75.98 1.17X

information, we can pick the choice that introduces lower error (the inputs here are

drawn from an uniform distribution) for each node when it is pruned.

Intuitively, while we were able to capture the structural significance and influence

of application traces in the ranking function of the algorithm, we did not fully capture

or leverage the influence of the logic function present inside a node. Through this

healing function, we anticipate that the impact of the logic function on the circuit

error could be captured by determining the most “observable” value at the output of

the node. For each node in the circuit graph, we prepare a catalog of its corresponding

most observable value (a 0, 1 or one of the node’s inputs) by running the application

trace through the circuit. Infact, in our implementation, we do not have to re-run the

application trace for the healing function again as we could collect this information

when we run the benchmark inputs to capture the activity of the nodes in the circuit.

This healing function catalog is then passed on to the next step of the algorithm—the

pruning function.

Pruning Function

Equipped with the desired error metrics, the rank-ordered list of nodes and the

healing function catalog, the pruning step works on deleting the nodes in the circuit

that have the lowest rank (or in other words the lowest SAP value). In one earlier
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manifestation of the pruning function [23], each node was iteratively pruned based

on their rank with error being checked after each node pruning to make sure that it

is within the error-tolerance limits specified. We now use an improved pruning func-

tion [8], where we utilize a binary search inspired node pruning to find the maximum

number of nodes that can be pruned within a specified error budget. This is analogous

to searching for the particular index of a node in the sorted list (as per rank) of nodes

until which we can prune making sure that the error budget is maintained. As a binary

search algorithm is guaranteed to find the right index in O(log N), the algorithmic

complexity of the pruning function can be reduced from O(N) to O(log N), where N

is the total number of nodes in the circuit. When a node is pruned in this pruning step,

we use the cataloged values by the healing function to perform a greedy∗∗ substitution.

Once, we have reached the targeted error bound††, the pruning function terminates

after which we re-synthesize the circuit to eliminate any redundant logic and evaluate

the resource savings achieved as a result of this trade-off.

Pseudo-code for the Probabilistic Pruner

The algorithm to the proposed probabilistic pruning approach is given in Algorithm 3.

For any given node i in the graph G, we have

• node.significance(i) – denotes the significance of node i.

• node.activity(i) – denotes the transition probability of node i. It is computed as

a relative frequency across the test vectors.

∗∗A “greedy algorithm” refers to making the locally optimal choices at each step in the hope
of finding a global optimum solution. In this context, we are using such a “greedy” approach by
substituting the output of a node that is marked for pruning with its most observable value (a 0, 1
or one of the node’s inputs) determined through the annotations.
††The targeted error bound is determined by the application. In the case that there is no well-

quantified error bound, we impose a range of artificial error targets on the pruning algorithm and
use the resulting inexact pruned circuits in the application to estimate the error tolerance bounds
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Algorithm 3 Pseudo-code for the Pruning algorithm on a Circuit or Graph G with
N Nodes

1: // Main Function in the Algorithm
2: function Co-Design(Graph G, Error threshold Erth, Testbench Tr)
3: (A,D,E) ← Area, Energy, Delay of G
4: RankList ← RankNodes(G, Tr);
5: NodeHealChoice ← HealNodes(G, Tr);
6: GPruned ← PruneNodes(G, RankList, NodeHealChoice, Tr, Erth);
7: end function
8:
9: // Ranking Function : Rank nodes in the increasing order of their SAP

10: function RankNodes(G, Tr)
11: RunBenchmark(Tr);
12: // Compute the probability of switching of each node
13: for all i← 1 to N do
14: node.activity(i) = ComputeNodeSwitchProb;
15: end for
16: // Compute the significance of each node using Algorithm 2
17: node.significance ← StructuralNodeSignificance(G);
18: for all i← 1 to N do
19: node.sap(i) = node.significance(i) × node.activity(i);
20: end for
21: RankList ← Sort(node.sap)
22: return RankList
23: end function
24:
25: // Pruning Function : Prune maximum number of lowest rank nodes without

exceeding Erth using binary search
26: function PruneNodes(G, RankList, NodeHealChoice, Tr, Erth)
27: high = N , low = 1;
28: while low 6= high do
29: mid = b(high+ low)/2c;
30: CurError = ComputeError(G(N −mid));
31: if (CurError > Erth) then
32: high = mid;
33: else if (CurError ≤ Erth) then
34: low = mid;
35: end if
36: end while
37: for i← 1 to mid do
38: G= G(N − i);
39: end for
40: return G

41: end function
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Algorithm 3 Pseudo-code for the Pruning algorithm on a Circuit or Graph G with
N Nodes (continued)
42: // Healing Function: Finds the input or a fixed logic value which results in least

amount of error upon node pruning
43: function HealNodes(G, Tr)
44: // Iterate over all possible unique nodes in the graph and find the minimum

error over all possible inputs and fixed logic values
45: for k ← 1 to K do
46: NodeHealChoicek ←

min
i∈{i1,i2,...,im,0,1}

 ∑
∀ inputs

(fk ⊕ i)
 ;

47: end for
48: return NodeHealChoice
49: end function

• node.sap(i) – denotes the significance-activity product (SAP) of the node

• Testbench Tr – a representative input trace from an application run

Experimental Results for Probabilistic Pruning

In Figure 3.6, we show the results, namely the normalized gains (conventional/pruned)

for different cost metrics—area, delay, energy, energy-delay product and energy-delay-

area product— against the relative error magnitude obtained by applying probabilistic

pruning technique on a 16-bit Kogge-Stone adder. As evident from this graph, when

the pruning algorithm is applied, it comes with no additional hardware implementation

overheads exemplified by savings across all of energy, delay and area. For example,

for a relative error magnitude of about 8%, we have a factor of 2.1X savings in

energy consumption, 2.5X savings in energy-delay product and 5.1X savings in the

energy-delay-area product metrics.
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Figure 3.6 : Normalized gains vs relative error percentage of probabilistically-pruned
16-bit Kogge-Stone adders

3.2.2 Inexact Logic Minimization (ILM)

The second approach to designing inexact circuit using the notion of functional-

equivalence relaxation is that of inexact logic minimization (ILM). In ILM, we sys-

tematically transform the (boolean) logic function of the circuit components (or

nodes) to alternative low cost logic functions guided by the significance and the input

combination probabilities of those nodes while staying within the error boundaries

dictated by the application. Similar to probabilistic pruning, it is carried out at the

design level and hence, incurs zero hardware overhead. The ILM algorithm takes

advantage of the notion of introducing bit-flips in the minterms of boolean functions.

This notion of introducing bit-flips is shown in Figure 3.7 in the context of a majority

function (carry function of a full adder). Here, the exact logic function requires 5

(basic) gates. However, if the output value for the input combination ‘001’ is flipped,

then the resulting logic function only requires 2 (basic) gates. While this resulting
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Figure 3.7 : An example demonstrating the concept of inexact logic minimization on
an exact carry logic function.

logic function outputs an erroneous value whenever the input combination ‘001’ is

exercised, it comes with a factor of 2.5X savings in the number of gates required. This

notion of introducing bit-flips in the logic functions is based on the works of [80] where

it was used in the context of fast error detection and subsequently used in [81] for

enhancing circuit yield and for designing low-power inexact circuits in [82]. However,

this utilization of bitflip technique in the synthesis of inexact circuits has mostly

been ad-hoc with limited insights to general circuits (especially datapath circuits that

dominate the energy consumption in inexact systems) and lacks a general guiding

algorithm to attune circuits to specific error-tolerant applications to glean further cost

(energy, delay and area) gains and we hope to address these issues in this dissertation.

A mathematical formulation of ILM

To state the approach of ILM technique more formally, let us consider a circuit that com-

putes a completely-specified boolean function F : Bn → Bm that maps n-input boolean

vector x =< x1, x2, . . . xn > to an m-output boolean vector y =< y1, y2, . . . ym > with

an associated hardware cost CF. The goal of inexact logic minimization is to find a
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Boolean function F′ : Bn′ → Bm′ where n′ ≤ n and m′ ≤ m, such that its cost CF′ is

minimal subject to ∑
∀ ~i∈I

|F( ~i )− F′( ~i )|
T

≤ Erth

where I is a set of test vectors of size T >> 0 to this circuit and Erth represents the

tolerable error (here denoted by the average error) in the given circuit. For an output

yi ∈ y, we define the on-set and off-set of F as xON⊆ Bn such that F(xON)= 1 and

xOFF⊆ Bn such that F(xOFF) = 0 respectively. Inexact logic minimization relies on

swapping the cubes between the xONand xOFFsets so as to expand the cube(s) size

leading to a decrease in the logic complexity—calculated by the number of literal

reduction or basic gate equivalents. This is the key difference between traditional logic

optimization techniques which reduce redundant logic to a minimal logic form while

maintaining the functional equivalence, and inexact logic minimization which reduces

a minimal logic even further by relaxing the requirement of functional equivalence

between the minimized and the original boolean formulae.

The challenges involved in ILM

The key to the inexact logic minimization algorithm is the notion of introducing

bit-flips in the minterms of boolean functions to further minimize them, thereby

achieving gains (energy/area/delay) through literal reduction while causing an error

due of such bit flip(s). One of the critical challenges for the ILM techniques is that

a full-fledged design space exploration using inexact logic minimization is computa-

tionally intractable due to a combinatorial explosion of the solution space for a given

accuracy constraint. As an example, for an n-input m-output function, in the worst

case (such as the XOR-dominated functions common in most datapath circuits), we

get ∑k/2
i=0C(2k, i) possible logic functions to evaluate for each output, where k = 2n
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is the cardinality of the set of input vector combinations. This can lead to a doubly

exponential complexity bound of Θ(2m.2n) in the number of input variables—a very

large number indeed!. So, an important challenge to the ILM technique is the ability

to provide algorithmically well-founded approaches to navigate this combinatorially

explosive design space of resulting inexact logic functions. To address this shortcoming,

this dissertation taps into the substantial research that has been done in the domain

of logic synthesis and optimization over the last couple of decades and shows that they

can infact be extremely well-suited to guide the design space exploration of the inexact

circuits. Also, it should be noted that historically, datapath circuits did not lend

themselves favorably to traditional logic synthesis techniques given the dominance

of XOR gates that did not exhibit the adjacency properties [83], thereby offering no

possibilities of cube expansion and hence, logic reduction. Therefore, most of the prior

approaches to designing the best datapath circuits involved custom design as opposed

to automatic logic synthesis guided approaches. However, through the ILM technique,

we have made initial strides towards extending the reach of logic synthesis through

inexact design to include datapath design.

In the following subsections, we describe algorithms for applying the ILM technique

in detail through illustrative examples and present the corresponding experimental

results.

Algorithms for applying the ILM technique

One of the important points to consider when inducing bit-flips in minterms is that

some would result in expanding the prime implicant (PI) cubes while others might

result in overheads as opposed to gains. Hence, it is important to identify the “favor-

able” bit-flips (or the bit-flips which further minimize the function) and discard the
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Figure 3.8 : Example of K-Maps of the carry logic function and the inexact logic
functions with a favorable and non-favorable bit-flips

non-favorable ones. To illustrate through an example, Figure 3.8 shows a function

(carry logic in a full adder) that is widely prevalent in many datapath elements. In

this figure, assuming that the application would only be able to tolerate at most one

bit-flip at this logic function, we show examples of favorable 0 to 1 and 1 to 0 bit-flips

as they minimize the logic function as well as an unfavorable bit flip leading to an

increased logic function complexity. Hence, we need to identify and only introduce

favorable bit-flips in the logic function that would lead to further logic minimization.

For doing so, we will rely on the foundational principles from Quine-McCluskey’s

work [84] in identifying adjacency of the minterms as an important criterion to decide

the favorable bit-flips. For example, to identify the candidate cubes for bit-flips or

cube swapping between the xONand xOFFsets, we greedily select only those cubes that

are adjacent to atleast one cube in the original sets satisfying the following necessary

and sufficient conditions:
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Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for Cube-Swapping
(i) The hamming weight of the swapped cube and the original cube should differ by 1.

(ii) The difference between decimal value of the swapped cube index and original cube

index should be a power of 2.

(iii) If the hamming weight of one cube is greater than the other, then its corresponding

decimal index should be greater as well.
These conditions guarantee that the swapped cubes are indeed adjacent to atleast one

other cube in the original subsets, thereby ensuring the reduction in logic complexity

by increasing cube cover or equivalently, reducing the total size of the literals needed

to represent these cubes.

While the benefit of this imprecise minimization cannot be denied, it gives rise

to another interesting question: Given a circuit node with many favorable bit flip

possibilities, each with similar cost gains, how do we select the right minimization

for the node?. In other words, is the error introduced by each of the bit-flips equal?

While conventional wisdom calls for an assumption of uniform input combination

probabilities, it is never the case with most applications, more so with multimedia

applications where inputs are highly correlated and hence, we need a technique that

can take advantage of such correlation to guide the minimization algorithm and glean

further savings.

In this first variation of ILM [24, 21], a probabilistic analysis is carried out to

evaluate the significance of each cube in the logic function by using application-specific

input test vector suites and then, using this information, we apply a greedy heuristic

to only minimize cube(s) which have a lower (normalized) significance. To elaborate,

this probabilistic extension to ILM, ranks all the favorable bit-flips or cube swaps

based on their input combination probabilities and the bitflip(s) are introduced in

the cubes with the lowest input combination probabilities after normalization to the
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savings they can each achieve. For example, in Figure 3.8, the (favorable) minimized

functions have the same gains—3 OR gates and 2 AND gates reduced to 1 OR and 1

AND gate. But if the probability of input to the logic function being ‘001’ is higher

than the input being ‘011’, then a bit flip at ‘011’ would likely cause an error with a

lesser probability. Hence, to summarize, a bit flip occurring at the least likely input

combination would result in lesser error for the same amount of savings.

However, while this greedy version of the ILM technique was able to quickly

navigate the large design space guided by the input combination probabilities, one

of its significant drawbacks (as with any greedy approach) is that it doesn’t take

advantage of or give scope to using multiple bit flip combinations which could lead to

better cube expansions as a whole and hence, lower logic complexity. In other words,

the greedy approaches might more often than lead to local maximum/minimum which

could be far from the global optimal solution and hence, in the second variation [22],

we replace the fully greedy heuristic with randomized optimization schemes including

stochastic gradient descent [85] and simulated annealing [86]. As one of our main

focus is on XOR-dominated arithmetic circuits (adders and multipliers) and their

use in building symmetrically-structured DSP blocks (FFTs and FIR filters), the

solution space is quite rich with elements having similar energy-error tradeoff gains.

Hence, rather than having to do a full search to find a global minimum, we employ

significance-guided heuristics combined with these randomized optimization schemes

and are able to achieve solutions of good quality.

Briefly, in this improved variation of the ILM algorithm, we first compute the

design exploration space (DES) of each unique node type in the circuit graph using a

brute-force local search algorithm with upto certain error levels or number of bit-flips

and then, guided by a application-specific significance matrix derived from Algorithm 4,
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we employ the randomized optimization schemes to assign each of the node in the

circuit graph an error level that optimizes a desired cost metric.

As done with the probabilistic pruning algorithm 3.2.1, the notion of determin-

ing the significance of the nodes in a circuit graph guided by principle 2 of inexact

computing forms an important aspect of inexact design. In the pruning technique,

we have computed the structural significance of a node based on its interconnections

in the graph and then, used the activity metric to capture the effect of application

traces to calculate the relative importance of each node in the graph. For the ILM

technique, we present a variation of this ranking scheme which combines both the

intuition behind significance and activity metrics in a single step as opposed to two

independent sub-steps to determine the relative importance of each of the nodes.

Roughly speaking, given a circuit (graph) and application traces, for every node (eg.

arithmetic or logic block) in the circuit, we compute the sensitivity of a node—defined

as
(
∂En
∂Er

)
node

—for all possible inexact configurations it can attain; where En refers

to the energy savings (could be replaced by any other desired cost metric) and Er

refers to the error introduced (could be any application-specific metrics such as mean

error in arithmetic blocks and SNR loss in DSP blocks). Intuitively, this captures the

possible energy savings of a node for an unit of error and hence, the inexact node

configurations with the highest sensitivity provide the largest energy savings for a

given error budget. To summarize, we rank each of the inexact configurations of a

node in the circuit based on the total amount of error it can introduce at the primary

outputs of the circuits normalized to the cost gains it could achieve. It should be

noted that the significance value is generally derived from the traces of an application

run and the type of circuit implementation (circuit topology) chosen. We use this

list of rank-ordered nodes or (dynamic) significance assignment of all nodes as an
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input to the optimization phase of the ILM algorithm for guiding the amount of error

introduced at each node in the circuit.

The pseudo-code for this dynamic assignment of significance to the nodes in the

circuit is shown in Algorithm 4. It should be noted that there are two main distinctions

of the significance assignment used here compared to that of [79]: (1) Aside from

the (circuit) graph structure (the fan-out of a node) which dictated the significance

of a node in the former, we also factor in the application input vectors to determine

the significance. (2) Given the presence of the multipliers and other logic blocks

(eg. propagate-generate blocks in carry networks of adders) in our graph and the

varied application-specific statistics, the combination of two or more significance

values which could determine the (worst case) error in the former paper are no longer

applicable in our case where we have to consider every possible inexact configurations

of all nodes that will lead to an exponential search complexity. Hence, we only use

our significance values as a heuristic for ranking the nodes to drive a design space

exploration as opposed to providing analytical closed form expressions on error which

was the intention in [79].

The pseudo-code of the proposed ILM algorithm along with a brief description of

its important steps is provided in Algorithm 5. Broadly, it has five major steps: first,

it take a circuit netlist and partitions it into clusters of nodes with fan-in between

3 to 6. While this step might be optional for symmetric graphs such as those of

datapath circuits—adders and multipliers—which have well-defined basic building

blocks, circuits which have more asymmetric random logic could benefit from this

step. Second, we find the set of unique nodes in the clustered circuit graph. Again,

symmetric datapath graphs might have only few unique nodes (for instance, array

multipliers have only full adders and half adders, while parallel-prefix adders mainly
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Algorithm 4 Pseudo-code for determining the dynamic significance of a node in a
Circuit or DAG G

//Inputs to the algorithm include DAG graph with N nodes, a dictionary of inexact
configurations of each unique node InexactCfg along with the corresponding cost
gains and a testbench (application trace) Tr
function DynamicNodeSignificance(G, Tr)

//Initial test bench run on the circuit graph to get exact outputs
OutExact ← RunTestBench (G, Tr)
//Iterate over each node in the G

for all i← 1 to N do
//Iterate over all inexact error configurations of each unique node G

for all j ← 1 to | InexactCfg(i) | do
//Replace the node i with its inexact configuration in the G

G’ ← {G – ListNode(i)} ∪ {ListNode(i).InexactCfg(j)}
OutInexact ← RunTestBench (G’, Tr)
//Estimate the resource saving with this inexact configuration of the node
CostGain ← CostGainFunction(ListNode(i).InexactCfg(j))
//Compute the cost-error sensitivity
ListNode(i).significance(j) = CostGain

ErrFunction(OutExact, OutInexact)
end for

end for
//Normalize all the node significance values w.r.t to the lowest overall significance

value
end function

have few types of propagate-generate cells). Third, for each unique node, using a brute

force enumeration of all possible combinations of bitflip/cube-swap manipulations, we

find and select those that lead to the lowest logic complexity for varying error levels.

As described in Section 3.2.2, brute-force enumeration requires searching through

Θ(2m.2n) possible combinations of bit-flips. However, given the small number of inputs

to the node as well as the adjacency conditions that ensure (favorable) logic minimiza-

tion, we find that our search space is within reasonable limits for empirical evaluation.

For each unique node, we prepare a catalog of possible error levels based on the lowest
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logic complexity. Fourth, we use Algorithm 4 to assign the (dynamic) significance of

each node in the circuit graph for all of its error levels. We prepare a significance

matrix which we will use to guide the optimization algorithm. Fifth, we apply the

randomized optimization algorithm (in Algorithm 5, we use the simulated annealing

algorithm but it can be replaced any other randomized optimization scheme as well).

This optimization algorithm uses the clustered graph, the catalog of error levels for

each unique node type, the significance array and the error-tolerance constraints as

input to find the ILM graph (function) with the lowest hardware resource cost. It

should be noted that these randomized algorithms usually require some user-defined

parameters to be set (eg. maximum temperature in simulated annealing and step size

or learning rate in stochastic gradience descent).

Experimental Results and Analysis for ILM

We show the results for applying the ILM technique using Simulated Annealing from

Algorithm 5 to navigate the design space of 16-bit array multiplier as shown in Fig-

ure 3.9. As inputs to this optimization framework, we provide the application traces

along with the limits on the tolerable error (here, quantified through mean error) and

“instruct” the framework to determine the inexact configuration on all the full adder

nodes in the array multiplier so that the EDA product is minimized. The results

indicate that with a mean error limit of 128 on the 16-bit output value, the ILM

technique was able to find an inexact configuration that was a factor of 8 less in the

EDA product.

Another example of the central results of the ILM technique, namely the normalized

gains (Conventional/Proposed) values for different metrics – Energy, Energy-Delay

Product (EDP) and Energy-Delay-Area product (EDAP) – obtained by applying
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Algorithm 5 Pseudo-code for applying ILM approach to a circuit represented as a
DAG G

//Inputs: Circuit Graph G, testbench (application trace) Tr, Error threshold Erth
//Outputs: Circuit graph after ILM approach Gmin
// Step I : Graph with node clustering. Nodes with fanin between 3 to 6 are clustered
together.
Gc ← ClusterNode(G);
// Step II : Identifies a set of all unique nodes types in a clustered circuit graph
Nu ← Uniquify (Gc)
// Step III: Compute the design exploration space (DES) of each unique node type
using the brute force local search upto ‘L’ error levels/cube swaps, or until the node
is reduced to a wire.
for all ni ∈ Nu do

ErCfgi ← {φ}
while (ni 6= wire) do

ErCfgi ← GreedyCubeSwap(ni, L)
end for
// Step IV: Compute (dynamic) node significance using Algorithm 4 to determine
the significance of each node error configuration
SigMatrix ← DynamicNodeSignificance(G, Tr, ErCfg)
// Step V: Apply a randomized optimization algorithm—Illustrated through Simu-
lated Annealing
// Simulated Annealing Parameters – MaxIteration, MaxTemp
function SimulatedAnnealing(Gc, SigMatrix, ErCfg)

Gcur ← G; Gmin ← Gcur;
for iter ← 1 to MaxIter do

tempcur ← CalculateTemperature(iter, MaxTemp)
// Assign inexact configs to nodes randomly biased by the significance
G’ ← RandomErrCfg (Gcur, ErCfg, SigMatrix)
if Cost(G’) ≤ Cost(Gcur)

Gcur ← G’
if Cost(G’) ≤ Cost(Gmin)

Gmin ← G’
elseif (Exp(Cost(Gcur) - Cost(G’) / tempcur)) > Rand( )

Gcur ← G’
end for

end function
return Gmin
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Figure 3.9 : Graph with the results obtained by applying Simulated Annealing al-
gorithm to navigate the design space of inexact logic minimization on 16-bit array
multiplier

the ILM, are shown on a 16-bit array multiplier for different values of relative error

magnitude (percentage) in Figure 3.15. As we can observe from this figure, the ILM

technique leads to substantial savings in all dimensions; for example cumulative savings

in EDP and EDAP are as high as a factor of 5X and 20X respectively for relative

error magnitudes of less than 5%.

3.2.3 Comparison with bit-width truncation

In our view, the precision reduction or bit-width truncation approaches, widely

pervasive in the DSP and embedded systems domain, enabled more coarse-grained

energy-accuracy tradeoffs from the perspective of a node as it can only provide the

extremum potential (either a node/sub-circuit is deleted or it is not). On the other

hand, the probabilistic pruning and ILM approaches offer a much more fine-grained

control over the energy-accuracy tradeoffs at the design time enabling a much larger
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design space. This is demonstrated in Figure 2 where the design space (Mean Error

vs Energy Savings) of the truncated multipliers and the FER-baesd multipliers is

provided. In this figure, a standard 16-bit truncated multiplier with variable correction

(16-bit inputs and 16-bit output) is used as a comparison baseline using uniformly dis-

tributed input vectors in the range [-1,1). For the truncation approach, the bit-width

is reduced from 16-bits down to 10-bits in decrements of 1 and the corresponding

mean error vs energy savings point of these 7 architectures are plotted (indicated

by red star symbols). On the other hand, the FER-based schemes generate a richer

design space (marked by the green circles) due to their ability to tune logic functions

at a much finer scale. As evident from the figure, we were always able to find multiple

inexact multiplier architectures that have higher energy gains for a given error budget

than the plain truncation scheme. To summarize, as demonstrated by the empirical

experiments, the FER-based techniques will yield closer to “optimalÓ circuits than

bit-width truncation for a given error budget.
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Figure 3.11 : A comparison of the design space of bit-width truncated multipliers and
inexact multipliers using a 16-bit truncated multiplier as a baseline [7].

3.3 Analysis and insights on the factors affecting the resource
efficiencies

The problem of design space exploration of inexact circuit design does suffer from

the curse of dimensionality to an extent as there are lots of variables that affect the

pareto-optimal tradeoff points—application traces, error metrics of evaluation, chosen

architecture and not to forget, a multitude of technology parameters and selected

implementation constraints. While it is a difficult problem to analytically analyze

and propose a “closed form” solution (or a close approximation) even for reasonably

complex building blocks (such as arithmetic adders or multipliers) without making

several simplifying assumptions, we would still like to provide additional insights and

analysis from the extensive simulations that we have performed during the course

of this dissertation on the critical factors that affect and shape the energy-accuracy

tradeoff curves of inexact circuits. We anticipate that these insights would serve as a

basis for constructing analytical models in the future.
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How do the inexact design knobs save energy?

Before we delve deep into the analysis of factors affecting the energy-accuracy curves

of various inexact design knobs, we would like to shed some light on how these inex-

act knobs help glean energy efficiencies in first place. From the analysis of CMOS

devices’ physical characteristics from Appendix A.2, it was evident that the most

dominants aspects of energy consumption in CMOS circuits are switching energy and

for ultra-deep submicron technologies (90 nm and below), the static/leakage energy

consumption. From Equation A.3, it can be observed that the some of the ways to

reduce the switching energy consumption of a circuit would be to reduce the net

effective switching capacitance Ceff per clock cycle or by lowering the supply voltage

Vdd.

The inexact design knobs using supply voltage achieve energy efficiency by lowering

of supply voltage that leads to a quadratic reduction in the switching energy consump-

tion and also, a linear reduction in leakage power consumption. However, it should

be noted that the scaling of supply voltage will have lead to a increased propagation

delay in the circuit as evident from Equation A.8. Therefore, the traditional exact

circuit designers tried to find an optimal operating point based on the Energy-Delay

product metric or rely on the application needs to optimize for energy or delay. In the

context of inexact circuits however, we do not concern ourselves with the increased

propagation delay as we still use the original operating frequency and choose to live

with the resulting timing errors.

The other way to reduce energy is to lower the effective switching capacitance by us-

ing less logic, smaller devices and fewer and shorter interconnects. Several architecture-

level techniques such as resource sharing [87, 88], logic minimizations [89, 90] have

been proposed for exact circuits. These techniques concentrated on reducing the Ceff
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of the overall circuit owing to the decreased number of transistors/gates in the circuit,

thereby achieving savings in energy, delay as well as area while maintaining the Boolean

function equivalency with the original circuit specification. In the context of inexact

circuits, the FER-based techniques enable the lowering of the switching capacitance

as a result of having less logic density by virtue of relaxing the functional-equivalence.

Static vs dynamic configurability

One of the important aspect to consider when selecting an inexact design technique

to use on a circuit is determined by its usage scenario when running an application.

While some applications require the knobs to be dynamically tunable at runtime due

to large variations in application traces, others would be satisfied with a predefined

static tuning using a representative application trace. Hence, it is important to

classify the inexact design knobs from the perspective of being tunable at runtime

and carefully understand the overheads that would usually be associated with the

dynamic tunability.

The supply voltage and frequency scaling is one of the widely known and used

dynamic design knobs even in the context of exact circuits [91] to enable energy

optimization when running workloads with varying performance requirements. Hence,

supply voltage and frequency inexact design knobs can be tuned dynamically at

runtime but depending on the varying error-tolerance limits on the application. While

this comes with additional overheads for enabling this dynamic tunability, we believe

that the significant energy savings gleaned through these knobs when running largely

error-tolerant workloads would justify them. However, it should be noted that only

the UVOS technique is a truly dynamic design knob whereas the BiVOS technique

is only partially dynamic. This is attributed by the fact that the BiVOS technique
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requires multiple voltage planes and the partition of circuit components into these

distinct voltage planes needs to be done during the design time. It would no longer

feasible to change this after chip fabrication and the only parameter that can be tuned

dynamically is the supply voltage assigned to each of these voltage planes.

The gate sizing is a static inexact design knob as the gates can be sized only at

design time before the chip fabrication with the help of the application traces to

restrict the amount of inexactness that could be introduced by this technique.

The inexact logic minimization is a static inexact design knob as well given that

the minimized logic functions that are implemented on the chip can no longer be

modified to compute the original exact function.

Probabilistic pruning and its special case of bit-width truncation can be configured

as both static and dynamic design knobs. While in this dissertation, the static version

of pruning has been extensively used given its ability to come with zero hardware

overheads, we envision a dynamic variation of pruning using power gating logic to

“dynamically prune” or power off the logic cells based on varying application’s error

tolerance limits. However, this dynamic variation warrants careful analysis of the over-

head of power-gating cells vs. the amount of resource savings the pruning technique

achieves.

Influence of the type of error metric

Another important aspect to consider is the influence of the error metrics and their role

in shaping the tradeoff curves. As identified in Section 3.1, there are two broad classes

of error metrics—those that capture the frequency of errors (eg. error rate) and those

that encapsulate the value of the error (eg. mean error, relative error magnitude). The

energy-accuracy tradeoff curves significantly vary between these two error classes. As
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Figure 3.12 : A comparison of tradeoff curves for frequency-based and value-based
error metrics.

an illustrative example, consider Figure 3.12, where we compare the metrics of error

rate and relative error magnitude (both expressed as percentage) using the UVOS

technique on a 16-bit Kogge-Stone adder. As evident from this figure, the accuracy

loss (y-axis) using the error rate metric has a much steeper growth than that of the

relative error metric. Hence, in this case, one has to consider a less aggressive voltage

overscaling bias point if the metric of evaluation is based on the frequency of error.

While the UVOS doesn’t provide a basis for tuning the technique towards the

targeted class of error metric, the FER techniques do provide heuristics with the ability

to tune the inexact designs based on the error metric in the case of arithmetic adders.

As an illustrative example, let us consider two heuristics (depending on the evaluation

error metric) to assigning significance to nodes in an adder: In the first heuristic,

we assign significance to a node based on the positional significance of the output

nodes directly affected by the current node as shown in Figure 3.13(a). In the second

approach, we assign the same significance to all output nodes irrespective of where

they occur in the circuit, as shown in Figure 3.13(b) . Empirically, we determine that
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the former approach leads to lower relative and average error magnitudes, whereas

the latter approach leads to lower error rates.

The importance of application traces

One of the most important aspect of the inexact design techniques is their ability

to be tuned based on the targeted application (or domains in general). While some

of the inexact knobs (eg. UVOS) have limited scope for being parameterized by
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Figure 3.14 : A comparison of tradeoff curves for 16-bit Kogge-Stone adder using
different application traces.

the application traces, others (eg. pruning, ILM) could significantly benefit from

representative application traces. In this subsection, we analyze the impact and the

sway of the tradeoff curves depending on the application traces and understand the

ways some of the inexact knobs can be tuned to take advantage of them.

As an illustrative example, we show the results of applying the probabilistic prun-

ing technique on 16-bit Kogge-Stone adder using two different application traces in

Figure 3.14. The first application trace is a MATLAB-generated uniformly distributed

random numbers in the interval [-1,1) and the other trace is from a run‡‡ of the

Lorenz’96 application model [11], a toy model often used in atmospheric and weather

forecasting. To understand the trends exhibited in the Figure, we need to recall that

the step in the pruning algorithm which would be affected by the application trace is

the ranking step, where we compute the significance-activity product (SAP) of each of

the nodes in the circuit graph and rank them in the increasing order of their SAP

‡‡Inputs to the 16 MSB bits of the integer adder in the floating point unit are used and are
normalized to the [-1,1) interval.
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values. However, as we are using only the (initial) graph structure to compute the

significance value, it will not be impacted by the application traces. On other hand,

the activity values are significantly swayed by the application statistics and hence,

affect the rank ordering of the nodes in the circuit graph, thereby affecting the order

in which the nodes get pruned. This distinction is captured by the tradeoff curves

shown in Figure 3.14, where the pruning algorithm using uniform traces reduces the

energy consumption from 0.73pJ to 0.04pJ while having a mean error value of 0.67.

On the other hand, the pruning algorithm using Lorenz’96 application traces decreases

the energy consumption from 0.68pJ to 0.04pJ with a mean error value increased to

0.31. It should be noted that the variation in the exact adder energy consumption are

explained by the differing input switching activities between the application traces.

As another illustrative example of the impact of application traces, we show the

results on using the first variation (greedy-heuristic) ILM approach as described in

Section 3.2.2 in Figure 3.15. For the uniform test vectors, in the case of ripple carry

adders, ILM yields savings upto 8X with an relative error of less than 1% compared

their conventional correct counterparts while in the case of array multiplier, it resulted

in savings of about 7X with a relative error of less than 6.5%. It can be seen that using

application specific test vectors (like audio and image), the savings have increased

(upto 9.5X in the case of ripple carry adders and upto 8.25X in the case of array

multipliers) with comparable error values.

Dependence on implementation process technology

The FER-based inexact design techniques are largely technology independent as the

amount of gains are only proportional to the amount of logic function pruned/minimized

and not on the process technology parameters. For example, Figure 3.16 outlines
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Figure 3.15 : Normalized gains Vs Relative Error percentage of minimized ripple carry
adders and array multipliers for different benchmarks
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the results obtained for a pruned Kogge-Stone and Han-Carlson adders and (greedy)

ILM-based array multiplier using three different technology libraries which show only

little variation in the results across process technologies. On the other hand, the

technology parameters play a crucial role in determining the resource savings that the

PPM techniques could achieve. For instance, for the voltage-scaling based schemes

in the present day deep submicron CMOS technology nodes (65nm and below), the

supply voltage is typically around 1V and the threshold voltage is around 0.3-0.5V.

Hence, the amount of voltage scaling that could be done is very limited and so would

be the gains. Similar constraints would be true of the gate sizing techniques as well

given its reliance on the characterization of the standard cell library and restrictions

on the possible gate sizes imposed by it.

The hardware implementation overheads imposed by the PPM and FER techniques

are dictated by the process technology to an extent. In the current manifestation

of the FER techniques used to realize or “synthesize” inexact circuits to start with,

it has zero overhead on the circuit hardware in terms of energy, delay and area. In

other words, the proposed technique obtains savings in all 3 dimensions - energy,

delay and area - when compared to its conventional correct counterparts. However, if

the pruning approach is implemented dynamically through power gating, then the

overheads of the power gating cells is dependent on the process technology. On the

other hand, some of the PPM are heavily dependent on the process technology for

calculating their implementation overheads. For example, the timing-error inducing

PPM techniques will have the overheads of level shifters, multiple voltage planes or

metastability-tolerant latches, especially those involving voltage-scaling based design

techniques.

Also as the FER techniques can be deterministically quantified at design time,
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Figure 3.17 : A comparison of tradeoff curves for different families of 16-bit adders
using UVOS technique.

they are no more swayed by the process or parameter variations than the conventional

exact circuits. This helps guarantee statistical bound on the error (average or worst

case) for the inexact circuit realization. If needed, the FER techniques can be used in

conjunction with techniques such as adaptive body bias [92] to address the effects of
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parameter variations in the more significant components of the circuits. On the other

hand, PPM techniques use the parameters that could themselves be swayed by the

static and dynamic variation on the chip (eg. supply voltage droop affecting voltage

overscaling technique). Hence, when using PPM based knobs, sufficient margins

for these variations need to be budgeted so as to not overshoot the error tolerance

limits—for instance, some architectures have a critical (voltage scaled) point beyond

which massive failures [93] might occur.

Lastly, in the present and future deep submicron CMOS technologies (45nm and

below), leakage power forms a significant portion of the total power consumption. By

design, the proposed FER techniques can reduce the leakage power as they inherently

identify the switching activities of the nodes and incorporate them into their objective

function, thereby reducing the total number of “leaky” transistors. While the current

set of PPM-based inexact design knobs do not have a direct impact on the leakage

power, we envision that adding threshold voltage (Vth) to the arsenal of PPM-based

inexact knobs in the future will help address the impact of leakage power on inexact

circuit designs.
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Chapter 4

Cross-layer Co-design of Inexact Techniques to
Maximize Energy-efficiency

While holding great promise, the ability of the inexact design techniques introduced

in the Chapter 3 to influence the broader milieu of computing is limited by one

shortcoming. They were limited to particular layers of abstraction such as physical,

architectural/logic or algorithmic. However, it is well-known that significant gains can

be achieved by optimizing across the layers and to address this shortcoming, in this

chapter, we present an algorithmically well-founded cross-layer co-design frameworks as

shown in Figure 4.1 for automatically combining multiple inexact design knobs—both

from PPM and FER classes. We demonstrate that significant associated gains can be

achieved in terms of energy, area, and delay or speed through experimental evaluation

on datapath and signal processing elements without adding any additional hardware

overhead. The key insight being that such multi-layer techniques provide means for

squeezing out more resource savings for a given error tolerance bounds as well as help

overcome each others’ drawbacks.

4.1 A case for cross-layer co-design of inexact design knobs

Before proceeding to provide the algorithmic nuances of the cross-layer co-design

technique, we would like to dwell on a motivating example that would shed some

insights on the utility of combining various inexact design knobs we have seen so far.
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Figure 4.1 : A cross-layer co-design methodology for realizing inexact circuits

4.1.1 An illustrative example: probabilistic pruning with voltage scaling

For illustration, we integrate an FER-based inexact design knob probabilistic prun-

ing [23], complemented by a PPM-based inexact design knob uniform voltage scaling

(UVOS). Before revealing the experimental results, we would like to understand if it

intuitively makes sense to combine these two heterogeneous techniques and if there

are any synergies between them that could be exploited to glean significant savings.

First, one of the characteristics of the probabilistic pruning is that while it does

achieve gains simultaneously in terms of energy, delay, and area, the energy gains by

themselves are not dramatic owing to the fact that we prune computational elements

whose importance in determining the value of the outputs is not too high that was

implicitly captured using the notion of having a lower switching activity. On the

other hand, it is well known that voltage scaling techniques yield quadratic energy

savings in the amount by which the circuit is slowed down, but has concomitant

area and other engineering penalties attributed to additional circuitry that is needed.
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Imprudent use of such voltage overscaling techniques severely mitigates the gains in

a physical realization as a result of the unaccounted overheads. Hence, it is critical

to identify the amount of voltage scaling that would be feasible on a given inexact

circuit. Hence, a judicious mix of exploiting the energy savings from confined voltage

scaling, augmented by the area and delay benefits of pruning would likely enable us to

glean much more in terms of cumulative efficiencies (for example, energy-delay-area

product) than either technique in isolation.

As energy efficiency is the primary focus of this dissertation, we concentrate our

efforts to explore a combined design space of inexact knobs wherein we have the

maximum amount of energy-efficiency possible with the area and delay being no worse

than than the original exact circuit. In other words, we intend to trade any delay

and area savings achieved from some inexact design knobs (eg. probabilistic pruning)

for realizing even more energy gains through the other inexact knobs (eg. voltage

scaling).

In this particular illustrative example, given the quadratic benefits in energy with

the lowering of supply voltage at the cost of “linear increase” of critical path delay,

we employ a greedy strategy of maximizing the available timing slack in the circuit

(in other words, bias the pruning strategy towards the inexact configurations which

have the lower critical path delay). However, proper care must be taken such that in

this greedy search for lowest critical path delay (that would be used to bring down

the supply voltage later), we should keep the corresponding incremental energy cost

increases in check as well; it isn’t beneficial if this energy cost increase outweighs the

the energy cost that would be later saved through voltage scaling. Ideally, we could

optimize and pick the inexact configurations with the lowest E.Dα (E and D denote

the energy consumption and critical path delay respectively) where α is a technological
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constant that would be fixed to a value 1.5–2 obtained through curve fitting (ideal

value of α is 2 if supply voltage scaling would exactly impact delay linearly and energy

quadratically).

In this illustrative example, however, we will use the commonly accepted fact that

V ∝ 1
D

and that E ∝ V 2. Assuming DP is the critical path delay of the pruned

circuit when the supply voltage is V , the minimum supply voltage for the proposed

scheme Vcvs = V × DP

D
. As a result, the critical path delay is restored to D taking.

We re-iterate in passing that that the area overhead introduced at this step will not

exceed the savings from the pruning done. Succinctly, if AC denotes the area overhead

by CVS and AP denotes the area saved by pruning, AP − AC ≥ 0. Thus, the energy

consumption would be Ecvs = EP ×
(
Vcvs
V

)2
= EP ×

(
DP

D

)2
, thereby providing energy

reduction that is quadratic in DP

D
< 1.

We provide a succinct description of the algorithm used in this illustrative example

in Algorithm 6.

Algorithm 6 Pseudo-code for the illustrative example
function CCF(Graph G, MaxError, Testbench T)

//Step 1: Functional-equivalent relaxation – Probabilistic Pruning
(A,D,E) ← Area, Delay, Energy of G
RankList = RankNodes(G, T )
HealList = HealNodes(GP )
GP = PruneNodes(RankList, HealList)
//Step 2 : Physical-parameter manipulation – Confined Voltage Scaling
(AP , DP , EP ) ← Area, Delay, Energy of GP

Vcvs = V × DP

D
when (AP − AC ≥ 0)

return GP , Vcvs

end function
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Our approach allows us to vary parameters across more layers than those previously

attempted, and yields with higher EDAP gains when compared to using a single-layer

approach (such as pruning) in isolation. We demonstrate this in the context of a

16-bit Kogge-Stone adder in Figure 4.2 in which we show the energy-accuracy curves

for the UVOS and pruning techniques. As evident from this figure, starting with

an exact adder that consumes 250fJ of energy per addition, the UVOS and prun-

ing techniques are able to reduce the energy consumption down to 180fJ and 80fJ

respectively, while increasing the (absolute) mean error to 0.25; inputs are picked

from an uniform distribution normalized to the range [-1,1). On the other hand,

using Algorithm 6 to combine pruning and voltage scaling knobs, we could further

bring down the energy consumption to 50pJ for the same error. This trend where the

Algorithm 6 driven approach has much more energy reductions than that of individual

pruning or UVOS techniques is upheld across all the inexact design configurations

of the chosen Kogge-Stone adder as evident from Figure 4.2, thereby justifying the

combining of multiple inexact design knobs.

4.1.2 Sensitivity-driven combination of inexact design knobs

In the previous subsection, through the example of combining pruning with UVOS

technique, we have highlighted the benefits of cross-layer combination of inexact design

knobs. The fundamental reason that such cross-layer optimization yields higher energy

reductions has been well-established in literature, both in the context of designing

exact circuits (for example, energy optimization using a combination of circuit sizing

and voltage scaling in pipelined digital systems [94]) as well as more recently in the

context of inexact systems [95]. These cross-layer optimizations are guided by the

notion of “intensity slack” wherein they evaluate the amount of savings each (tunable)
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Figure 4.2 : A comparison of energy gains enabled by the individual inexact design
knobs with their combination on 16-bit Kogge-Stone adder.

design variable can achieve with respect to the desired cost metric in (discretized)

intervals and then, choose the design variable that gives the most amount of savings

in that interval. Guided by this sensitivity-analysis, the pareto-optimal points in the

design space are when each of the design variables have equal intensity-slack.

Motivated by this, we employ a similar approach in our work to optimize the

cross-layer combination of the inexact design techniques proposed in Chapter 3. Here,

we derive the energy-error sensitivity—defined as
(
∂En
∂Er

)
knob

—of all inexact design

knobs across discrete intervals of the error metric and use this as a heuristic basis for

determining the design points that are close to the pareto-optimal curve in the design

space when all applicable inexact design approaches have (roughly) equal energy-error

sensitivities. As a result of this approach, we are able to glean significant additional

energy-efficiencies for the targeted inexact circuit designs.

As one illustrative example, consider (normalized) energy vs. (relative) error

tradeoff graph for 16-bit Kogge-Stone adder shown in Figure 4.3. Here, the energy
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Figure 4.3 : A comparison of using various inexact design knobs on a 16-bit Kogge-
Stone adder.

savings from three different inexact design knobs are considered— UVOS, pruning

and gate sizing. Then, we use the heuristic from Algorithm 6 to combine pruning

with (confined) voltage scaling to further boost the energy savings. It should be noted

that even though we use two design knobs (pruning and voltage scaling), only one of

them (pruning) induces inexactness and the other works to further improve the energy

savings by trading the dispensable delay savings. While this heuristic algorithm does

indeed boost the energy savings, it actually relies on the principles of sensitivity in

exact circuits (for example, [94]) to optimize for energy efficiency as opposed to the

energy-error sensitivity. However, using the energy-error sensitivity, we show that

the combination of pruning and gate sizing techniques would lead to even higher

energy savings (evident from Figure 4.3). This can be attributed to the fact that both

pruning and gate sizing techniques have very high energy-error sensitivities between

0%-3% relative error range after which they are either no longer applicable or plateau

out. Hence, combining these techniques together would yield the highest amount of
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energy savings in the 0%-6% relative error range.

4.2 Engaging the algorithm/system layer through Reciproca-
tive Error Compensation (REC) framework

While the physical- and architectural-layer techniques for inexact design received

widespread attention, the co-design of inexact knobs with system- or algorithm-level

did not receive much consideration. These topmost levels of abstraction usually dictate

the amount of gains that any inexact technique can achieve in the context of realizing

an application. It is at this layer that the error resilience limits of the application

can be derived based on the algorithm being implemented and translated into the

error-tolerance limits on the constituent hardware and software entities. In this section,

we focus on demonstrating the value in co-designing the inexact components with

knowledge of the system- and algorithm-level specifications and showing the capability

of this co-design approach to hide the impact of the underlying inexactness from the

hardware/software components.

As one illustrative instance, in Section 3.2, we have proposed two different schemes

to induce inexactness through functional-equivalence relaxation and demonstrated

the results in the context of several datapath elements—adders and multipliers to

be specific. At the same time, several arithmetic block specific approaches have

been proposed in literature for reducing the logic complexity; some examples include

adders [96, 97] and multipliers [98]. However, efficient techniques for realizing system-

level complex circuits (such as signal processing primitives) using these smaller nodes

as building blocks haven’t received much attention. Also, the current techniques at

this layer of abstraction either provide a unidirectional design space [98] leading to

accumulative error or have a narrow and restrictive design space [96, 97] when applied

to designing datapath blocks. The techniques which did provide for a fine-grained
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design space involved logic-level manipulation of boolean function [80, 81] using the

notion of intentional bit flips or cube-swaps (implies an intentional forcing of the output

from 0→ 1 or 1→ 0 for certain input vectors to assist in further logic minimization)

in varying application-specific contexts. However, the building blocks realized using

this technique overlooked the inherent compensation ability that could be gleaned from

these logic transformations and relied on absolute or worst case statistical measures

as the guiding principles for designing these building blocks that more often than not

lead to pessimistic under-designed inexact systems.

To summarize, these existing works at the logic- and architectural-layer of abstrac-

tion had a two major shortcomings: (a) the study of efficient ways to combine the

building blocks to realize a system so as to maximize the hardware savings remains

largely unaddressed. Straightforward approaches would more often than not lead to

prohibitive accumulation of error as we combine atomic blocks to realize complex

systems; (b) these approaches overlooked the inherent compensation ability that could

be gleaned from these logic transformations and relied on absolute or worst case

statistical measures leading to pessimistic under-designed inexact systems;

In this section, these shortcomings of existing works are analyzed in detail, and we

focus on building upon and improving the previously proposed FER techniques for

efficient design of large-scale datapath networks with an emphasis on popularly used

DSP frameworks. A framework called reciprocative error compensation as shown in

Figure 4.4 is proposed to address and overcome these shortcomings of the existing

works. The proposed REC approach provides for efficient datapath realizations by

advocating a redesign of the basic building blocks through careful selection of “com-

pensation buddies” for individual computational blocks and hence, enables an effective

compensation effect.
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Figure 4.4 : A framework for inexact DSP systems through Reciprocative Error
Compensation.

Also, most of these algorithms come with a set of “prescribed” nominal value

parameters which is usually determined for a conventional correct implementation. If

these set of parameters can be tuned to the underlying inexactness, we could further

push the resource parsimony through a system-level compensation. As the other

critical aspect of the REC framework, we will focus on demonstrating the potent of

this second observation through a technique called waveform shaping in the context

of critical DSP blocks.

Thus, succinctly, REC consists of: (i) inexact logic minimization through compen-

sation buddy identification step followed by (ii) a system-level DSP error compensation

through waveform shaping step.

4.2.1 Compensation Buddies

While the inexact logic minimization yields resource-parsimonious smaller inexact build-

ing blocks, simple-minded approaches to interconnect them in a large system would

more often than not lead to prohibitive accumulation of error. Hence, we proposed the

technique of compensation buddies which provides for a compensation/nullification
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Figure 4.5 : Example of an exact node (1-bit full adder) and its corresponding inexact
compensation buddies.

of (expected) error as opposed to accumulation of error by conventional designs in

an interconnected system of datapath blocks. By advocating a re-design of the basic

building blocks, this technique enables an effective compensation effect to overcome

the error accumulation problem. By convention, we denote the inexact nodes having

expected or average output value less than their corresponding correct nodes as positive

error nodes and if not, we designate them as negative error nodes. Viewed through the

lens of a hypercube representation for logic minimization (described in Section 3.2.2),

essentially, the dominance of xON→ xOFFcube-swaps leads to positive error nodes

while the dominance of xOFF→ xONcube-swaps provides negative error nodes. Using

an randomized algorithm, the proposed approach alternates between assigning these

positive and negative error nodes in a complex circuit such that (mean) error is

inherently compensated. An example of this convention on a 1-bit full adder node is

shown in Figure 4.5.

We wish to point out one prior effort made in [79] for realizing efficient intercon-
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nection (energy investments) of small-scale nodes to design a large datapath network.

While this technique uses voltage overscaling approach that belongs to the physical-

layer of abstraction and not at the logic- or the architectural-layer, we find it compelling

nevertheless as it shares the same spirit of one of the aspects of our work at this layer of

abstraction—to identify efficient interconnection (or equivalently, resource distribution)

among small scale nodes when designing a large scale datapath network. Briefly, this

work presents an approach to optimally invest energy (through biased multiple supply

voltages) across networks with adders. Our approach in this dissertation are distinct

from this paper in three distinguishing aspects: (a) They provide for a pessimistic error

analysis using absolute metrics such as (worst/average) error for each adder block and

ignore the possible inherent error compensation. In this dissertation, we try to remove

this notion by promoting the usage of “non-absolute” metrics for characterizing nodes

and applying the “absolute” metrics only for quantifying the final result, thereby

effectively nurturing and harnessing the inherent cancellation effect among the nodes

through the idea of compensation buddies and providing for an innovative re-design of

the basic building blocks. (b) They use a “library” of well-characterized energy-error

graphs that have unidirectional error profiles leading to an impeding accumulative

error whereas our approach leads to a much lesser overall (average) output error due

to its reliance on compensation of error. (c) Our approach is much more amenable for

hardware realization and offers a larger design space exploration due to its reliance on

logic function manipulations (for which we define an optimization framework based on

the extensive work done in the logic synthesis domain) rather than on using multiple

supply voltages that is often acknowledged [23, 98] to have limited design space and

restrictive hardware overheads.
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Drawbacks of Existing Techniques for Systems Composed of Inexact Blocks

Having starkly contrasted of our technique from [79], we now proceed to highlight the

rapid degradation in the quality (accuracy) of the results using the simple-minded

composition of ILM based nodes. We present a mathematical analysis of a linear

network of adders—present in the DSP datapaths—as shown in Figure 4.6 in this

subsection, and empirical results for more complex networks with multipliers in the

subsequent subsection.
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Figure 4.6 : A typical composition of datapath elements.

Let there be n nodes in this path with a node at level i having inputs (fan-in of)

fi and an error represented by a random variable ξi with a probability distribution

function g(ξi). The expected value of ξi is denoted by µi = E(ξi) = ∑
ξi · g(ξi) with a

variance of σ2
i = ∑(ξi − µi)2 · g(ξi).

Let the error at the primary output of the network be denoted by ξ̂ with its

expected value given by

µ̂ = µn + fn · µn−1 + · · ·+ (
n∏
j=2

fj) · µ1 (4.1)

For the ease of exposition, let us consider a simple case where all the nodes have the

same error properties, i.e., g(ξi) = g(ξj) for all nodes 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n with a mean µ,

and with a uniform number of inputs (fan-in of) M for (M ∈ N, M > 1), i.e. fi = M
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for all nodes 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then equation (1) reduces to

µ̂ = µ · (
n−1∑
i=0

M i) = µ · M
n − 1

M − 1 (4.2)

showing an exponential increase in the expected error value with increasing number

of nodes.

Nullifying expected error through compensation buddies

To avoid such an exponential error increase, through our REC framework, we will find

a compensation buddy for each inexact node in the circuit. Formally:

Definition 1. Given a node i with its associated error represented by a random variable
with mean µi, it is said to be a compensation buddy for the set of its input (fanin) node(s)
Φ iff

µi = −∑j∈Φ µj.

Using this definition of compensation buddies in Equation (1), we get

µ̂ = −fn · µn−1 + fn · µn−1 + · · ·

+(
n∏
j=3

fj) · (−f2 · µ1) + (
n∏
j=2

fj) · µ1

= 0 (4.3)

Without loss of generality, we can assume that n is even and the case that it is odd, we

can handle by inserting an exact node n. Hence, it has been shown that the proposed

REC technique theoretically achieves a zero expected error value using compensation

buddies wherever such buddies exist for the design of interest . However, while such a

theoretical limit is possible, the practicality of this approach relies on the ability to

find appropriate compensation buddies which we will address the next subsection.
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Figure 4.7 : Graph showing the average error in Ripple carry adders using conventional
and REC based full adder nodes. Uniformly random 16-bit inputs between [-1, 1)
were used.

An Illustrative Example of Conventional and REC-based Error Profiles

As a simple example, consider Figure 4.7(a) where we show the average error in

uniformly random 2000 data samples in the range [-1, 1) by using 14 conventional

inexact full adder nodes in a simple 16-bit ripple carry adder. A unidirectional positive

error profile is evident from the figure that would lead to accumulation of error when

used in larger structures. On the other hand, if these inexact nodes can be designed

to have error profile similar to Figure 4.7(b) (which has a 20X lower average error) by

using the concept of compensation buddies, error accumulation can be prevented even

in larger datapath networks.

The Limits and Challenges to Compensation Buddies

In this subsection, we identify the underlying dependencies involved in using com-

pensation buddies and also highlight the limitations of our approach that need to be

carefully captured when designing DSP circuits. We build on the premise that the
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Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) where the ’noise’ represents the underlying error due to

the inexactness of the circuit, can be calculated as follows:

SNRdB = 10 log10
(Power)signal
(Power)noise

In case we are able to model the error in the inexact components through a

gaussian distribution Er ∼ N(µ, σ2), we can compute the noise power through the

second moment on X which is given by:

(Power)noise = E[X2] = µ2 + σ2

Hence, we can infer that to minimize the noise power, we need to minimize the

mean and the variance of the system error distribution to maximize the SNR value.

However, for achieving that, we must select individual components with error means

and variances that are lowered when combined. Specifically, we know that, if we have

N independent gaussian random variables Xi ∼ N(µi, σi) for i = 1, 2, . . . N , then

N∑
i=1

aiXi ∼ N(
N∑
i=1

aiµi,
N∑
i=1

a2
iσ

2
i )

From the above equation, it is straightforward to see that we can compensate for

the “exponentially-increasing” mean error through compensation buddies [22]. On the

other hand, handling variance increase is much more trickier due to “squared effect.”

One way to handle and reduce the additive accumulation of variance in a mixture of

gaussian random variables is to leverage of effect of correlation between the random

variables. Consider a simple case when two random variables X1 and X2 are jointly

normally distributed but are not independent. While the mean is still calculate as the

sum of the individual means, the variance however is given by:

σ2 = σ2
1 + σ2

2 + 2ρσ1σ2
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where ρ is the correlation coefficient defined as

ρ = cov(X1, X2)
σ1σ2

= E[(X1 − µ1)(X2 − µ2)]
σ1σ2

where cov(X1, X2) denotes the covariance of the random variables X1 and X2. Here,

if the correlation coefficient of these random variables is negative, then we could

potentially lower the accumulation of variance as well.

While the above analysis provides a simplistic view of the error accumulation

problem and provides insights as to how the accumulative effect of error could be

handled by clever selection of (error) random variables with mean and variance that

would cancel as much as possible as opposed to accumulate. However, it is more

often the case that the error introduced by inexact design methodologies is much

more complex as it involves dependencies (correlation) with the input distributions

as well as the other error inducing mechanisms—unlike the typical independent and

identically distributed (i.i.d) gaussian random variables that is assumed typically in

many communication channel error models. We capture this error dependence in the

analysis below∗ where we are trying to estimate the impact of error (noise) through

the inner product:

X = s + n

where X is the observed input signal consisting of the desired signal component s

(or if we can abstract away the noise mean as well, then the input signal mean) and

the error (noise) signal component n.

∗We would like to thank Don H. Johnson for his guidance in constructing this analysis.
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Y = AX

E[Y′Y] = E[X′A′AX]

= E[(s + n)′A′A(s + n)]

= E[s′A′As] + E[n′A′As] + E[s′A′An] + E[n′A′An]

= E[A s s′ A′] + 2E[A n s′ A′] + E[A n n′ A′]

using the transformation

tr[E(xyz)] = E[tr(xyz)] = E[tr(zxy)] = E[tr(yzx)]

where tr denotes the trace of the matrix and under the assumption that we can matrix

multiplication is feasible under the cyclic rotation.

For a desired circuit of choice, we have the coefficient/system matrix A constant

and hence, E[Y′Y] becomes

AE[s s′]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Signal component

A′ + 2 A E[n s′]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Signal

and noise
correlation
component

A′ + A E[n n′]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Noise

component

A′

As evident from the above equation, the inner product (dot product) of the ob-

served matrix Y consists of not just the desired signal components, but also the

undesirable signal-noise correlation (can not be ignored as noise is correlated with the

input signal) as well as the noise components. Hence, to estimate the observed output

of an inexact system, it is necessary for us to model not just the error (noise) behavior

but also the signal-noise correlation behavior accurately.
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4.2.2 Waveform Shaping

Consider typical DSP systems whose system level model is shown in Figure 4.8(a). As

observed in this figure, this model consists of two key components: a computational

datapath and a coefficient memory (for storing the system parameters). The existing

inexact techniques modify the computational datapath but use pre-computed parame-

ters (coefficients) that were optimized for an exact DSP algorithm. However, if we

could alter the DSP system parameters based on the knowledge of the underlying inex-

act datapath elements, we would potentially minimize the overall error in the system.

We achieve this by employing a statistical machine learning approach wherein we cast

the DSP networks into equivalent neuronal models and use Normalized-Least-Mean-

Sqare (NLMS) algorithm (a variation of the gradient descent based backpropagation

algorithm) as shown in Figure 4.8(b). In the context of the DSP systems, this is

referred to as waveform shaping as it effectively shapes the frequency (and phase)

response curves of the DSP systems to further compensate for any residual error from

the underlying inexact components. As this approach only involves modifying the

coefficients of the DSP blocks that will be stored in the memories, it does not incur

any hardware overheads.

Neuronal Model for DSP Blocks

The behavior of an exact DSP block that can be modeled as a linear neuron as follows:

= : {~x(i),~t(i)}; i = 1, 2, 3 . . . k

where, ~x(i) = [x1(i), x2(i), . . . xn]T is an n-dimensional input vector and ~t(i) =

[t1(i), t2(i), . . . tk]T is the desired k-dimensional output vector at time (or for sam-

ple) i. Similar to a supervised machine learning algorithm, we have two phases—a

feedforward computation that propagates the input vectors across the inexact blocks
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Figure 4.8 : A DSP system level model for (a) conventional inexact circuits (b)
proposed REC-based inexact circuits.

to the outputs using a initial set of weights obtained from the exact DSP block and an

error propagation mode that backpropagates the error values from the output nodes

to iteratively adjust the weights for the inexact block to minimize the targeted error

metric.

To elaborate, in the first phase, we compute the output of the inexact system as

follows:

y(i) =
n∑
k=1

wk · xk(i) = ~xT (i) · ~w

where, ~w = [w1, w2, . . . wn] is an n-dimensional coefficient vector. We compute the

error of the inexact neuron as

e(i) = t(i)− y(i) = t(n)− ~xT (n) · ~w (4.4)

Since, the targeted DSP blocks – FIR/FFT primitives– can be modeled as a

single-layer linear neurons, we employ the NLMS algorithm which adapts the principle

of minimum disturbance that states that tap weights should be changed in a minimal

manner between successive iterations subject to constraints imposed on the outputs
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[99]. Using this principle, we impose constraints on the DSP output layer such that

each of the neurons can converge almost independently to its updated weights. In

this subsection, we limit ourselves to presenting the NLMS algorithm on a single

neuron in the context of an FIR filter, but we can use this algorithm to iteratively

optimize multiple neurons in a single layer (e.g. for the FFT neuronal model). Hence,

the NLMS algorithm solves the constrained optimization problem of minimizing the

squared Euclidean norm of the change in the weight vector and can be described as

follows:

Minimize ‖∆~w(n)‖2 = ‖~w(n+ 1)− ~w(n)‖2

subject to : ~xT · ~w(n+ 1) = t(n)

We can find a solution for this optimization problem using Lagrange multipliers [99]

leading to weight update function of:

f [~w(n+ 1)] = ‖~w(n+ 1)− ~w(n)‖2 + λ[t(n)− ~xT · ~w(n+ 1)]

where λ is the Lagrangian multiplier based on the constraints defined above. To find

the minimum, we differentiate w.r.t ~w(n+ 1) and equate to zero leading to

~w(n+ 1) = ~w(n) + 1
2λ~x(n) (4.5)

Solving for λ using the optimization problem constraint, we get

λ = 2e(n)
~xT (n)x(n)

Using this in equation 4.5, we get the weight update function as:

~w(n+ 1) = w(n) + µ
e(n)~x(n)
~xT (n)~x(n) (4.6)

An example of an FIR filter modeled as a single neuron (a perceptron) with a

linear activation function is shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9 : A linear neuronal model representing an FIR circuit.

A pseudo-code of the proposed algorithm for REC-based waveform shaping along

with a brief description of its important steps is provided in Algorithm 7. This

waveform shaping algorithm is provided with a dataset which is partitioned into two

sets—a training set and a test set. Using the NLMS algorithm, we will train the

coefficients of the DSP blocks on the training dataset and evaluate the resulting

benefits by testing the trained coefficients on the test dataset. Apart from these

datasets, the NLMS algorithm is also requires a user-defined parameter, the learning

rate, that often dictates the convergence and optimality of the solution. Setting the

learning rate too high will cause the solution to either oscillate about the true solution,

or diverge completely and setting it too low will cause the a long time to converge on

the final solution.

4.2.3 Results and analysis on DSP blocks

In Figure 4.10, we show the plots of the energy savings of the proposed REC-based

inexact logic minimization approach as a function of SNR loss with reference to the
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Algorithm 7 Algorithm for NLMS-based Coefficient Update
// Input variables to the Algorithm

Input Vectors = ~x(n); Number of Neurons = k

Exact circuit weight vectors = ~wj(n); Exact circuit response = tj(n)
Number of Training Vector Sets = Ntr

// User Selected Parameters
Learning rate = µj

// Initial Conditions
~w(0) = ~wexact

function NLMSAlgorithm(~x(n), ~wj(n), tj(n))
for n = 1, 2, 3,. . .Ntr do

for j = 1, 2, . . . , k do
ej(n) = tj(n)− ~wj · ~xT (n)
~wj(n+ 1) = wj(n) + µj

ej(n)~x(n)
~xT (n)~x(n)

end for
end for
return ~w(Ntr)

end function

conventional “exact” implementation of the 256-point FFT and 30-tap FIR filter.

As evident from this figure, the proposed approach achieves between 12%–73% en-

ergy savings (a multiplicative factor of 1.14–3.7), with corresponding delay and area

savings between 2%–16% and 15%–62% respectively, when compared to the exact

implementations with an associated loss in the SNR of 0.006 dB upto 1.5 dB.
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Figure 4.10 : Energy Savings vs SNR Loss (dB) plot for the REC-based inexact logic
minimization technique on a pipelined 256-point radix-22 complex FFT and 30-tap
FIR filter with the conventional ( exact) circuits as a comparison baseline.
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Turning to the idea of optimizing the application parameters, the waveform shap-

ing technique further enhances the scope of our approach in the context of DSP

applications. The results of the waveform shaping when applied to a inexact 30-tap

band-pass FIR filter—using two different sets of 5000 white noise samples for training

and testing—are shown in Figure 4.11. The proposed waveform shaping technique

is able to effectively compensate for most of any residual error from inexact logic

minimization in the DSP blocks. To provide the reader some intuition as to how

the “shaped” system response curves look, we have included the frequency and phase

responses in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12 : The frequency and phase responses of a conventional exact and a
waveform-shaped inexact FIR filters.

To summarize, in this section we have presented a system/algorithm-level co-

design framework called reciprocative error compensation(REC) to enable inexact

logic synthesis that scales to the level of subsystems from the DSP domain. To the

best of our knowledge, this is the first time that feasibility of inexact systems is being
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demonstrated at this scale. Our technical contributions are two-tiered: (a) synthesis

of basic building blocks using the ILM technique to compensate for each others’ error

through REC, and (b) system-level DSP error compensation methodology through

waveform shaping. Through the application of the proposed techniques on a pipelined

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) architecture, we show that 2-3 orders of magnitude

lower (expected) error and more than an order of magnitude lower Signal-to-Noise

Ratio (SNR) loss (in dB) can be achieved, over the previously proposed inexact design

techniques under iso-energy conditions.
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Chapter 5

Validation through Chip Fabrications and
Application Demonstrations

5.1 Experimental methodology and CAD implementation frame-
work

In this section, the experimental methodology and infrastructure used for validating

the proposed inexact design methodologies from Chapter 3 and the corresponding

cross-layer co-design frameworks from Chapter 4 are described. We note that this

overarching and generic design framework shown in Figure 5.1 is versatile and can

be parameterized accordingly to the layer of design abstraction at which the inexact

design techniques are being applied.

At an application level, our framework extracts the application trace statistics

derived from the system platform emulator, explores and optimizes the energy-accuracy

tradeoffs using a variety of inexact design techniques (assisted by a detailed hardware

implementation framework to estimate the resource savings and a cycle accurate

simulator to build estimate the error values) and then, feeds the error values into the

system platform emulator to estimate the quality of result and the energy savings into

the system energy profiler to estimate the system level energy savings enabled by the

inexactness tradeoff. Some of the examples of application-specific benchmarks used in

our simulations include random distributions from Matlab (for generic applications),

image test vectors from Mediabench [100], audio test vectors from NCH Software [101]

and floating point test vectors from the run of a Lorenz’96 application [11].
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For the hardware implementation, we use application-specific integrated circuit

(ASIC) synthesis based design flow shown in Figure 5.1 as follows: The targeted

circuits are described in a high-level language (C/C++) or a hardware description

language (typically VHDL or Verilog). The proposed FER-based inexact design

techniques—probabilistic pruning and inexact logic minimization—are applied during

the logic synthesis phase of the circuit design. These FER techniques are coded

using a combination of high-level and scripting languages, and interact with an error

estimator (implemented in either C/C++/Matlab) and a functional simulator (such as

ModelSim) with an application specific benchmarks to determine the final pruned or

logic minimized circuit. The resulting FER-based inexact designs are then synthesized

using industrial logic synthesizers such as Synopsys Design Compiler or Cadence RTL

Compiler to obtain a Verilog netlist and a timing information file (in Synopsys Design

Constraints (.sdc) format). This synthesized netlist and timing constraints are then

given as inputs to the Place & Route Tools (such as Cadence SoC Encounter) to

generate the final layout. At this stage, we also implement the PPM-based inexact

techniques—UVOS/BiVOS and gate sizing∗—to manipulate the physical parameters

of the final layout. For implementing Voltage Overscaling, we have used the Mentor

ADiT tool as well as the Synopsys NanoSim tool to extract the SPICE netlist from

the final layout and explore the energy-accuracy tradeoffs that would be enabled by

using supply voltage as the inexact design knob. We also perform the post-layout

analysis on the resulting circuit—-both by using the SPICE net lists in the NanoSim

and ADiT (for reasonably small blocks like arithmetic and basic DSP components) as

well as by back-annotation of the final netlist and parasitics using Synopsys Power

∗We can implement gate sizing after synthesis but before the Place & Route; however, proper
care must be taken to ensure that the Place & Route will not undo the gate sizing that was done to
induce inexactness
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Compiler. The latter required toggling frequency of each node in the netlist and their

corresponding input combination transition characteristics which are obtained from

the Switching Activity Interchange Format (.saif) file derived from the Value Change

Dump (VCD) file. The VCD file is produced by cycle accurate functional simulations

of the netlist along with the Standard Delay Format (SDF) file in ModelSim tool

from Mentor Graphics using the benchmark test vectors derived from the application

trace run. Before sending it for fabrication, we perform the DRC and LVS checks for

the IC verification and signoff using Calibre tool from Mentor Graphics on the final

GDSII layout file generated from the Place & Route tools. It should be noted that

our inexact design exploration frameworks only add incremental time overhead (order

of few days) beyond what is required for traditional chip design.

.

To analyze the technology-dependence of the proposed inexact design techniques,

we have implemented the inexact circuits in a variety of CMOS technology libraries

including TSMC 65nm (High Vt) IBM 90nm (Normal Vt) and TSMC 180nm (Low

Power). Also, the synthesis of designs was done targeting highest frequency of opera-

tion as well as lowest power consumption (or loose target frequency) separately, to

analyze the gains achieved in each case.

While there has been significant work done in proposing design techniques to

induce inexactness over the last couple of years, these techniques and their corre-

sponding claims on resource efficiencies haven’t been validated through rigorous ASIC

fabrications. In the following sections, we describe the two inexact ASIC chip imple-

mentations we have done using the infrastructure described in Figure 5.1. The first

prototype chip [8] with inexact 64-bit arithmetic adders was taped out in 2011 using

the TSMC 180nm (low power) process technology and the second prototype chip with
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Figure 5.1 : A CAD flow for designing energy-efficient circuits using inexact design
techniques

inexact FFT accelerators was taped out in late 2012 using the TSMC 65nm (HVT)

process technology.

5.2 Inexact 64-bit Arithmetic Adders ASIC Chip

In a quest to show the ease of (silicon) implementation of the proposed inexact design

techniques in designing highly energy-efficient components pertinent in a large classes

of error-resilient applications, we employ a symbiotic cross-layer co-design framework

(CCF) described in Algorithm 6 from Chapter 4 to design a wide range of 64-bit

arithmetic adders. As described before, this CCF framework realizes zero-overhead

inexact circuits by trading some portion of the delay and area savings from probabilis-
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tic pruning for substantially higher energy savings through confined voltage scaling.

In the following subsections, we describe the implementation and validation of this

prototype chip of inexact arithmetic adders and highlight the corresponding resource

efficiencies.

5.2.1 Overview of the test chip architecture

We have applied the CCF framework described in Algorithm 6 to a variety of canonical

64-bit adders designs and the prototype chip has been fabricated using TSMC 180nm

(low power) technology. A photograph of the 86-pin fabricated chip is shown in Fig-

ure 5.7(a). The various adder circuits which span a combination of both conventional

and pruned designs (a total of 30 adder circuits of which 11 are conventional exact

adders while the rest 19 are inexact) are placed in the PD2 power domain, while

the peripheral circuitry including pseudo random number generators, register banks,

and other support circuitry to facilitate the functioning and verification of the adder

circuits, are placed in the outer PD1 power domain. Our main goal was to characterize

the power, delay and area values of these 30 adder circuits and establish the gains

that can be achieved using inexact design over conventional adders in the context

of applications requiring varying amounts of error tolerance. Finally, the versatile

icyboard [102] platform is used to build the testing framework for the fabricated

inexact circuits as shown in Figure 5.7(b). It consists of a programmable MAX-IIG

complex programmable logic device (CPLD) along with peripheral circuitry such

as JTAG/USB ports for enabling the data transfer from the mounted PCB board

that houses the prototype chip along with probes for testing and measuring power

consumption as shown in Figure 5.7(b). A brief summary of the key features of the

test chip is given in Table 5.1. It should be noted that the typical and maximum
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Table 5.1 : Key numbers summary

Parameter Comments Value Unit
Technology TSMC (low power CMOS) 180 nm
Chip Size 2.96 mm2

Clock Rate At VDDC = 1.8V 66 (typ), 200 (max) MHz

operating frequency parameters are constrained by the test equipment framework (in

our case, icyboard [102]) and do not necessarily the reflect the typical or maximum

frequency of operation of individual adders.

!"#$ !%#$

Figure 5.2 : (a) A die photograph of the fabricated prototype chip; (b) The prototype
chip integrated into the icyboard test platform [8].

5.2.2 Results and analysis

We recall that the novelty of CCF is the ability to combine confined voltage scaling

with the probabilistic pruning technique, described in Chapter 4. The major difference

between the conventional voltage overscaling scheme and the proposed CVS scheme is

that while the former induces errors in the circuits by violating the critical path delay

that was increased due to lowering the supply voltage, the latter doesn’t induce any

further errors in the circuits. Therefore, it is of interest to quantify the additional gains
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probabilistic pruning (measured); (c), (d) using the cross-layer co-design approach
(measured), (e) technology independence of the EDAPgains from probabilistic pruning
technique (measured and simulated) (f) normalized energy gains (measured) through
the cross-layer co-design approach for different adder designs with varying error values
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over those using pruning in isolation. We highlight the measurements from the widely

used Han-Carslon and Kogge-Stone adders, both of 64 bit-width, as shown in Figure 5.3.

The results and trends for the other adder architectures follow a similar pattern. The

measured normalized gains (calculated as conventional/proposed) for different metrics

such as area, delay, energy, energy-delay product and energy-delay-area product for

varying relative error magnitude percentages from the prototype chip obtained by

applying probabilistic pruning technique on adders are shown in Figure 5.3(a) and

(c); it is evident that the pruning technique yields significant savings across all 3

dimensions – energy, delay and area, with the cumulative gains varying from 2X-7.5X

for modest error values, conclusively validating the obtained gains through simulations

and establishing the significant savings across all dimensions made possible by inexact

architecture-level design techniques (such as probabilistic pruning) for acceptable

amount of errors. As show in Figure 5.3 (c) and (d), combining the probabilistic

pruning technique with confined voltage scaling through CCF yields energy gains as

high as a multiplicative factor of 4.8. This is in contrast to energy gains of no more

than a multiplicative factor of 1.6 using probabilistic pruning alone, without invoking

confined voltage scaling as shown in Figure 5.3(a) and (b). However, as shown in

these figures, probabilistic pruning combined with confined voltage scaling does incur

a penalty in terms of speed. However, through CCF, the amount of area and speed

traded away are small when compared to the energy savings achieved. As a result,

the cumulative EDAP gains are substantial and can be as high as a multiplicative

factor of 15. This is more than twice the EDAP gains of a factor of 7 achieved using

probabilistic pruning alone, with a relative error of 10%. For completeness, we also

show the energy gains alone for four types of adder architectures in Figure 5.3(f),

which range from a multiplicative factor of around 3 to a value of 4.8.
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All of the measured values were determined using the fabricated chip in TSMC

180nm (low power) technology . However, to demonstrate the value of inexact hard-

ware at the architectural layer using probabilistic pruning in the context of technology

scaling as the feature sizes decrease to 90nm and below, we also designed adder

architectures using IBM 90nm and TSMC 65nm (high Vth and low leakage) tech-

nologies. In this case, we performed post-layout simulations and the results shown

in Figure 5.3(e) establish the technology independence of the probabilistic pruning

technique. The main point worth noting is that the EDAP gains for the two types of

adder architectures shown are very close in magnitude across technology generations,

and establish the fact that they will scale as the transistor feature sizes decrease in

the future thereby providing significant baseline gains for realizing inexact circuits

(even in recent/future technology nodes where significant voltage scaling might not be

feasible!).

5.3 Inexact 256-point Fast Fourier Transform accelerators
ASIC chip

While through our first prototype chip fabrication of arithmetic adders, we hoped to

showcase the feasibility of our inexact design techniques in silicon through a quick

validation, we began to pursue rigorous design of a more complex circuit in advanced

process technology node soon thereafter. We chose the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)

chip—ubiquitous in signal processing applications such as image and audio compres-

sion, medical imaging, Wi-Fi routers, 4G cellular networks, and in others applications

such as solving differential equations, pricing stock options, all of which impose varying

accuracy requirements—as our demonstrative vehicle to implement a multitude of

inexact design techniques. Over the last few years, FFT chips have been designed for

various application contexts, for example, in OFDM communication systems [103] and
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in low-frequency applications with high energy efficiency through super-pipelining [104].

However, these FFT chips were not quality-tunable and did not explicitly explore the

quality-resource tradeoffs that could be possible through a variety of inexact design

techniques, which was our central focus.

In this section, we describe the design and validation of several quality-tunable

inexact FFT accelerators and highlight the significant energy savings they were able

to achieve compared to an existing exact FFT accelerator.

5.3.1 Architecture of the FFT Accelerators

In Figure 5.4, we show the hardware implementation of the FFT we considered—a

4-stage pipelined 256-point Decimation-in-Time (DIT) radix-22 complex FFT [105]

that is capable of processing 16-bit complex data as well as memory circuits—flip-flop

based FIFO registers as well as small memory banks (for storing twiddle factors).

We opted for the single-path delay feedback (SDF) architecture with a continuous

sampling of inputs. One pipeline stage of this FFT architecture is shown in Fig-

ure 5.4. The FFT includes a total of 6 butterfly units (each butterfly has 2 complex

adder/subtractors with a total of 4 real adder/subtractors) and 3 complex multipliers

(each of which is implemented using 3 real multipliers and 5 add/sub blocks and has a

4-stage pipelined as shown in Figure 5.4); the total number of real 16-bit integer units

being 9 multipliers and 47 adders.

We define the chosen metric of quality evaluation as the (relative) Signal-to-Noise

Ratio Loss (SNR loss) as

SNR Loss = 10 log10

( ∑ ‖signalexact‖2∑ ‖signalinexact‖2

)
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Figure 5.4 : Architecture of one stage in the pipelined radix-22 SDF FFT

5.3.2 Significance-driven Composition of Inexact Arithmetic Blocks

We use a significance-guided composition of inexact (arithmetic) blocks through a

dynamic significance assignment described in Algorithm 4 from Chapter 3 where we

combine the structural significance of each node and the application input vectors to

determine the amount of error (SNR loss in this case) that would ensue for varying

inexactness in each of the arithmetic blocks in the FFT circuit. In other words, given

a circuit (graph) and application traces, for every node (eg. arithmetic block) in the

circuit, we compute the sensitivity of a node—defined as
(
∂En
∂Er

)
node

—for all possible

inexact configurations it can attain (based on the individual or combination of inexact

design knobs described in Chapter 3); where En refers to the energy savings and Er

refers to the error introduced (in the FFT, the SNR loss). Intuitively, this captures
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the possible energy savings of a node for an unit of error and hence, the inexact node

configurations with the highest sensitivity provide the largest energy savings for a

given error budget. In our inexact FFT design, we employ a greedy heuristic by

using a rank-ordered (largest sensitivity first) list and iteratively assigning inexact

configurations to the nodes in this order until the error tolerance bounds are met.

While this greedy heuristic does provide significant resource savings, in the future, we

envision the randomized optimization heuristics such as those described in Algorithm 5

could provide design points that are even closer to the pareto-optimal curve than the

greedy heuristic.

In our FFT architecture, we designate each 16-bit arithmetic block as a node and

hence, we have a total of 56 nodes (9 multipliers and 47 adders). Each of the multiplier

can be exact or be assigned one of the 17 inexact configurations derived using the ILM

technique. The adder can chose between an exact or 9 inexact configurations derived

using the probabilistic pruning technique. Hence, using an application trace (here, we

use an uniform distribution for illustrative purposes), we run a sensitivity analysis on

a total of 632 (9*18+47*10 ) inexact configurations. Some of the insights that were

automatically captured in the chosen FFT architecture due to this sensitivity approach

were: (a) The inexact multiplier configurations have much higher sensitivities than

most of the inexact adder configurations; (b) With the chosen DIT architecture, earlier

pipeline stages carry less significance than the later due to the information being

captured by a variety of twiddle factors; (c) Inside a complex multiplier, one of the

real multiplier is more significant than the other two as it has a “double impact” on

the quality of solution due to logic sharing as shown in Figure 5.4.
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5.3.3 Waveform Shaping to Minimize Inexactness

The twiddle factors or the coefficients used in a DFT/FFT algorithm are well-defined

as complex roots of unity. Traditionally, the only flexibility in the specification of

these coefficients is the number of bits used to represent them, often derived from

the high-level application analysis. But beyond this quantization error, there was

seldom a need to modify these coefficients. However, with the use of inexact arithmetic

modules, there arises an opportunity wherein through slight modifications of these co-

efficients, we could potentially reduce the impact of accuracy loss from the underlying

inexact blocks. To enable this, we use a statistical learning technique called waveform

shaping [22] that is based on Normalized Least Mean Square (NLMS) algorithm (as

described in Section 4.2.2 of Chapter 4) to automatically train the FFT coefficients to

compensate for some of the inexactness of the underlying blocks—quantified through

the lower SNR loss in our case. However, instead of using the generic multiple neuronal

model for FFT/DFT that is implementation agnostic as described before, we attune

the NLMS algorithm to complement the chosen radix-22 FFT architecture as shown

in Figure 5.5. The underlying motivation for this is two-fold: first, in the chosen

FFT-architecture, close to one-fourth of the multiplications in each pipeline stage are

multiplications by ±1 coefficients, which do not need to be computed and hence, in our

exact FFT architecture, we take advantage of this by using clock gating. However, if

we apply the waveform shaping algorithm, these ±1 coefficients could get transformed

to some other values which need to be multiplied. Second, the coefficients to each

stage of the FFT (as shown in Figure 5.4) are stored locally within the stage in a

pre-determined order of usage. Hence, in this FFT architecture, we have the flexibility

to configure these FFT coefficients locally at each stage. Taking advantage of these

two motivating reasons, we apply the NLMS algorithm at each pipeline stage of the
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Figure 5.5 : Applying the NLMS algorithm to train the FFT coefficients

FFT and configure the coefficients locally (note that, we do not modify the original

±1 coefficients).

In Figure 5.6, we show the results of the SNR loss on various inexact FFTs before

and after waveform shaping. For this experiment, we have trained the inexact FFTs

using the algorithm shown in Figure 5.5 using separate training and test sets—training

dataset had 51200 complex inputs while the test dataset had 10240 complex inputs

that followed a uniform distribution generated using MATLAB. As evident from these

results, the waveform shaping technique significantly minimizes the SNR loss (up

to a multiplicative factor of 7X here) arising from the underlying inexact datapath

elements.

5.3.4 Measured Results and Validation

The implementation framework used for the chip design and validation includes a mix

of leading industry-standard tools as shown in Figure 5.1; the FER and the PPM
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without NLMS-based waveform shaping

techniques are inserted into this framework through customized and automated scripts,

the former being applied during the logic-synthesis phase whereas the latter being

applied at the place and route phase of the chip design.

The proposed quality-tunable inexact FFT accelerators have been validated through

a chip fabrication using 65nm TSMC CMOS HVT-process technology and die mi-

crophotograph of the 30-pin chip is shown in Figure 5.7(a). The chip has two power

domains— one for the peripheral circuitry including memory banks and SPI interface

to stream-in and stream-out the test data (designated as PD1) and the other consisting

of the four of the FFT accelerators, 1 of which is exact and 3 others inexact (designated

as PD2). The power domains use independent supply voltages (fixed 1.2V for PD1 and

variable between 0.7V–1.2V for PD2) and are targeted to operate at different sampling

frequencies (PD1 is has a targeted 4MHz frequency for SPI and PD2 can operate at

a maximum frequency of 250MHz). We have inserted clock domain synchronization

circuits as well as level shifters to facilitate reliable exchange of input/output vectors
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between the PD1 and PD2 domains. The test setup used for measurements included a

custom PCB with clock generators as well as voltage regulators for generating variable

supply voltages as shown in Figure 5.7(b). The physical characteristics of this test

chip are outlined in Figure 5.7(c).

Due to limitations of our test setup design, we could only use maximum frequency

of operation of 66 MHz. Hence, we scale down the operating voltage for the baseline

design to 0.9V (critical voltage point—until it is still able to produce exact results)

and characterize the (relative) energy savings of the inexact FFTs using this baseline.

The baseline exact FFT design consumes 43.7 nJ/transform and roughly 60% of this

energy consumed is attributed to the datapath blocks. In Figure 5.8, we show the

plots of relative energy savings of the inexact FFTs as a function of SNR loss with

reference to this baseline implementation.

The proposed approach achieves between 50%–75% energy savings (a multiplicative

factor of 1.4–4X) in the datapath energy consumption which correspond to a total

energy consumption reduction between 30%–45% (a multiplicative factor of 1.4–1.8X)

with corresponding combinational area reduction between 1.5–1.9X at an associated

loss in the SNR of 0.0002 dB upto 1 dB, which would certainly be appealing for a

wide range error tolerant applications. Also, we adopt an offline implementation of

this waveform shaping technique for simplicity, but this can be easily implemented as

a “lightweight” on-chip block with overhead trade-offs akin to that of DVFS designs.

5.4 Engaging the application layer

In all of the inexact design contexts showcased in this dissertation so far, the domain

expert’s role in understanding and defining the criteria of acceptability of what is

“good enough” and deriving the error-tolerance limits on the underlying system im-
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Figure 5.7 : (a) Die microphotograph of the fabricated chip, (b) PCB test board with
the prototype chip mounted on it, (c) Summary of the important attributes of the
chip.
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Figure 5.8 : Summary of measured results of the FFTs from the prototype chip

plementing the application is central. If the reach of inexactness were to broaden,

we anticipate that increasingly, co-designing the system guided by considerations of

quality of the output which is either subjective, or is dependent on a criteria set

by a domain expert, will play an increasing role. Resource pressures in general and

energy or power constraints in particular will be the significant constraints driving

this movement in the near term.
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In this section, we will highlight the importance of engaging the application-layer

and using a co-design approach to parameterize the accuracy of the system components

based on the impact on the application’s quality. Using the results from this disserta-

tion, for completeness, we will summarize several application level demonstrations that

were done in collaboration with other groups as a way of demonstrating the value and

potential of the proposed inexact design techniques†. Armed with the inexact design

techniques and the cross-layer co-design frameworks, we investigated the usefulness

of inexact hardware blocks in several error-tolerant application domains, notably

in graphics, DSP and multimedia workloads, neural network accelerators and high

performance computing (in atmospheric modeling simulators). In this section, we will

highlight some of experimental results on the application level quality impact of inexact

computing techniques to demonstrate that the resulting outputs are still perceptible

and useful in the context of the application domains while achieving significant energy

savings in the underlying inexact building blocks.

5.4.1 Graphics and multimedia applications

To understand the impact of error on visual data as we trade it for energy and speed

gains, we also used the adders to construct a fast fourier transform (FFT) and have

applied it to sample images. The corresponding output images for varying amounts

of error are shown in Figure 5.9 [8]. As evident from these figures, the output of the

inexact circuit design guided by principle 2 of inexact computing results in output

images whose visual quality degrades gradually as we increase the admissible relative

error magnitude to 7.58%. We note in passing that even at these high error magnitudes,

†These demonstrations are not intended to be strictly a part of this dissertation and have been
summarily included for completeness. The readers are referred to their original published papers as
indicated in the respective subsections for full details.
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Figure 5.9 : Applying the proposed inexact techniques on two multimeda benchmarks—
(top) an 8-point inexact FFT and and exact inverse FFT computation with varying
relative error and (bottom) frames from an H.264 video codec processed using inexact
adders with varying relative error values [7].

visual data can remain discernible. The corresponding EDAP gains of the building

blocks range between a multiplicative factor of 2 up to 8. At the same time, using

the error distributions from the same building blocks, we artificially inject the errors

into the additions of the H.264 video codec and qualitatively observe that the errors

introduced are largely imperceptible in most cases. The video frames gathered from

these simulations are shown in Figure 5.9(b).

5.4.2 Application-specific & general-purpose accelerators‡

An early example of this approach to co-design, the customization to floating point

through workload statistics to accelerate key kernels drawn from the domain of stochas-

tic climate models [106] is an important example. Thus, we opine that an accelerator

‡This work was done collaboratively in partnership with Zidong Du, Yunji Chen and Chengyong
Wu from ICT, China and Olivier Temam from INRIA, France
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based system akin to SOC designs (see [107, 9]) in embedded computing are increas-

ingly going to play a role in the context of more traditional computing system design.

If this trend succeeds, abstraction and cross-layer transparency (such as the recent

proposals to developing inexact ISAs and support [108, 109]) and application and

technology aware cross-layer designs are are likely to emerge as equal partners with

general purpose abstractions. If history is our guide, then, in all likelihood, inexactness

will be induced by extracting a catalog or library of “inexact primitive operations”

from these domains which will serve as building blocks. It is very desirable of course

for the individual elements of the catalog to be the vehicles for mediating between

the application and the system realization. At the hardware level, these would be the

enhanced variants of adders, multipliers and FFT engines we have already seen and

have worked on in this dissertation, with appropriate, yet to be determined support

from system software. In this subsection, we will highlight the use of our catalog of

inexact primitive operations in two different application contexts—neural network

based accelerators and floating point units for high performance workloads.

Neural network based accelerators

We have proposed an approach for applying inexact design techniques to a broad

set of applications by taking advantage of the inherent feature of hardware neural

networks [9]. Specifically, we take advantage of three distinct aspects of these neural

networks: (i) many emerging high-performance applications can be competitively im-

plemented using hardware neural networks, (ii) these neural networks have much higher

error tolerance owing to their learning/training ability as shown in Figure 5.10(b),

and (iii) they can be realized as a circuit datapath using inexact logic operators.

We chose the multilayer perceptron (MLP) based neural network shown in Fig-
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Figure 5.10 : (a) Architecture of a multilayer perceptron (MLP) based neural network
with the inputs, neurons and synapses highlighted; (b) Illustrating the error resilience
of neural networks through backpropagation based retraining [9].

ure 5.10(a) for our paper and empirically determined that a neural network with

90 input nodes, 10 hidden neurons and 10 output neurons (referred to as (90,10,10)

neural network) would be sufficient for implementing most of the data sets from

the UCI machine learning repository. Using these machine-learning benchmarks,

we demonstrate that the proposed inexact neural network accelerator, implemented

in 65nm technology, could achieve 43.91%-62.49% savings in energy consumption

(with accompanying delay and area savings of 18.79% and 31.44% respectively) when

compared to an existing baseline neural network implementation. These savings were

achieved at only a slight cost in accuracy of output quantified through the MSE metric.

In Figure 5.11(a) we show the experimental results using various UCI machine learning

datasets to illustrate the mean squared error (MSE) values for the baseline, untrained

and trained neural networks and in 5.11(b), we show the energy, delay and area values

of the generally applicable (90,10,10) neural network [9].
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Figure 5.11 : Experimental results using various UCI machine learning datasets
to illustrate (a) Mean squared error (MSE) values for the baseline, untrained and
trained neural networks; (b) Energy, delay and area values of the generally applicable
(90,10,10) neural network [9].

Floating-point units for HPC workloads§

Through [10], we demonstrate the utility of inexact hardware for atmospheric modeling.

The existing work on inexact designs was largely designed for integer arithmetic and

fixed-point blocks. Extensions to a broader milieu of computing encompassing general-

purpose processors and high-performance workloads would require the extension of the

current inexact methodologies to floating point units, an aspect which hadn’t received

much attention so far. In this work, motivated by the significant savings in the integer

arithmetic building blocks, we extended the use our inexact design techniques as the

basis to explore the design of inexact floating point units guided by the statistics of

the application traces.

The weather and climate modeling community is a heavy user of high-performance

computing and weather and climate models run on supercomputers that are among

§This work was done collaboratively in partnership with Peter Duben and Tim Palmer from
Oxford, UK and Jaime Joven and Giovanni De Michel from EPFL, Switzerland
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Figure 5.12 : Overview on the architecture of a FPU [10]

the fastest in the world. Even so, the model resolution is far from being adequate and

limited by the available computing power. An increase in computational power would

allow higher resolution simulations and produce higher quality weather and climate

predictions.

Through [10], we initiated a successful cooperation between the two scientific

communities of inexact hardware development and weather and climate modeling.

We expand previous studies on pruning techniques to floating point arithmetic units

(FPUs), the architecture of which is shown in Figure 5.12. These pruning techniques

are used to design FPUs with a wide range of accuracy degradations.

We test the applicability of this hardware in atmospheric modeling by emulating

the use of the pruned hardware in simulations of the Lorenz ‘96 model, a toy model

for atmospheric dynamics[11], the schematic of which is shown in Figure 5.13. The

Lorenz ’96 is a not a full model for atmospheric dynamics, but it has many interesting

properties. The model consists of two sets of prognostic variables. The “X”-variables

represent large scale dynamics of the global atmosphere. These are the quantities we

want to predict correctly in global weather and climate simulations. The “Y ”-variables

represent small scale dynamics of the system that couple to the large scale variables.
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Due to the coupling of the large and small scale variables and the non-linear behaviour,

the Lorenz ’96 system displays multi-scale and chaotic properties that are features

of many components of atmospheric dynamics, such as convection, at least to some

extent. The system is heavily used to test conceptual ideas for example for data

assimilation or parameterization schemes in atmospheric modeling, before complex,

global circulation models are investigated.

Yi#

Figure 5.13 : Schematic of the Lorenz’96 atmospheric model[11]

Our exploration framework is shown in Figure 5.14. Broadly, it extracts the floating

point instruction statistics derived from the system platform emulator, explores and

optimizes the energy-accuracy tradeoffs using a variety of inexact design techniques

(assisted by a detailed hardware implementation framework to estimate the resource

savings and a cycle accurate simulator to build estimate the error values) and then,

feeds the error values into the system platform emulator to estimate the quality of

result and the energy savings into the system energy profiler to estimate the system

level energy savings enabled by the inexactness tradeoff. For the hardware implemen-

tation, we used the ASIC synthesis based design flow consisting of HDL description

and logic synthesis using Synopsys Design Compiler with the Nangate 45nm Open
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Figure 5.14 : A framework for design space exploration of inexact floating point units
guided by application traces

Cell Library that provided hardware cost estimates including energy, critical path

delay (speed) and area. For the cycle accurate simulations, we used the ModelSim

tool from Mentor Graphics.

As shown in Figure 5.15, for a double precision floating point adder with inexact-

ness introduced in the integer adder, the gains are a factor of 3.3X and 2.94X in area

and power respectively with a factor of 1.35X gain in speed. Similarly for the double

precision multiplier with inexactness introduced in the integer multiplier, the gains are

a factor of 12.33X and 11.92X in area and power respectively with a factor of 1.24X

gain in speed[5]. At the same time, we have also profiled the Lorenz’96 application

code using HPCToolkit [110] and our profiling results are shown in Figure 5.15. As

evident from this figure, about 30% of the instructions use the floating-point (FP)

computations and based on a sensitivity analysis (on the quality impact), we could

determine that about 81% of the floating point instructions can be made inexact

without major impact on the quality of short- and long-time diagnostics — such as
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forecast errors and probability density functions.
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Figure 5.15 : Results of the profiling done on Lorenz’96 model using HPCToolkit and
the estimated resource savings using different inexact floating point units that could
be plugged into the Lorenz’96 model

Also, to determine the extent of impact on the application level quality, we have

used different inexact FPU configurations used in the different parts of the model

and the corresponding results have been shown in Figure 5.16; both the forecast

error against time for short-term forecasts and the probability density function (PDF)

deviations for long-term forecasts are shown. For the short-term forecasts, we use

the quality metric of forecast error computed as mean difference of the large scale

parameters X of the unperturbed control simulation and the perturbed simulations

with inexact hardware. Note that the units are the same as the unit for the X variables

and the summation is over the 5000 independent forecasts over the eight large scale

parameters. A formula for the forecast error is given as:

FE(t) = (
5000∑
i=1

8∑
j=1
|Xi,j,control(t)−Xi,j,inexact(t))|)/(5000 ∗ 8)
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As we can observe from Figure 5.16 (a), the forecast error shows the expected behavior

for a chaotic system with an exponential growth at the beginning for which the growth

rate is dependent on the magnitude of the perturbation, and a convergence towards

a fixed error when the perturbed and unperturbed system become more and more

uncorrelated. In this figure, the baseline exact hardware implementation is denoted by

H1 full and the inexact hardware implementations are shown using the prefixes H2-H4.

As evident from this figure, the forecast errors for all simulations with inexact hardware

are reasonably small compared to the baseline exact hardware implementation and do

not significantly impact the forecast quality.
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Figure 5.16 : (a) Forecast error for the four setups of inexact hardware against time
for short term simulations; (b) Probability density function (pdf) of the Xn variables
in long term simulations along with the corresponding Hellinger distance which demon-
strate that the simulations with emulated inexact hardware clearly outperform the
parametrized simulations [10]

For the long-term forecasts, we calculate the Hellinger distance as a measure of

the difference between two PDFs:

H2(p, q) = 1
2

∫ (√
p(x)−

√
q(x)

)2
dx,
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where p(x) is the PDF of the imprecise or parametrized simulation, while q(x) is the

PDF of the control simulation. The Hellinger distances for the inexact hardware

configurations shown in Figure 5.16 (b) are vary between 1.03E-3 and 8.01E-3 which

are again reasonably small to cause significant application level quality impact.

To conclude, our results suggest that the motivation to use very efficient but inexact

hardware to oppose the ever increasing power consumption of state-of-the-art high

performance computing machines for modeling weather and climate is indeed worth

investigating and has the potential to lead to a new class of models and hardware for

computational fluid dynamics.
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Chapter 6

Concluding Remarks and Future Directions

“ The best is the enemy of the good.

F.-M. Arouet (Voltaire), 1772

6.1 Other recent research in inexact computing

Much of what we described earlier as inexact designs in Chapter 2 represents some of

the early departures from von Neumann’s legacy, with the algorithmic foundations of

computer science as a backdrop. Over the last five years, since the inception of this

dissertation thesis, significant strides on advancing the initial momentum of inexact

computing were undertaken.

In this section, we provide a brief overview of some of the works that we found

interesting and closely related to the notion of inexactness we have been pursuing

during the course of this dissertation. The list of papers described in this section is by

no means intended to be an exhaustive survey. At last count, we could catalog over

ninety papers written by various groups from around the world that touched upon

inexactness explicitly as described in Chapter 2 in some fashion (see Appendix A for

an annotated bibliography and a more comprehensive list).

Initial work on inexact design explored the usage of voltage overscaled circuits

as the means for introducing error in a wide range of signal and video processing
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hardware. Using principle 2 of inexact computing, voltage overscaled circuits were

used as the basis for realizing cost-accuracy tradeoffs for a variety of applications

such as discrete cosine transform [111], traditional datapath adders [20], [6], motion

estimation [112], image processing [113], sram memories [114] and support vector

machines [115]. Other recent efforts involved applying voltage overscaling at the

coarser granularity of processor modules, referred to as stochastic computation [93],

[116]. In this approach, the following techniques were considered: (a) facilitating

extended voltage scaling through cell upsizing on critical and frequently exercised

paths while downsizing the others, and (b) reshaping the slack distribution of a circuit

to create a gradual failure under voltage overscaling, as opposed to having a abrupt

failure point, thus enabling a larger design space to be explored.

Following these works, the notion of significance driven voltage were used to ex-

plore inexact design optimizations spanning multiple layers of design abstraction. For

instance, scalable-effort hardware [115] combines voltage over scaling (physical-layer),

precision-reduction (architectural-layer) and computation reductions (algorithm-layer)

to maximize the resource efficiency gains. Continuing, a recent body of work further

explored and demonstrated the potential of inexact computing in the context of

emerging Recognition, Mining and Synthesis (RMS) workloads where they have shown

that 67%-96% of these applications’ execution is spent in kernels that can accept and

live with inexactness in a significant manner [117].

The notion of inexactness has been extended to the memory elements as well

beyond the computational blocks that were the primary focus in this dissertation. A

dynamically reconfigurable sram array, called the accuracy-aware sram, was proposed

for mobile multimedia applications using spatial voltage scaling. Following the ideas

originally published as Biased Voltage Scaling (or bivos) from 2006 [54] (principle 2),
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in this sram ,the bit cells storing lower order bits of an image pixel are operated at a

lower voltage while the higher order bits are operated at a higher or recommended

voltage [118]. This sram architecture was shown to save 45% in terms of the power

consumed, with marginal and tolerable image quality degradation. In order to facilitate

more aggressive voltage overscaling, a hybrid sram was also proposed [119]. This

included a combination of 8T bit cells for storing the more significant bits; these are

more robust at overscaled supply voltages. Conventional 6T bit cells are used for

storing the less significant bits. This hybrid sram was shown to achieve 32% savings

in power over an sram which designed exclusively using 6T cells.

Turning to software, a body of work intended to provide a framework at the

application programming and software level [120] suggested weakening the specifica-

tion relative to what was intended. This body of work (an additional early example

being [121]) aimed at applications in a domain agnostic manner where the goal was

to enhance programmer productivity by allowing algorithms to be implemented with

a degree of “accuracy” that is lower than that intended initially. As a consequence,

both the programming or software engineering effort, as well as the performance of the

application, were anticipated to be better. Recently, a classification-based approach

for improvement of application robustness and quality of service in computer systems

that embody error [122]. In this approach, static analysis ensures that errors only

affect operations that are error-resilient, and thus can be tolerated, while avoiding

any propagation of such errors to critical operations. To evaluate, the robustness and

quality-of-service of an H.264 video decoder was analyzed and using the resulting

classification outcomes, unreliable arithmetic operations were mapped onto erroneous

components injected into a simulated ARM-based architecture, while the remaining

operations used deterministic reliable components.
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An architecture with one reliable processor core surrounded by a large number

of unreliable counterparts, termed Error Resilient System Architecture (ersa) was

proposed in [123]. It essentially uses a combination of three specific ideas: asymmetric

reliability in a many-core architecture, error-resilient algorithms and software opti-

mizations. ersa is shown to achieve resilience to higher order bit-errors and maintains

sufficient accuracy even at very high error rates with minimum impact on execution

time.

The distinguishing aspect of my dissertation research when compared to ersa-

like framework (and the PSoC work before that [55]) is that both these approaches

never take advantage of the knowledge of the underlying inexactness to redesign the

system (eg. DSP) or more specifically, the algorithm it implements. In contrast, my

dissertation proposes frameworks that take advantage of the knowledge of inexactness

introduced by our approaches and their system-level impact and work towards building

a synergistic design framework which often leads to changes in the application’s algo-

rithm itself. For example, our machine-learning inspired waveform shaping technique

to realize complex DSP systems leverages the knowledge of inexact components being

used to effectively reshape the frequency (and phase) response curves of the DSP

datapaths to further reduce the error.

6.2 Pertinent domains for extending the reach of inexact
computing

We hope that the methodologies and motivating results presented in this dissertation

highlight its relevance and possibility to be profitably applied across a broad range of

application domains. Even if some of the techniques turn out to not be as broadly

applicable as we hope, these techniques will still be valuable as “another arrow in

the quiver” – significant power savings on a smaller fraction of problem domains is
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very much worth pursuing. We envision that the following current and emerging

application domains would benefit from inexact electronic designs.

Brain-inspired computing architectures

In recent years, the research on understanding the human brain and designing brain-

inspired computing architectures—dubbed neuromorphic computing—have been re-

ceiving widespread attention. Our approaches to designing inexact systems capture

the limits of the human cognition naturally and use that as a basis to engineer the

parsimonious systems—hearing aid being one example. We coined the word sen-

soptimization to capture this notion and strongly believe that it can synergistically

shed light on the intricate details of the error-resilience capabilities of the human

cognitive pathways and would lead to sustainable next-generation audio, image and

video applications.

Learning and decision systems

Machine learning and analytics is yet another domain of computing that has been

growing in prominence of late owing to the explosion of big data and the need to process

this humongous amount of data with resource (energy/performance/cost) constraints.

Hence, innovative learning and decision systems based on machine learning algorithms

are increasingly being deployed as a solution to this problem. The output of these

systems is often interpreted through statistical metrics and this provides leeway for

the deployment of inexact systems for these tasks leading to (significant) resource

efficiencies.
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Sustainable next-generation audio, image and video applications

Many emerging multimedia codecs and computer vision algorithms are being shown

to exhibit varying amounts of error-resilience. These technology trends have drawn

much research attention to reducing power consumption of computer systems at the

hardware level. One approach is based on lowering the accuracy of computations when

more accuracy would only waste energy without substantively improving the output

quality. For example, GPUs provide a 16-bit floating point format for use with visual

data that can be represented at low precision without producing visible artifacts.

Emerging high-performance workloads

A large portion of the emerging high-performance workloads involve Recognition,

Mining and Synthesis (RMS) tasks and they have been shown to exhibit large amounts

of error-resilience [124, 125], making them congenial to inexact implementations in

return for further improving their performance and energy-efficiency.

Emerging electronics for post-CMOS era

With the looming limits to the scaling of silicon transistors, carbon based materials are

increasingly being viewed as approaches to assisting silicon with the goal of sustaining

Moore’s law. As these devices are still in the nascent stages of large scaled automated

fabrication, they more often than not are plagued by reliability concerns which demand

expensive compensatory mechanisms leading to an overall lesser resource efficient

systems when compared to their silicon counterparts. In this context, our value of

information guided design principles would help isolate and match the end systems

with the underlying reliability of the device fabric and make the post-CMOS devices

more competitive, thereby paving the path for their larger scale adoption.
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Energy- and cost-sustainable computing devices for developing economies

The inexorable march of technology-driven economic benefits is being achieved at an

ever-increasing societal cost. Our estimates show that if growth in information and

communication technologies underlying these innovations continues at the present

rate, the concomitant energy consumption can contribute up to 10-15% of the allowed

(annual) carbon budget by the year 2020 [16]; surprisingly almost twice the anticipated

contribution from the civil aviation sector! Additionally, there are several parts of the

developing world and the associated markets (we refer to the bottom-of-the-pyramid

(BOP) view of emerging markets) where energy and cost can be serious limitations to

growth. To respond to these challenges, approaches exemplified by our interdisciplinary

approach with a focus on efficiencies in cost and energy consumption, we envision,

will enable sustainable growth.

Large-scale simulators through general-purpose quality-tunable floating
point accelerators

One of the important extension to the work in this dissertation would be to study the

efficacy and generality of judiciously employing inexact floating-point arithmetic to

reduce power and energy consumption of exascale-relevant DOE codes. This could

be achieved by replacing some subset of the standard floating point operations in

a given program with inexact analogs that maintain sufficient accuracy. Studies by

others [126, 127, 128] as well as our results in Chapter 5, demonstrate that scien-

tific applications do not require high precision for all of their sub-computations. In

particular, the results on replacing “full-precision everywhere” iterative refinement

methods with “mixed-precision” equivalents (limiting full-precision to the refinement

step) are intuitively appealing. Another exciting domain for the application of inexact
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circuits is in building the global earth system simulators using stochastic climate and

weather models [106]. While we have demonstrated some preliminary results that

show significant promise in the context of a simple atmospheric model (Lorenz’96

model in Chapter 5), we cogitate that inexact hardware (with stochastic elements)

would lead to highly resource-efficient large scale simulators even for more complex

atmospheric models.

6.3 A Summary of challenges and critical research questions

The overarching vision of this dissertation∗ is to introduce the important principle

of parsimonious or frugal design in the field of information processing—a principle

used routinely in other fields of engineering wherein the needs of the application are

used in creating a system that is “good enough”, not more robust than is needed. If

successful, the work done in this dissertation will break entirely new ground for a

revisionist view of how the building blocks of computer systems are built, including

enabling the support for platforms running emerging applications that may be order(s)

of magnitude beyond what is possible using traditional exact computing approaches

today.

An important challenge is to find significant domains for applicability of these

inexact design ideas at scale i.e. identifying applications where the use of inexactness

can be justified, both in terms of the application domain being able to tolerate lack

of exactness, and in terms of demonstrating significant savings. In this regard, we

believe that the opportunities are many. At one end, we have computing in the small,

namely embedded computing with its concomitant battery life pressures, but where

∗This PhD dissertation shares similar vision as my Master’s thesis [26] that provided some initial
forays into design techniques for inexact circuits
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an applications ability to live with inexactness is intrinsic. At the other extreme, com-

puting in the large with data centers and the cloud with their rapidly increasing reach

and energy footprint could certainly use significant energy efficiencies [14]. Emerging

big-data centric workloads–recognition, search and synthesis—certainly provide plenty

of opportunities to tolerate inexactness. In this section, we sketch some of the possible

research directions that can be undertaken in the domain of inexact computing and

the challenges involved.

Software programming, Compilers and ISA extensions for inexact hard-
ware

While a dominant portion of the work on inexact computing so far focussed on

application-specific hardware, the work on extending this domain to encompass gen-

eral purpose computing has only recently begun [124, 129]. A critical aspect for

enabling this is extending the traditional software programming constructs and com-

pilers to automatically characterize the application’s error resilience and schedule the

resilient tasks on the inexact hardware. However, these approaches are complementary

to the current notions of inexact computing as they are not tied intimately to the

physics of the devices. We also believe that there is significant potential in extending

the traditional Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) as well as microarchitectures of

modern day general purpose processors to handle inexact computing. Therefore,

inexactness in the software context can, by extension, also be defined in a manner

akin to the approaches that were outlined for hardware. Rather than considering

an algorithm and its inexact hardware counterpart, we could possibly consider the

module’s software implementation as being inexact in the future.
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Inherent process- and parameter-variation based inexact designs

While some of the predictions on thermal-noise induced parameter variations leading

to an energy-accuracy tradeoff did not materialize so far in current CMOS process

technology, other potential sources of inherent process- and parameter-variations can

be investigated, more so when they could lead to truly probabilistic source of error

which could be harnessed for applications requiring such probabilistic computations

(eg. random number generators, primality test etc.). Potential candidates include

inducing deliberate metastability, gate oxide breakdown [130] and supply voltage

droops [131].

CAD algorithms and tools

With an additional dimension of accuracy added to the design exploration space,

traditional CAD and synthesis algorithms for designing exact circuits have to be

revisited and modified to identify and use the best set of inexact configurations for

a given application. Building on our work in [8, 22], we believe that novel synthesis,

design automation frameworks and tools would be needed to quickly navigate and

identify the pareto-optimal design points in the context of more complex inexact

circuits.

Analytical models and algorithmic optimization

Along with proposing heuristics for enabling selection of efficient inexact design ap-

proaches, constructing analytical models and optimization frameworks using these

models are needed. We have made some initial strides in proposing such frameworks for

simple datapath circuits in [79, 132]. Also, optimizing the algorithm parameters itself

leveraging the underlying knowledge of inexactness would help boost the efficiency of

the inexact systems. For instance, in [22], we showed that adapting machine learning
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algorithms can help guide the algorithm parameter optimization when designing inex-

act DSP blocks. Also, while this dissertation and other recent works in this domain

pick up on the most popular algorithms applied in the targeted applications, it might

be the case that some of the lesser used algorithms might have much better error

resilience than the former. This is attributed primarily because most of the current

algorithm choices were driven largely by their computational efficiency (in terms of

performance or energy consumption) rather than their robustness to errors.

Energy-parsimonious mixed-signal SoCs

Most of research on inexact computing so far focussed on digital circuits, but analog

circuits which are inherently inexact haven’t received much attention. We wish to point

out that this approach to trading the quality of a solution for savings is prevalent in

the domain of analog systems and is perhaps common knowledge in this domain [133].

We envision that a mixed signal SoC seamlessly integrating the inexact analog and

digital blocks would lead to highly energy-parsimonious SoC realizations—hearing aid

being one potential application.

Robust metrics for quantifying application’s error-resilience

With error inducted as one of the tradeoff dimensions, we have to redefine the notions

of correctness associated with the traditional exact circuits and propose innovative met-

rics for capturing the quality of the inexact solution to enable the testing, verification

and validation of inexact systems.

Open source benchmark suites for application evaluation

Our final research question concerns the evaluation and the applicability of the inexact

designs to broad classes of application workloads. We have seen that the technique
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applies to some DSP algorithms, some multimedia codecs, a few RMS application

workloads, some class of numerical methods, and a simple climate model. We need to

determine that there are significant savings to be had across a much broader variety

of problem domains. Answering this question requires picking a representative set

of trial programs to serve as benchmarks for inexact computing. The set of trial

programs should be somewhere in between “toy-” and “production-” level in complex-

ity. In addition, the problem domains covered by the trial benchmark set should be

diverse. Some of the prominent examples of domain specific representative benchmarks

include the PARSEC benchmark suite from Princeton University [72] targeted for

high-performance RMS application workloads and the MANTEVO [134, 135] suite

available from Sandia National Laboratories for exascale applications. We believe that

such representative benchmarks suites for the evaluation of inexact designs would be

crucial in establishing a common evaluation platform for the researchers working on

inexact system design.

Concluding Remarks

Today, successive layers of the computing system as highlighted earlier in Figure 2.4,

provide increasing levels of abstraction, at the individual (horizontal) layers with

well-defined boundaries to the layers above and below. This was enabled by relying

on extremely well understood boundary conditions between the successive layers.

Let us consider the instruction set architecture (ISA) used to mediate between the

microarchitecture and the operating system and compiler layers as an illustrative

example and further focus on the early days of reduced instruction set computing

as one example to understand the point we intend to make. Today, everyone would

agree that its success depends significantly on our ability to take advantage of VLSI
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technology from over three decades ago. Using robustly understood VLSI models

developed during that period, the architectural frameworks from the IBM 801 [136],

the Berkeley RISC [137] and Stanford MIPS [138] proved the viability of providing a

well-defined and compact layer for mediating between the microarchitecture and the

compiler. Furthermore, each element of the ISA is characterized by a well-understood

cost-model wherein the accuracy of these models realized using CMOS VLSI, was

crucial to the higher levels of abstraction to be used in a stable manner. We postulate

that we are again at a similar set of cross-roads with respect to inexact hardware.

VLSI technology based on CMOS as well as other emerging technologies including

non-volatile magnetic memories [139] as well as optical interconnect [140] all offer the

opportunity of trading accuracy for energy cost and speed. While individual hardware

models of building blocks such as adders, multipliers, or a memory unit are readily

available, the compositional effect of using them in a complex system are not known.

For example, for inexact arithmetic and DSP primitives [23, 27], we developed working

silicon that was taped out and validated through measured data and in the future,

there is a need for using abstract models from this measured and validated data that

could be the basis to design higher levels of system and application abstraction to

glean energy savings. With such models as a foundation, each level of the abstraction

will be inexactness aware and will be interpreting the bounds for tolerable deviation

from a desired ideal goal at its adjacent levels. Thus, the degree of inexactness and

its benefits will not be transparent at the various layers in Figure 2.4 but rather, will

be an active and visible basis for cross-layer mediation through the libraries. We

strongly believe that one of the critical research goal would be to identify, characterize,

implement and validate information that enables the various levels of the system to

be aware of, manage and optimize the energy-performance-accuracy tradeoff most
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effectively across layers of abstraction.

Also, we believe that notwithstanding the success at hardware-level inexact com-

puting, no significant progress has been made on extending the inexact computing

paradigm to the system level. We believe that future effort extending the foundation

provided by this dissertation to allow full-scale computer systems to exploit the tradeoff

between inexactness and power consumption are necessary. This effort requires us to

design an integrated stack of system hardware and software that can take as input

from applications accuracy requirements such as error bounds and translate these into

energy savings by providing only the required accuracy. Thus, we must actively retool

the architecture, run-time and compiler layers of the system to allow them to exploit

inexactness, and at the same time we must understand how inexact algorithms can be

designed to best utilize this capability and how they can convey their requirements

to the system. The next decade or so will, we hope and anticipate with enthusiasm,

see the unfurling of inexactness into all of these exciting applications and alter the

paradigm of computing system hardware and software design!
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Appendix A

Appendix∗

A.1 An Annotated Bibliography of Inexact Computing

Returning to inexact design and the use of our two principles, the field has been

growing since the initial foray by Palem in 2003 and has been increasingly applied

to current reliable cmos technologies. Building on these ideas, inexact design has

now been applied at the level of physical design, logic design and at the architectural

layers of abstraction. We refer the reader to Figures A.1, A.2 and A.3 where we have

listed some of the salient landmark papers that embody principle 1 and/or 2 as an

annotated bibliography. Some of the other works which build on these initial papers

are summarized in Figures A.4 and A.5. We will now give a quick overview of the

main ideas that have been developed. In doing so, we will, by necessity, use technical

terms that are specific to the communities that contributed to the individual layers of

abstraction.

We will now highlight some of the important innovations based on this classification

scheme in more detail in the following subsections.

A.2 The Physical Characteristics of CMOS Circuits

Today, the most prevalent and widespread transistor technology for building VLSI

circuits is the Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) which replaced

∗Portions of the material presented in this appendix was published as a part of my Master’s
thesis [26] and the content was summarily used as appropriate for completeness.
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Figure A.1 : An annotated bibliography highlighting key papers on inexact circuit
design that embody principles 1 and 2 (Figures 2.7 and 2.8).
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Figure A.2 : An annotated bibliography highlighting key papers on inexact circuit
design that embody principles 1 and 2 (Figures 2.7 and 2.8). (Contd.)
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Figure A.3 : An annotated bibliography highlighting key papers on inexact circuit
design that embody principles 1 and 2 (Figures 2.7 and 2.8). (Contd.)

the previously popular Bipolar Junction Transistors (BJTs) and the NMOS transistors.

The main advantages the CMOS technology over its counterparts was its negligible

static power dissipation (no current flow when the transistors are not switching) and

high noise immunity. These advantages coupled with the possibility of high density

integration of the CMOS transistors have been the driving reason behind the success

of the VLSI industry. In this chapter, we give a brief overview of the underlying

models of the energy consumption and delay of CMOS circuits and analyze the reason

behind the gains achieved by the proposed techniques.

A.2.1 Energy Consumption of CMOS Circuits

The main source of energy consumption in CMOS circuits is the switching energy (due

to charging and discharging of the capacitance nodes) and the short circuit energy

(due to momentary creation of a path enabling current flow from supply voltage (Vdd)
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Figure A.4 : A bibliography of other important papers on inexact circuit design that
embody principles 1 and 2 and build on the papers from Figures A.1, A.2 and A.3.
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Figure A.5 : A bibliography of other important papers on inexact circuit design that
embody principles 1 and 2 and build on the papers from Figures A.1, A.2 and A.3.
(Contd.)

and ground (Vss) during a node transition) [141, 142, 143]. However, the constant

scaling of transistor size driven by the Moore’s law and the corresponding reduction of

the supply voltage (Vdd) needed to maintain a constant electric field strength on the

transistor resulted in elevating the previously negligible static energy consumption

to significant levels, particularly in the ultra-deep sub-micron (UDSM) technologies

(90nm and below feature sizes). The two main reasons contributing to the increasing

static energy consumption are : reduction in the threshold voltage (Vth) corresponding

to a decrease in the supply voltage (Vdd) to maintain an acceptable speed of operation

and new electrical effects (often known as the short channel effects) arising due to the

reduction of the geometrical dimensions of the transistors.

In the following subsection, a brief description of various sources of energy con-

sumption in a CMOS based VLSI circuit is given:

Etotal = Edynamic + Estatic (A.1)

= Eswitching + Eshort−circuit + Estatic (A.2)
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Dynamic/Active Energy Consumption

Dynamic or Active energy consumption occurs during the operation of the circuit

i.e. when the circuit nodes are switching due to charging and discharging of the

load capacitances as well as the internal node capacitances. The dynamic power

consumption has two components : (1) Switching Energy which corresponds to the

energy required to charge and discharge the node capacitances during transitions, (2)

Short-Circuit Energy which corresponds to the energy dissipation due to the formation

of a conductive path, for a short period of time, between Vdd and Vss during the

switching of the transistor.

The switching energy consumption of a circuit is given by Equation A.3.

Pswitching = 1/2 · Ceff · V 2
dd (A.3)

where Ceff is the effective switching and Vdd is the supply voltage.

The Short-circuit energy dissipation of a circuit as shown in Equation A.4 occurs

due to direct path currents owing to the non-zero rise and/or fall times of the inputs

and are more prominent when the input rise/fall time are much larger than the

output rise/fall time. It has been observed that typically, the short-circuit energy only

accounts for less than 10% of the total dynamic power consumption and the ratio of

the short circuit energy to the dynamic energy is inversely proportional to the ratio of

threshold voltage to the supply voltage of the transistors [144].

Eshort−circuit = Ipeak ·
(
tr + tf

2

)
· Vdd (A.4)

Ipeak is the peak current which is determined by the saturation current of the

transistors and hence, is directly proportional to the sizing of the transistors. tr and

tf are the rising time and falling time of the short circuit current respectively.
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Static or Leakage Energy Consumption

The static or leakage energy dissipation occurs when the transistors are in “off-mode”

and hence, can be regarded as the energy dissipated without any useful outcome. The

static energy dissipation of a circuit is given by Equation A.5.

Pstatic = Istatic · Vdd (A.5)

where Istatic is the current flowing through the transistor in off-mode and Vdd is the

supply voltage.

Generally, there are three types of static or leakage energy dissipation : (a)

Sub-threshold leakage, (b) Gate leakage and (c) Reverse-biased drain-substrate and

source-substrate junction band-to-band tunneling (BTBT). Sub-threshold leakage

occurs as a result of weak-inversion conduction (when the supply voltage is less than

the threshold voltage) of the CMOS transistor and increases exponentially as the

threshold voltage increases. Reverse-based junction currents (dependent on junction

currents and doping concentration) cause the reverse-based drain or source-substrate

junction BTBT leakage. Gate leakage occurs due to the tunneling current flowing

through the gate of the transistor due to the scaling of gate oxide thickness.

A.2.2 Propagation Delay in CMOS Circuits

The propagation delay tp of a CMOS inverter is given by Equation A.6 [142].

tpHL = 0.69ReqnCL

tpLH = 0.69ReqpCL

where tpHL and tpLH are the propagation delays for high to low and low to high

transitions respectively, and Reqn and Reqp are the equivalent resistances of the NMOS
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and PMOS transistors respectively.

tp = tpHL + tpLH
2

= 0.69CL
(
Reqn +Reqp

2

)
(A.6)

Expanding the Req of the NMOS or PMOS transistor yields Equation A.7 for tpHL

and a similar equation for tpLH as well.

tpHL = 0.693
4
CLVdd
IDSATn

= 0.52 CLVdd
(W/L)nknVDSATn(Vdd − Vtn − VDSATn/2) (A.7)

where Vtn and VDSATn represent the threshold voltage and the saturation voltage of

the NMOS transistor respectively and the rest represent the technological parameters

of the transistor. Hence, we can observe that the propagation delay of a CMOS

transistor is inversely proportional to supply voltage Vdd as shown in Equation A.8.

tp ∼
Vdd

Vdd − Vte
= 1

1− (Vte/Vdd)
(A.8)

where Vte = Vt − VDSAT/2.

A.3 Architectures of the Chosen Datapath Arithmetic Cir-
cuits

This subsection has been summarily used from my Master’s thesis [26]. We choose

datapath elements as the first platform for the application of our Probabilistic Logic

Minimization technique as they are one of the most energy consuming blocks in the

targeted error tolerant applications (for example, power consumption of the datapath

elements accounts for upto 75% of the total motion estimation block [145]). The main

datapath elements commonly used in most applications are arithmetic adders and

multipliers, and hence, they will be the prime focus of our study.
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A.3.1 Arithmetic Adders

Binary addition is a fundamental and most frequently used arithmetic operation on mi-

croprocessors, digital signal processors and other data-processing ASICs. Apart from

their use in binary addition, adders are also used in more complex arithmetic operations

like multiplication and division, and also simpler operations like incrementation and

magnitude comparison. Many different circuit architectures for binary addition have

been proposed over the last 50 years [146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151] and the usability of

these architectures based on the specific constraints (delay/area/fanout/wiring tracks)

has been extensively studied [152, 153].

A binary adder adds two n-bit operands, A = (An−1An−2 ....A1A0) and B =

(Bn−1Bn−2 ...B1B0) along with an optional carry-in Cin and outputs an n-bit Sum

S = (Sn−1 Sn−2 ....S1 S0) and a carry-out Cout governed by the equation:

A+B + Cin = S + 2n · Cout

It is widely known that binary addition can be formulated as a prefix problem

i.e. every output is dependant on all inputs of equal or lower magnitude, and every

input influences all outputs of equal or higher magnitude. In a prefix circuit, N out-

puts (yn−1, yn−2, ...., y1, y0) are computed from N inputs (xn−1, xn2 , ...., x1, x0) using

an arbitrary associative binary operator ‘◦’ as follows:

y0 = x0

y1 = x1 ◦ x0

y2 = x2 ◦ x1 ◦ x0

...

yn−1 = xn−1 ◦ xn−2 ◦ · · · ◦ x1 ◦ x0
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Formulating this problem recursively yields :

y0 = x0

yi = xi ◦ yi−1 ; i = 1, 2, 3, · · ·n− 1

Owing to the associativity of the ‘◦’ operator, the sequence of operations and

grouping of bits can be carried out in any order resulting in a large number of possible

architectures ranging from serial to highly parallel ones.

Based on this prefix logic, the functioning of a binary adder can be grouped into 3

stages as shown in Figure A.6.

Pre Computation: Gi:i = Ai ·Bi ; G0:0 = Cin

Pi:i = Ai ⊕Bi ; P0:0 = 0

Prefix Computation: Gi:j = Gi:k + Pi:k ·Gk−1:j

Pi:j = Pi:k · Pk−1:j

Post Computation: Si = Pi ⊕Gi−1:0

While the precomputation and postcomputation stages are common for almost all

adder architectures, the prefix computation stage generally defines the architecture

of an adder. The prefix networks of some common adders are shown in Figure A.7

and the different type of nodes used in a prefix network are described in Figure A.8.

Depending on the order of grouping of bits, the prefix stage is generally classified into

3 types [152] : (a) Serial Prefix (b) Group Prefix (c) Parallel Prefix. As the names

suggest, serial prefix structure has a serial propagation of carry, group prefix has a

semi-parallel propagation of carry and parallel prefix structures have a highly parallel

carry propagation structure.
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Figure A.6 : A General Architecture of an Adder based on Prefix Logic

Table A.1 : Summay of Various Conventional Adder Architecture Characteristics

Type of Adder Area Speed Power Prefix Type
Ripple Carry Lowest Lowest Lowest Serial
Carry Skip Low Low Low —

Carry Select Medium Medium Medium Group
Carry Increment [152] Medium Medium Medium Group

Sklansky [146] High Highest High Parallel
Brent-Kung [149] High High High Parallel
Kogge-Stone [147] Highest Highest Highest Parallel
Han-Carlson [150] High Highest High Parallel

Ladner-Fischer High Highest High Parallel
Sparse Tree [151] High Highest High Parallel

A Brief Mathematical Overview of Carry Path Probabilities in an Adder

The analysis of carry propagation in adders is one of the oldest problems in the analysis

of algorithms [73]. We use some of the results derived in [73] to model the carry

propagation path probabilities which will form the basis of the pruning technique.

For notational convenience, we will use the symbols S, A and B to denote the Sum
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Figure A.7 : Prefix Networks of Some Adders

(output) and the two binary inputs to the adder. As all the paths between output

Si and an input Aj or Bj, (∀j 6= i and 0 ≤ j ≤ N) in existing in an N bit adder are
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Figure A.8 : The Composition of the Nodes in the Carry Paths of Prefix Adders

due to the propagation of carry bits, we compute the various path probabilities in an

adder using a variation of the carry path propagation results derived in [73], to form

the basis of the pruning technique.

A bit position ‘i’ is said to generate a carry if both Ai and Bi are equal to 1 and

propagate a carry if exactly one of Ai or Bi is equal to 1. Hence, a sum output Si is

affected by an input Aj or Bj (where j < i) only if there is a carry generated at j and

the rest of the i− j bits propagate the carry. For example, if the summands A and

B are chosen uniformly at random, the probability that a bit position j generates a

carry is 1/4 and the probability that the rest of the i− j − 1 propagate the carry is

1/2i−j−1. Hence, the probability of any particular path from an input Aj or Bj to an

output Sum Si being active is 1/2i−j+1.

A.3.2 Multipliers

Aside from the adders, multipliers are the other fundamental building blocks present in

most signal processing applications [154]. As they have a larger area, delay and energy

footprint when compared to the adders, design of low-power and high-performance

multipliers has been a subject of research for many decades [155].

The multiplication of a M-bit and N-bit numbers X = ∑M−1
i=0 xi · 2i and Y =
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∑N−1
j=0 yj · 2j is computed as

Z = X × Y

=
M+N−1∑
k=0

zk · 2k

=
(
M−1∑
i=0

xi · 2i
)N−1∑

j=0
yj · 2j


=

M−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

xiyj2i+j

The algorithm for multiplication consists of three steps : (a) Generation of partial

products (GPP); (b) Reduction of partial products (RPP) and (c) Final Carry Propa-

gate Addition (CPA) as shown in Figure A.9. A wide variety of algorithms have been

proposed to target the optimization of these stages [155].

xo x1 x2 x3 x4 

yo y1 y2 y3 y4 

xoyo x1yo x2yo x3yo x4yo 

xoy1 x1y1 x2y1 x3y1 x4y1 

xoy2 x1y2 x2y2 x3y2 x4y2 

xoy3 x1y3 x2y3 x3y3 x4y3 

xoy4 x1y4 x2y4 x3y4 x4y4 

zo z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8 z9 

!"#$%#&'()*+

!"#$%#&,-+

.(-$(#++
.-/*"'01+

.-/*"'0+

Figure A.9 : The various states in a typical Multiplier

Various multiplier architectures have been proposed over the past few decades and

they can be broadly classified into two types based on the type of partial product

reduction tree: (a) Serial Multipliers which use a “shift and add” type of reduction of

partial product tree thereby reducing the size of the partial product tree by one in each

clock cycle; and (b) Parallel Multipliers which employ a more parallel reduction of the
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Figure A.10 : The Architecture of an Array Multiplier

partial product tree using Carry Save Adders (CSA). In most applications, parallel

multipliers are the obvious choice given the necessity for minimum performance [156].

The Parallel Multipliers are further divided into two types : (1) Array Multipliers

which employ a network of full adders to reduce the partial product tree as shown in

Figure A.10 and (2) Tree Multipliers which employ special type of carry save adders

called compressors (Wallace Tree Multipliers) and counters (Dadda Multipliers) to
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enable a complete parallel reduction of the partial product array [157].
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